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Zusammenfassung
Die Bedeutung der Software-Qualitätssicherung für Compiler hat in den

letzten Jahren stark zugenommen. Übersetzt ein Compiler eine sicherheitskri-
tische Software fehlerhaft, kann dies schwerwiegende Folgen haben. Insbeson-
dere für Compiler-Backends werden effiziente Maßnahmen zur Überprüfung
benötigt, da diese aufgrund der Abhängigkeit von der Zielarchitektur nicht
wiederverwendbar sind und komplexe fehleranfällige Optimierungen enthalten.

In dieser Arbeit präsentieren wir einen Verifikations- und einen Testansatz
für die Qualitätssicherung von Compiler-Backends, die aus einer Spezifikation
generiert werden können. Der von uns entwickelte Verifikationsansatz erbringt
den formalen Beweis, dass die in der Spezifikation beschriebene Transformation
aus der Compiler-internen Darstellung in den Maschinencode die Semantik der
Programme erhält. Der von uns entwickelte Ansatz basiert auf einer Forma-
lisierung im interaktiven Theorembeweiser Isabelle/HOL. Wir haben ein mo-
dulares Beweisverfahren entwickelt, mit dem die Korrektheit einer Menge von
Spezifikationsregeln, mit Hilfe von Beweisen für die einzelnen Regeln bewie-
sen wird. Dies wird erreicht, indem die im Compiler nur implizit vorhandenen
Transformationsergebnisse im formalen Modell explizit erfasst werden. Für die
Beweisführung definieren wir Strategien, die Ähnlichkeiten in Beweisen aus-
nutzen und eine teilautomatisierte Beweisführung ermöglichen. Wir erfassen in
unserem Ansatz Spezifikationsmöglichkeiten, die für die effiziente Entwicklung
industrieller Compiler notwendig sind.

Der von uns entwickelte Testansatz ermöglicht es, das generierte Backend
systematisch und automatisiert zu testen. Um die Tests auszuwählen, extrahie-
ren wir die in der Backendspezifikation vorhandene kontextfreie Grammatik.
Aus dieser Grammatik leiten wir eine Testspezifikation für das kombinatorische
Testen ab und können dann die Testfallmenge mithilfe eines Generierungsal-
gorithmus für kombinatorisches Testen berechnen. Unser Ansatz stellt eine
neuartige Lösung für die Testauswahl beim grammatik-basierten Testen dar
und garantiert, dass die Regelkombinationsmöglichkeiten systematisch getes-
tet werden. Ein ausgewählter Testfall wird im Compiler mithilfe eines aus der
Spezifikation automatisch abgeleiteten Moduls generiert und anschließend so-
wohl in Maschinencode als auch in die Quellsprache des Compilers übersetzt.
Dieses Vorgehen ermöglicht es, die Testfälle automatisiert mithilfe eines alter-
nativen Compilers als Testorakel zu bewerten.

Wir stellen in dieser Arbeit eine Bewertung der Anwendbarkeit der beiden
Qualitätssicherungsansätze für die entwicklungsbegleitende Absicherung von
industriellen Compilern vor. Wir haben Bewertungskriterien definiert und die
Ansätze anhand dieser Kriterien evaluiert. Mithilfe unserer Kriterien haben wir
den Nutzen und die Kostenfaktoren der entwickelten Ansätze eindeutig iden-
tifiziert. Unsere Analyseergebnisse ermöglichen es, den für die Erfordernisse
eines Projektes notwendigen Ansatz auszuwählen.

Außerdem haben wir zwei Algorithmen für die kombinatorische Testfall-
generierung entwickelt. Beide Algorithmen basieren auf der konzeptuell neuen
Idee der expliziten Repräsentation der vollständigen Testfallmenge. Die experi-
mentellen Ergebnisse für diese Ansätze übertreffen die bekannter Algorithmen,
was die Stärke dieses neuen Konzepts zeigt.





Abstract
Compilers are increasingly used for the development of safety-critical soft-

ware applications. For these applications, it can lead to serious consequences
if the compiler introduces a failure into the compiled program. Quality assur-
ance techniques are required in particular for compiler back ends because they
are known to be error-prone. The reason for this is that compiler back ends
comprise complex optimizations and cannot be reused due to their dependence
on the target processor.

In this thesis, we present a formal verification as well as a testing approach
for compiler back ends, which can be generated from a specification. With the
presented verification approach we prove that the semantics of the compiled
programs is preserved by the transformation that is defined in the back end
specification. We developed a modular, machine-assisted verification approach
within the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL. Our formalization enables us to de-
compose the overall correctness proof for a set of code generator rules into
simpler proofs for individual rules, which are verified in isolation. We achieve
this with the formalization of intermediate transformation results that are only
implicitly present during compilation. In order to reduce the proof effort, we
exploit the similarity that shows up in similar proofs and semi-automatize them
by combining several proof steps into a single step. We capture in our formal
model specification features that are required for the efficient development of
industrial compilers.

Our test approach allows for the automatic and systematic test of the gen-
erated back end. We exploit the fact that the back end specification defines
a context free grammar. We derive from this grammar a test specification for
combinatorial interaction testing(CIT). This enables us to apply a CIT test set
generation algorithm in order to determine a test set that ensures rule com-
bination coverage for a user-defined combination strength. Our test selection
approach is a novel solution for the generation of test sets in grammar-based
testing. We create the selected test cases by extending the compiler with a
test generation module that is also derived from the back end specification. A
generated test case is translated into an executable program and also into a
source language program such that we can employ differential testing with an
alternative compiler as automatic test evaluation method.

In addition to our approaches, we also present their cost-benefit assessment.
We defined assessment criteria in order to evaluate the approaches with regard
to their employment for industrial compiler development projects. Our analysis
identifies the benefits and relates them with the cost factors. The presented
criteria provide guidance for the selection of the appropriate approach.

Moreover, we present in this thesis two novel algorithms for CIT test set
generation. Both algorithms are based on the conceptually new idea of the
explicit representation of the test set. The experimental results with our al-
gorithms exceed those of previously presented algorithms, which demonstrates
the strength of this new concept.
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1 Introduction
Software systems have entered nearly all areas of everyday life. They are
employed in a growing number of safety-critical application areas such as the
automotive or avionics domain. Due to this development, the importance of
software quality assurance gets more and more important. The importance of
quality assurance is also rising because the costs of software failure correction,
which can be extremely high, have become a key issue in software production.
According to a study carried out in 2008 [Bal08], North American software
companies spend up to 22 million dollars per year to localize and repair defects
in their software systems. The participants of this study describe quality as
one of the most important factors in software development. A study among
European companies [PAC08] comes to similar results. 65 per cent of its
respondents consider testing the method of choice to increase the efficiency
of their software production. The selection of suitable methods to ensure the
quality of the product to be developed is a primary factor. It is influenced by
several issues. First of all, the methods depend on the product, i.e., they must
be applicable to determine the quality of the software system to be developed.
They also depend on the quality requirements and on the resources available
for quality assurance. In software development projects, the methods must
be selected such that the best possible result is achieved within the available
budget. To address the described situation, not only new quality assurance
approaches are required, but also an assessment with regard to their cost-
benefit ratio.

1.1 Problem and Objectives
The contributions of this thesis lie in the area of software quality assurance.
On the one hand, we present new quality assurance approaches and on the
other hand we present an assessment of theses approaches. The software that
we primarily address with the presented approaches are compilers. However,
with the results of this thesis, we also improve general testing approaches and
contribute to the area of combinatorial interaction testing as well as grammar-
based testing.

Quality assurance approaches for software can be classified into two classes:
formal verification techniques and testing techniques. Formal verification tech-
niques are complete, i.e., they can guarantee the absence of failures. With
testing techniques failures can be detected and confidence in the quality of
software systems can be provided. Various testing approaches with a high
degree of automation have been developed and have made testing the pre-
dominant quality assurance approach in industry. But in contrast to formal
verification, testing may overlook defects because complete testing is infeasible

13



14 Introduction

for nearly all realistic systems. In view of this fact, it is surprising that formal
verification approaches are rarely used even though they ensure correctness.
This situation results from the characteristics attributed to these approaches.
Their cost-benefit ratio is rated worse than that of testing approaches. Formal
verification techniques are considered as not applicable to real-world software
systems or as too expensive for an employment in an industrial software de-
velopment process.

In this thesis, we explore quality assurance for compilers. Quality assurance
for compilers is interesting for three reasons. First, the compiler is an indis-
pensable tool in the software development process and is increasingly used to
produce safety-critical software. Therefore it is important to ensure that the
compiler does not introduce failures during the compilation of a program into
executable machine code. Second, compilers carry out complex transforma-
tions. Especially the back end comprises target specific optimizations which
are known to be error-prone. However, despite the great importance of compil-
ers and the issues with fault-prone compiler optimizations, the situation with
regards to its quality assurance is striking. In research, compiler testing has
gained considerably less attention than compiler verification, for which a large
amount on approaches and techniques has been presented. In contrast, in in-
dustry quality assurance for compilers is carried out with testing techniques.
In view of this situation, the question why formal verification techniques are
not applied for industrial compilers arises even more.

The first aim of this thesis is the development of an approach for each of the
two classes of quality assurance techniques. We develop a formal verification
approach as well as a testing approach for a specific class of compiler back
ends. We require the approaches to fulfill the following two criteria:

1. The approach must be applicable for realistic compiler back ends, i.e., it
must consider the relevant features that arise in practice.

2. The approach must be applicable within realistic development projects.
In particular, we require that the approach can be intertwined with the
stepwise development process of compiler back ends.

The second aim of this thesis is the assessment of the two quality assurance
approaches. In order to evaluate and compare our formal verification approach
and our testing approach, we define assessment criteria that allow to judge the
approaches with regard to their deployment. We identify the advantages and
disadvantages of both approaches and analyse their cost-benefit ratio. In par-
ticular, we reveal weak points that render the application of formal verification
approaches for industrial compilers difficult and costly. Based on our results,
we discuss the prevailing opinion on the cost-effectiveness of the two different
quality assurance techniques. Moreover, our criteria provide guidance for the
selection of the appropriate quality assurance approach and recommendations
for its usage.
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1.2 Quality Assurance for Compiler Back Ends
In this thesis, we consider quality assurance approaches for bottom-up-rewrite
system (BURS) based compiler back ends [NK97]. This technique allows to
generate the compiler back end from a specification automatically. Our case
studies are compiler back ends developed with the CoSy compiler development
system by ACE [ACE]. The CoSy system is a framework for the construction of
compilers that has successfully been deployed in numerous industrial compiler
development projects. It facilitates the efficient development of new compilers
by providing a well-defined modular structure and by offering a great number
of analysis and optimization modules. Another advantage of the compiler
framework is that it provides a BURS-based back end generator such that a
new compiler back end can be generated from a specification. In the following,
we point out the reasons for selecting compiler back ends as subject of quality
assurance and outline the developed quality assurance approaches.

1.2.1 BURS-based Compiler Back Ends
The localization of a failure within a newly developed software system usually
starts in the software itself. If the compiler, which translates the software
program, is the cause of the error, it can take a long time to figure this out.
In general, the software developer is only the user of the compiler. He cannot
eliminate the failure and is therefore forced to circumvent it. This situation
can require to modify the software system to be developed. To switch off
compiler optimization may represent an alternative solution. In any case, the
advantage of the compiler is lost. The software developer cannot concentrate
on the functionality to be implemented, but rather has to find a way to deal
with the defective compiler. To avoid this situation, compiler-specific quality
assurance methods are required.

The compiler back end is known to be the most error-prone module in the
compiler. In contrast to other compiler modules, it depends on the target
processor and cannot be reused for new compilers but must be newly devel-
oped. Moreover, the back end contains complex optimizations that deploy the
specific features of the target processor. The development of compiler back
ends is considerably facilitated by BURS systems. This approach allows to
replace the costly manual implementation with an automatic generation of the
back end from a specification. A specification consists of rules that describe
a mapping from the intermediate representation of the compiler to the target
processor instructions. Although BURS-based back ends are employed success-
fully in practice, the question of quality assurance for these back ends has not
been solved satisfactorily. In industry, the current answer to the quality assur-
ance problem are test suites derived from experience in compiler development.
These test sets are manually extended for every new back end specification
in order to test specific behavior of the back end and enhance the quality of
the back end. A specific test approach for compiler back ends has not been
proposed to the best of the author’s knowledge. A formal verification approach
for BURS-based back ends has been presented [ZG97, DGVZ98] but it has not
found a way into current industrial practice.
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1.2.2 Our Formal Verification Approach
Our formal verification approach has been developed within the interactive
theorem prover Isabelle/HOL. We have chosen Isabelle/HOL because we can
benefit from results of numerous research projects on formal semantics and
on verification of programming language properties. Our approach allows for
a modular correctness proof for a set of code generator rules. In particular,
our formalization enables us to investigate the correctness of an individual
rule in isolation. We use the resulting lemmas for individual rules in order to
conduct the proof for the overall correctness claim on a sequence of rules. The
modularization helps to manage the size and complexity of the formalization.

Our proof shows the correctness for all possible behaviors of the compiler
back end that originate from the rules captured in the formal model. The
practical applicability of our approach is ensured by the fact that our formal-
ization captures the most important features that are employed in realistic
back end specifications. The employment of the Isabelle theorem prover en-
sures that the proofs are complete and correct, i.e., that no special case has
been forgotten and no error in the proof has passed unnoticed. Furthermore,
using the theorem prover, we can avoid tedious manual work by conducting
similar proofs semi-automatically.

1.2.3 Our Test Approach
Our test approach allows for the systematic and automatic testing of the com-
piler back end. We combine grammar-based testing with combinatorial inter-
action testing into a test set generation method that allows for the calculation
of back end specific test cases. Our approach eliminates the need for the
manual definition of test cases. We exploit the fact that a compiler back end
specification implicitly defines a context-free grammar for the intermediate rep-
resentation. We can automatically derive test cases by determining derivations
of this grammar. Grammar-based testing requires techniques to systematically
select derivations because the number of possible derivations grows exponen-
tially with their length. For realistic grammars already small derivation length
values lead to test sets that are too large to be tested exhaustively. We ob-
served that the set of derivations with a fixed length can be described with a
test specification for combinatorial interaction testing (CIT). Such a specifica-
tion describes a test problem as sets of mutually exclusive items. A CIT test
set generation algorithm calculates a test set that tests a defined set of item
combinations. In our case, the items correspond to the rules of the code gen-
erator specification. We employ a CIT test set generation algorithm in order
to generate test sets that ensure coverage of all possible t-wise combinations
of rules with at least one test case. Our test selection approach is applicable
to test problems that can be described with context free grammars, i.e., it is
not restricted to compiler back ends. In order to generate the selected test
cases, we extend the compiler with a test generation module. This module
is also automatically generated from the back end specification. A generated
test case is translated by the compiler back end into an executable program.
Moreover, we retranslate it into a source language program by using support
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of the compiler framework. This enables us to evaluate the test cases auto-
matically by appling an alternative compiler as test oracle. For test selection,
we have developed new CIT test set generation algorithms that outperform
existing algorithms.

1.3 Overview of this Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we provide the necessary
background for compilers, formal verification and testing. We introduce formal
verification with Isabelle/HOL and present the concepts for testing focusing
on combinatorial interaction testing. In Chapter 3, we review related work on
quality assurance methods. In particular, we introduce related work on formal
verification and testing approaches for compilers and provide an overview on
relevant approaches for combinatorial interaction testing. In Chapter 4, we
present our formal verification approach that verifies rules from a back end
specification for the Itanium processor. In Chapter 5, we present our test ap-
proach. Subsequently, our new algorithms for combinatorial interaction testing
are presented in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we assess and compare the devel-
oped quality assurance approaches. We summarize the results of this thesis
and give an overview of future work in Chapter 8.
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2 Background
In this chapter, we introduce the background of this thesis. We start in Sec-
tion 2.1 with a basic introduction to compilers. The focus will be on the
back end, because we address this module of the compiler with our quality
approaches. In Section 2.2 we introduce the background on quality assurance
approaches. Our focus is on theorem proving and combinatorial interaction
testing, the techniques that we employ in our quality assurance approaches.
In Section 2.3 we present definitions and background on k-partite graphs and
binary decision diagrams that we employ for test set generation algorithms.

2.1 Compilers
A compiler is a software system that translates its input in a certain language
into an output in another language. Compilers that translate programs in high-
level programming languages into assembly languages or executable machine
code allow to develop machine-independent programs. The software developer
implements the system to be build using the more abstract high-level language.
Because he must not bear in mind the specific features of the addressed target
architecture, he can concentrate on the functionality to be implemented. This
facilitates the software development process considerably. An inviolable cri-
terion that every compiler must satisfy is correctness, i.e., the compiler must
preserve the meaning of the program. Compilers are also expected to generate
executable programs that make the best possible use of the target hardware.
These two requirements are conflicting because the optimizations required to
generate efficient binaries are error-prone due to their complexity.

The translation task is decomposed into two main steps: the analysis and
the synthesis step. This decomposition leads to the structure shown in Fig-
ure 2.1. The front end analyzes the input and transforms it into a target-
independent intermediate representation. The back end maps this representa-
tion onto the target language. This modular structure has several advantages.
The complex transformation is split into simpler and separately implementable
steps. This approach also eases the adaptation of the compiler for new input

Source
Code

Front
End

Compiler

Intermediate
Representation

Back
End

Target
Code

Figure 2.1: Structure of a Typical Compiler
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unsigned int fac(unsigned int x){
unsigned int res = x;
while(x > 1){
x = x-1;
res = res*x;

}
return res;

}

(a) C-Code

BB1
res = x;

BB2
if(x > 1)

BB3
x = x-1;
res = res*x;

BB4
return res;

true

false

(b) CFG Representation

Figure 2.2: Source Code and Corresponding CFG Representation

or output languages since either the front end or the back end can be reused
and only the other module must be newly developed. Furthermore, target
independent optimizations can be realized as reusable modules operating on
the intermediate representation. In the following, we explain these modules in
more detail.

2.1.1 Front End
The front end analyzes the input program, rejects invalid source-programs and
builds the intermediate representation for valid source programs. The analysis
task is further divided into three steps. First the input stream is split into
tokens by the lexical analysis. The syntactical analysis checks the sequence
of tokens for conformance with the context free grammar of the programming
language. Finally, the semantic analysis verifies the semantic consistency, e. g.
the compliance to the typing rules of the language. After a successful semantic
analysis, the intermediate representation is build.

2.1.2 Intermediate Representation
The intermediate representation (IR) serves as the interface between the front
end and the back end. The translation from the IR into the target language
consists of a series of passes. The single steps lower the level of abstraction
of the source language operations, until the level of assembly instructions is
reached. Basically, an abstract operation is substituted with several less ab-
stract operations, which can finally be mapped onto assembly instructions.

The intermediate representation is a combination of different data struc-
tures for the global program structure and the individual statements. The
main data structure of typical intermediate representations are control flow
graphs (CFG). A control flow graph represents a single function. Its nodes are
basic blocks, i.e., sequences of statements, that always execute successively.
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Simple Statements
Assign assignment operations
FuncCall function call
BeginProcedure first statement of the entry basic block
Control Statements
Goto unconditional branch
If conditional branch
Return holds the return value and branches to the exit block
EndProcedure the only element of the exit block

Table 2.1: Subset of the Statements of the IR

The edges of the CFG represent the control flow between the basic blocks.
Each CFG has a unique entry and exit block. In case that the input function
has several exit points, the compiler obtains this form using an additional node
as unique exit block and connecting each of the exists appropriately to it. In
Figure 2.2 theses concepts are illustrated with an example. The C function
given in Figure 2.2(a) computes the factorial of its parameter. The represen-
tation of the function as CFG is given in Figure 2.2(b). Four basic blocks are
required. The first basic block BB1 is the unique entry block and contains the
initial assignment to the variable res. The second basic block holds the loop
condition and the third basic block the loop body. The basic block BB4 is the
unique exit block.

The CFG representation for functions is combined with a representation for
statements and expressions. The class of compiler back ends that we consider
in this thesis is based on a tree representation for statements. Statements
and expressions are classified and represented with different node types. For
statements there are two groups: control statements and simple statements.
Control statements only appear as last element in a basic block and indicate
the basic block that is executed next. Simple statements alter the value of
program variables. Each basic block is a list of simple statements followed by
a single control statement. In Table 2.1, a representative subset of statements
of the IR is shown. The representation of the control-flow is realized with
statements for conditional and unconditional branches (If, GoTo). Loops are
implicitly represented by the structure of the CFG, i.e., there are no state-
ments such as for, while, do-while. In order to facilitate the lowering
of the abstraction level, the IR has statements for function entry and exit
(BeginProcedure, EndProcedure) and return value handling (Return). The
classification of function calls as simple statements is based on understanding
them as a type of assignment, which is different from the intuitive assumption.

Expressions are classified into simple expressions, unary and binary expres-
sions. Table 2.2 shows representative examples for all three classes. Simple ex-
pressions represent literal values or program variables. In contrast to high-level
languages, reading and writing access to program variables are explicitly dis-
tinguished with specific operators. Expressions of type ObjectAddr represent
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Simple Expressions
IntConst integer value
ObjectAddr address generation for a program variable
Content reading access to a program variable
Unary Expressions
Convert explicit type conversion
Not bitwise or logical negation
Binary Expressions
Plus addition
And bitwise or logical and
Compare comparison operation
ShiftLeft left shift
AddrPlus address calculation

Table 2.2: Subset of the Expressions of the IR

Assign

ObjectAddr c Plus

Mult

Content

ObjectAddr a

Content

ObjectAddr b

IntConst 4

Figure 2.3: Tree Representation for Statement c = a*b + 4

the address of a program variable, reading the value of a variable is explicitly
represented with the Content expression. Expressions of type AddrPlus serve
to access components of variables with complex types (e.g. arrays). The unary
and binary expressions comprise expressions for arithmetic, logic and bit op-
erations (Plus, And, Compare, ShiftLeft). Another important difference
to high-level languages is the explicit representation of all type conversions
(Convert). Figure 2.3 shows the tree representation for an assignment and il-
lustrates the different representation of reading and writing access to program
variables. The left subexpression representing the writing access to variable c
consists of the expression ObjectAddr only. The reading access to variables
a and b requires expressions of type Content with corresponding ObjectAddr
subexpressions.

BURS-based code generators, which we consider in this thesis, are based on
the illustrated representation of statements and expressions as trees. In the
following, the main functionality of the back end is introduced and this specific
kind of code generators explained.
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Rule ID Pattern and Result Cost Emit
1. c2r Const c → r 1 mov r c
2. c2i Const c → imm 0
3. i2r imm → r 1 mov r imm
4. usepsr Content (ObjectAddr a) → r 1 mov r ra
5. add Plus(rl, rr) → r 1 add r rl rr
6. addimm Plus(rl, imm) → r 1 add r rl imm
7. defpsr Assign((ObjectAddr a), r) → ε 1 mov ra r

Table 2.3: Example Code Generator Specification

2.1.3 Back End

The back end performs target specific optimizations and translates the inter-
mediate representation into machine code. The translation process comprises
three main tasks: the instruction selection, the register allocation and the in-
struction scheduling. These tasks are complex optimization problems that are
interdependent. In standard compilers they are implemented individually and
applied in the indicated order. The instruction selection maps the statements
and expressions onto corresponding assembly instructions. To split instruc-
tion selection and register allocation, the instruction selector algorithm uses
infinitely many virtual or pseudo registers for intermediate results. Result of
the instruction selection is a target-dependent representation of the program,
the low-level IR (LIR). The LIR coexists with and is linked to the IR. The
register allocator maps the virtual registers to the registers provided by the
target architecture. If the number of available registers is not sufficient, spill
instructions for swapping registers into the memory are added to the LIR
representation. The scheduling algorithm reorders the generated assembly in-
structions to minimize the execution time taking into account the dependencies
between these instructions. It works on the LIR representation of the program.

A very popular approach for instruction selection are bottom-up rewrite
systems (BURS) based code generators that combine tree pattern matching
and dynamic programming. This approach allows to generate the code selector
from a specification. A specification is a set of rules that implicitly defines a
tree grammar for the intermediate language. A rule associates elements of
the IR with corresponding assembly instructions. Its main parts are a tree
pattern, a replacement symbol and an emit block. The tree pattern specifies
the considered IR element. If the tree pattern matches against a subtree of
some IR statement, the subtree is mapped onto the assembly instructions
specified in the emit block of the rule. The replacement symbols correspond
to the nonterminals of the grammar and connect the rules. Rules may have
similar patterns but different emit blocks. This allows to specify alternative
translation possibilities. Each rule is associated with a cost, which is used to
choose between alternative translation options.

A simple example specification is presented in Table 2.3. The rules specify
translations for assignments that consist of expressions for integer constants,
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Assign ε:3:<7>

ObjectAddr a Plus

r:3:<5>

r:3:<5>

r:2:<6>

Content

ObjectAddr b

r:1:<4> Const 4

r:1:<1>

imm:0:<2>
r:1:<2,3>

(a) Covert Tree

4: mov r1 rb
6: add r2 r1 imm
7: mov ra r2

(b) Assembly Code

Figure 2.4: Cover Tree for Statement a = b + 4

variables and addition operations. The rule set comprises two alternative rules
for constants (rules 1 and 2) and two alternative rules for the arithmetic oper-
ation (rules 5 and 6). The third rule is a chain rule, i.e., its pattern as well as
its result symbol are nonterminals. This rule provides a further code selection
option connecting rule 2 to rules that consume the nonterminal r. The last
rule has as result a specific symbol ε that represents the start symbol of the
corresponding grammar. The rules are classified into statement rules and ex-
pression rules. Statement rules have as result the specific ε symbol, expression
rules always have as result a nonterminal different from ε.

A BURS-based code generator translates the statements one at a time.
The global structure of the program, i.e., the set of basic blocks and the set of
edges between theses blocks, remain unmodified. Only the number and type
of instructions inside a basic block are changed. The code for a statement is
selected with three traversals of the corresponding tree. The first bottom-up
traversal labels each node with the result nonterminals of all matching rules
and their costs. The second top-down traversal chooses a cost-minimal rule set
that covers the tree. In the third phase, the elements for the target-dependent
representation are constructed with a bottom-up walk.

Figure 2.4(a) shows a rule cover for the statement a = b + 4. The nodes
are annotated with nonterminal-cost-rule combinations. Such a combination
indicates the rule, that applied at the node, generates the nonterminal with the
given costs. A rule combination may contain a sequence of rules with several
chain rules but exactly one non-chain rule. This is the case for the Const node
that can be transformed into the nonterminal r with the sequential application
of rules 2 and 3. Since rules can have nested patterns, as for example rules 4
and 7, not all nodes must be annotated. This is the case for the two nodes
ObjectAddr representing the two variables. Both nodes are matched with
the pattern of the rule that is applied to their direct parent node. The rules
highlighted in bold font are the finally selected rules. Figure 2.4(b) shows
the generated sequence of assembly instructions. The registers are pseudo
registers, i.e., ra means the virtual register assigned to variable a; r1, r2 fresh
are registers different from those used for variables a and b.

The presented concept for code selection requires a variety of extensions
for practicability. We must take them into account since ignoring them would
question the applicability of our quality assurance approaches. We present
these extensions in the next section.
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2.1.4 Concrete Back End Specifications
The design of the IR and the applicability of the presented concept for code
selection are interdependent. Only the information encoded with different
statements and expressions can be used to select the assembly instructions
by the basic pattern matching approach. In most cases, this information is
insufficient to exploit the features of the addressed target architecture. A
solution could be to refine the elements of the IR to encode more information.
Such a refinement would affect many compiler modules that do not require a
less abstract representation. An alternative solution, that is used in practice,
is the extension of the basic pattern matching approach. The approach is
extended such that information that is not directly encoded in the rule patterns
can be used. In addition, features are introduced that allow to combine similar
rules into compact rules. In the following, we present theses concepts and
illustrate them with examples.

Rule Conditions Rule conditions restrict the applicability of a rule to only a
subset of all matching expressions. The rule selection process is extended such
that for rules with conditions, not only the pattern is checked but also the rule
condition. Only if the rule condition is valid, it can be applied. As an example
let us look at the rule 2 of our example specification. Many assembly languages
limit the size for immediate operands. We can specify this restriction extending
the rule with a rule condition as it is shown below. The rule condition ensures
that the rule is applied only to constants with values not exceeding the constant
referred to as MAX_INT.

2’ Const c → imm
Condition { c ≤ MAX_INT }

In our case studies rule conditions are specified with arbitrary expressions
in the implementation language of the compiler. Rule conditions use informa-
tion that is stored in attributes of the data structures. This keeps the set of
elements in the IR small but it comes with a price. It must be ensured that
the specification is complete. Due to rules with equal patterns but disjoint
rule conditions, it can be the case that for an application condition no rule is
specified. Substituting in our initial rule set, both rules for constants (rules
1 and 2) with the two rules given below, the resulting specification would be
incomplete, assuming that MAX_SHORT is smaller than MAX_INT.

2a’ Const c → immS
Condition { c < MAX_SHORT }

2b’ Const c → immL
Condition { MAX_INT < c }

The resulting code generator would fail to find an applicable rule for all
constants greater than MAX_SHORT and smaller than MAX_INT. [Bra10] presents
an approach that solves this problem.
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Dynamic Patterns Dynamic patterns allow to substitute the fixed patterns
in a rule with a pattern calculation that is performed at code generation time.
This allows to combine several similar rules into a single rule. To demonstrate
dynamic patterns, we assume that the assembly language supports two dif-
ferent instructions addS and add for addition of a register and an immediate
operand that differ with respect to the representable values. We introduce a
new nonterminal immS intended for integer constants not exceeding a value
SMALL_INT. Instead of defining a second rule 2’, we modify this rule such
that the pattern on the right-hand side is calculated with the auxiliary func-
tion const2nt that is shown below the modified rule. When the pattern is
matched, this function is called and the nonterminal corresponding to the ac-
tual expression is returned. Dynamic patterns may also appear in the left-hand
side pattern of a rule.

2’ Const c → const2nt(c)
const2nt(c){

if(c <= SMALL_INT)
return immS

else
return imm

}

To achieve the intended mapping from the IR to the two assembly instruc-
tions, we must remove chain rule 3 and duplicate the former rule 6 with the
two new rules shown below.

6a’ Plus(rl, immS) → reg
adds r r_l immS

6b’ Plus(rl, imm) → reg
add r r_l imm

An alternative solution for the presented example could be realized with
rule conditions that we presented before. Another possibility is conditional
code generation that we present next.

Conditional Code Generation The assembly instructions to be emitted are
specified with arbitrary code in the implementation language of the compiler.
The back end generator verbatim copies the content of the emit section into
the code generator sources. Principally, the code consists of statements that
print the assembly instructions to an output file but arbitrary calculations are
allowed to determine what should be printed out. This opens the possibility
for conditional code generation. Using this possibility we can achieve the above
described behavior of the code selector, extending the emit block of rule 6 as
shown below.
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6’ Plus(rl, imm) → reg
EMIT

if(imm <= SMALL_INT)
adds r r_l imm

else
add r r_l imm

Now, the rule 6’ generates different assembly instructions, depending on
the value stored in the nonterminal imm. This solution avoids additional rules
and nonterminals. But the complexity of the affected rule is increased since
the assembly code of the rule is no longer uniquely determined. The compiler
designer must carefully weigh the benefits and disadvantages of the different
possibilities to avoid subtle failures.

Nonterminals The nonterminals do not only connect the rules but also have
a semantic meaning. They store information necessary for the interaction of
the rules, as well as for register allocation and instruction scheduling. The
code generator generator that we consider in our case study uses four different
types of nonterminals. A nonterminal with type REGISTER is used for rules
that are associated with assembly instructions producing a result in a register.
This nonterminal type provides the register allocation algorithm with informa-
tion. A nonterminal with type MEMORY appears in rules that leave their result
in a memory location, i.e., they indicate that no register is required. ADDRMODE
nonterminals are used to factor out patterns common to a set of rules, e.g.
the offset calculation to move a parameter into a register. Furthermore non-
terminals can have the type UNIQUE. This kind of nonterminals is intended for
rules that produce a result in a specific location, e.g. a status register. This
nonterminal type instructs the scheduling algorithm to consider additional de-
pendencies between the instructions producing the result and those consuming
the result. The compiler designer may extend the nonterminals with arbitrary
attributes to store additional information, e.g. the offset value required to
access a value.

Chain Rules Chain rules are rules that transform one nonterminal into an-
other nonterminal. This allows to connect two rules and insert additional
assembly instructions or transfer information from the nonterminal that rep-
resents the left-hand side of the rule to the nonterminal on the right-hand side.
Rule 3 in our example specification is a chain rule. This rule chains rule 1 for
constants to rule 5 and thus provides an alternative code mapping for addition
operations with constant operands.

Interaction with the Register Allocator As explained in the beginning of
this section, instruction selection uses an infinite set of pseudo registers. Each
rule producing a nonterminal of type REGISTER corresponds to instructions
that produce a result in a register. These actually required registers must be
mapped onto the limited set of hardware registers by the register allocator
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afterwards. Rules generating code for reading and writing access to variables
offer optimization potential for register allocation. In our example in Figure 2.4
on page 24 we see that reading and writing a variable, both are mapped onto
instructions for copying register contents. In case that the register allocator
is able to map the source and target register of the mov instruction onto the
same physical register, the instruction is redundant. To avoid these superfluous
instructions, rules for reading or writing access with register nonterminals in
its left and right hand side can be labelled as TEMPO rules. Such a rule generates
no code but marks either its register nonterminal on the right-hand side or one
of its register nonterminals of the left-hand side pattern. In case of marked
nonterminals, the register allocator tries to use the same physical register for
the register nonterminals appearing in the left and right-hand side. Only in
case that this is not possible, it generates assembly code that moves the register
content. The assembly code to be emitted is specified with auxiliarymove rules
that have the same register nonterminal as left and right-hand side.

In our example specification rules 4 and 7 can be marked as TEMPO rules.
As it is shown in the following presentation, their emit block is empty. The
specification must be extended with the move rule (rule 8 in the presenta-
tion below), for copying the register value. This rule is applied in case that
the register fails to assign the same physical register to the variable and the
nonterminal.

4’ Content (ObjectAddr a) → r TEMPO
EMIT: { }

7’ Assign((ObjectAddr a), r TEMPO) → ε

EMIT: { }
8. rsrc → rdst

EMIT: { mov rdst rsrc }

Interaction with the Scheduler The scheduler tries to reorder the generated
instructions to reduce the execution time of the resulting program. It operates
on the data structures of the LIR representation. In this representation, the
rules are the units that can be reordered by the scheduler. This means that
several single instructions in the emit block of a rule are invisible to the sched-
uler. To offer further scheduling possibilities, it is possible to split a sequence
of assembly instructions into separate units, visible to the scheduler. To split
an emit block into several separate units, a rule defines a specific emit block
and uses specific INSTRUCTION rules in it. For each instruction in such an
expand block a separate unit in the LIR representation is build. This leads to
more scheduling possibilities for the considered rule. We show an example for
this feature in Section 4.2.5, where we present rules from our case study.

2.2 Quality Assurance Approaches
Quality assurance is a systematic process to ensure that a software system
functions as intended and does not cause any harm. Quality assurance tech-
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niques can be classified into constructive and analytical techniques. Construc-
tive techniques comprise methods that prevent the introduction of failures,
e.g. guidelines that forbid the usage of error-prone implementation techniques.
Constructive techniques are not object of this thesis. Analytical quality as-
surance methods identify quality defects. The prevalent analytical technique
in industry is testing. An alternative are formal verification techniques. The
main difference between both techniques considers their outcome. Formal ver-
ification techniques can prove the absence of failures because they take into
account all possible behaviors of the system under consideration. Testing can
only discover errors. It cannot show their absence [Ran70] since for most
systems it can investigate only a subset of the behavior. A second main dif-
ference between both approaches are their prerequisites. Formal verification
techniques necessitate a formal model of the software system, whereas testing
techniques inspect the real implementation. In case that the formal model
must be developed manually this can cause substantial costs. In the following,
we briefly introduce the necessary concepts for both approaches.

2.2.1 Formal Verification
Formal verification techniques use mathematical reasoning to provide evidence
for required properties of a system. The most popular methods for formal
verification are static analysis, model checking and theorem proving. These
techniques differ with respect to the degree of automation and with respect
to their application areas. Model checking and theorem proving provide the
proof for a formal model of the software system but not the software itself.
Static analysis analyzes the source code in order to find the correctness proof.
In this thesis we use theorem proving. We have chosen this approach because
it is particularly suitable to our needs, as several research projects on compiler
correctness have shown. The theorem prover supports to develop and to man-
age the formal model as well as to conduct the correctness proof. The major
steps of this approach are:

• the formalization of the considered languages,

• the formalization of the transformation algorithm,

• the definition of a predicate that captures the notion of correctness and

• the reasoning that the specified transformation fulfills the predicate.

In the following, we explain these steps in more detail.

Formal Semantics

The first step comprises the definition of a formal semantics. Depending on the
verification goal, it is necessary to specify the formal semantics for the input
and output language of the compiler and its IR, or only for a subset of them. A
formal semantics defines the meaning of the elements of a language. It can be
defined as denotational, axiomatic or operational semantics. A denotational
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p1 ≈ p′1

p2 ≈ p′2

exec(stmt) exec(stmt′)

Figure 2.5: Principle of Bisimulation Relation

semantics focusses on the effect of the statements and expressions. Statements
and expressions are associated with mathematical functions that capture the
indented effect. An axiomatic semantics is based on logical formulas. Theses
assertions capture the effect of statements on the program variables. An op-
erational semantics defines an abstract machine and associates the elements of
the language with the transition of this machine. Operational semantics are
further classified into natural semantics and structural operational semantics.
Both differ with respect to the specification of the transition relation. The
latter distinguishes individual steps of statements, whereas the former directly
relates the initial and final state of a statement. For more detail on formal
semantics, we refer to [NN92].

Compiler Correctness

A compiler is considered correct if it transforms every input program with
a well-defined semantics into a semantically equivalent output program. If
we define a predicate equivalent(P, P ′) that relates semantically equivalent
programs and explicitly specify the transformation as a function compile(P ),
the correctness proof can be provided showing that the following proposition
holds:

∀P, P ′.equivalent(P, compile(P ))

This idea requires to formalize the notion of semantical equivalence of two
programs. A first attempt to capture this notion could be to compare the result
of both programs. Such a predicate cannot be used to relate non-terminating
programs. A widely used approach to capture semantical equivalence for non-
terminating systems is based on the concept of observation equivalence that was
introduced by Milner [Mil82]. The state transitions of a program are divided
into internal and external behavior. Only external transitions are observable
from outside. Two programs are observationally equivalent if the sequence of
observable transitions is equal for all possible program runs. To compare the
possible runs of two systems, a relation on their state spaces is defined. This
relation is called bisimulation and formally defined as follows:

Bisimulation LetM,M ′ be the state spaces of two systems P and
P ′ and −→⊆ M ×M and −→′⊆ M ′ ×M ′ the transition systems
for P and P ′. A relation ∼=⊆ M ×M ′ is a bisimulation relation if
p1 ∼= p′1 implies:

i) if p1 −→ p2 then p′1 −→ p′2 and p2 ∼= p′2
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ii) if p′1 −→ p′2 then p1 −→ p2 and p2 ∼= p′2

Figure 2.5 illustrates this definition. The relation requires that in case that
a program state activates the execution of a statement in P , the program state
that stands in relation to it, activates a statement in P ′. Furthermore, the cor-
responding successor states also must belong to the relation. The argument
must hold for the inversive direction too. The abstraction from internal details
using the distinction between internal and external actions allows us to relate
programs on the same abstraction level but also programs on different ab-
straction levels. Compiler optimizations are an example for the first scenario,
code generation in the back end is an example for the second scenario. To
abstract from internal behavior, there are two possibilities. First, it is possible
to combine several steps into a single step in the formal semantics. Second, the
bisimulation relation can be parameterized with an abstraction function that
allows us to abstract from the representation of the program states. If we want
to relate the representation on the more abstract IR with the representation
on the machine code level, we can use a relation that allows us to hide registers
used to store intermediate results. We come back to this point in Chapter 4
where we present our formalization.

Isabelle/HOL

We developed our formalization in the theorem prover Isabelle [Pau94]. Is-
abelle is a generic theorem prover, i.e., it supports interactive reasoning in
different formal logics. It is based on a distinction in a meta logic and object
logics. The basic system implements the meta logic, intuitionistic higher-order
logic. This meta logic can be instantiated with different object logics, e.g.,
first-order logic or higher-order logic (HOL). HOL is the most popular object
logic. It is a typed logic that comprises three basic operators and nine basic
axioms. From this set of axioms further theories are derived as conservative
extensions. This means that all other operators and lemmas are based on the
elementary operators and axioms. A theory is made up of a set of definitions
and theorems. In the following, we present those concepts that are required
to understand our formalization.

Type synonyms and records Types in Isabelle are derived from the base
type bool for truth values and the type constructor for total functions ⇒.
The predefined types include the natural numbers nat, integers int, pairs,
tuples, lists and sets. Furthermore, type variables are supported such that
polymorphic types can be defined. On top of the predefined types, it is possible
to define type synonyms and records. A type synonym introduces a new name
for an already known type. A record is basically an n-tupel but the single
components have identifiers, as it is known from programming languages. Both
constructions allow us to introduce more descriptive names in formalizations.
If we represent variable names with natural numbers, we can introduce a type
synonym vname as shown below. The record definition that is given below
the type synonym represents a program state that comprises an instruction
pointer and a variable assignment.
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types vname = nat
record state =
IP :: nat (∗ instruction pointer ∗)
Env :: vname ⇒ int (∗ variable assignment ∗)

Type abstractions New types can be defined, taking a non-empty subset
from any existing type and turning it into the new type. The subset is specified
with a corresponding predicate. We illustrate this concept by introducing a
new type short that comprises all integers between −128 and 127.

types short = {i.− 128 ≤ i ∧ i ≤ 127}

Recursive datatypes and primitive-recursive functions A very important
definition principle are recursive datatypes. A recursive definition comprises a
set of constructors. In the following definition a type of arithmetic expressions
is defined. The type comprises integer constants and two binary expressions
for addition and subtraction.

datatype expr = Const int | Add expr expr | Sub expr expr

On top of a primitive-recursive datatype, it is possible to define recursive
functions. A recursive function is a set of equations that consider the single
constructors of a recursive datatype. As example, we define an evaluation
function for the previously defined type of expressions. In the given definition,
we use the predefined theory for integers, where a meaning is assigned to the
symbols ’+’ and ’−’.

consts eval :: expr ⇒ int
primrec
eval(Const c) = c

| eval(Add lhs rhs) = (eval lhs) + (eval rhs)
| eval(Sub lhs rhs) = (eval lhs)− (eval rhs)

Another important definition principle are inductively defined sets. Such a
definition is made up of a set of introduction rules that define the elements
of the set. The previously defined evaluation function can alternatively be
defined as inductive set, as it is shown below. The first introduction rule
const_intro represents the base case. The second and third rule add_intro,
sub_intro represent the inductive step.

Reasoning in Isabelle is based on natural deduction. Natural deduction
uses inference rules to construct proofs. An inference rule comprises a set
of assumptions and a conclusion and can be applied in backward or forward
direction. For all definitions that are introduced by any of the previously
presented means, Isabelle generates a set of such inference rules. The generated
inference rule for the simple datatype expr that is required to conduct proofs
by induction is presented below.
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inductive_set eval_ind :: (sexpr × int) set
where

const_intro :
((Const i), i) ∈ eval_ind

| add_intro :
J (l, il) ∈ eval_ind; (r, ir) ∈ eval_ind K
=⇒ ((Add l r), (il + ir)) ∈ eval_ind

| sub_intro :
J (l, il) ∈ eval_ind; (r, ir) ∈ eval_ind K
=⇒ ((Sub l r), (il − ir)) ∈ eval_ind

J
∧
int.?P (Const int);∧
expr1 expr2. J ?P expr1; ?P expr2 K =⇒?P (Add expr1 expr2)∧
expr1 expr2. J ?P expr1; ?P expr2 K =⇒?P (Sub expr1 expr2)

K =⇒ ?P ?expr

The premises of this rule comprise the subgoals that must be shown to prove
that a property P holds for all elements of this datatype. The first premise is
the base case and considers all elements build with the constructor Const. The
second and third premises consider elements build with the constructors Add
and Sub. To prove that the property P holds for them, it can be assumed that
P holds for the subexpressions expr1 and expr2 (induction step). A similar
rule is generated for inductively defined sets.

To show that a formal model satisfies a given property, a corresponding
theorem must be formulated and proven. The following theorem states that
the previously introduced evaluation function is indeed equivalent to the in-
ductively defined set.

theorem (expr, v) ∈ eval_ind = (eval expr = v)

To prove this theorem, the generated inference rules are applied. In general,
proofs must be conducted manually. However, different reasoning techniques,
e.g., a simplifier or a tableau prover, can be used in order to find simpler proofs
or parts of a larger proof automatically. Due to the undecidability of HOL it is
not possible to conduct all proofs automatically. A comprehensive illustration
of the concepts on which Isabelle is based is given in [Pau93]; [NPW02] provides
a user-oriented introduction to Isabelle/HOL.

2.2.2 Testing
Testing techniques execute the software system under consideration to verify
that it satisfies specified requirements. For most realistic systems exhaustive
testing, i.e., executing the system for all possible inputs is infeasible. For this
reason, a set of test cases for a particular test objective is determined. Possible
objectives are requirements coverage or code coverage. Requirements coverage
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Parameters operating display input calibration
mode interface sensor

Values
normal color touch screen on
calibration black and white buttons off
diagnosis keyboard

Figure 2.6: CIT Specification for an Example Control Device

is achieved with a test set that includes for each requirement at least one test
case to verify that the requirement is satisfied. A commonly used form of code
coverage requires a test set that executes every statement of the software at
least once. For each test case it is necessary to specify the expected answer of
the system in order to evaluate the outcome of the test. This answer is called
test oracle. The main reason for the widespread use of testing techniques in
industry is its high degree of automation for test set generation. Even oracles
can be determined automatically. In the following, we present combinatorial
interaction testing, a technique for test set generation.

Combinatorial Interaction Testing

Combinatorial interaction testing (CIT) is a specification based test set gener-
ation method. It is based on the observation that very often software failures
are caused by a certain combination of only a small number of input values or
by a specific combination of software components.

CIT fundamentals A CIT specification consists of a set of parameters P1,
· · · , Pn. A parameter represents an aspect that the software tester identi-
fied as relevant. Each parameter Pi is associated with a finite set of values
{pi1 , · · · pili}. Values can be interpreted on different abstraction levels. De-
pending on the degree of abstraction a value can represent for example an
individual input value, a class of values or a component of a system. A test
case is an n tuple that contains for each parameter a value. The set of all
test cases is the Cartesian product over all value sets. Figure 2.6 shows a
specification for a simplified control device. The specification comprises four
parameters, shown in the header of the table. Each column represents the
value set of the corresponding parameter, e.g. the calibration sensor of the
control device can be switched on or off. The total number of test cases is
3 ∗ 2 ∗ 3 ∗ 2 = 36. A coverage criterion is defined by its strength. A test set
TS ⊆ P1 × · · · × Pn fulfills the criterion with strength t if for each set of t
parameters all possible t-tuples of values are covered with at least one test
case. In case that t = 2 the criterion is called pairwise. A mixed strength
criterion combines different parameter interactions, i.e, subsets of parameters
with different combination strength. Mixed strength criteria are used to put
more emphasis on certain parameters. Figure 2.7 shows a test set for pairwise
coverage for the example specification. Every possible value pair, with values
from different parameters, is covered with at least one test case. To fulfill
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operating display input calibration
mode interface sensor

1 normal color buttons off
2 normal bw touchscreen on
3 diagnosis color keyboard on
4 calibration bw keyboard off
5 diagnosis bw buttons off
6 calibration color buttons on
7 diagnosis color touchscreen off
8 normal color keyboard off
9 calibration color touchscreen off

Figure 2.7: Pairwise test set for example control device

the mixed strength criterion C = (display, calibration sensor, 2) only the first
four test cases are required because these test cases are sufficient to cover the
four value combinations of the set display × calibration sensor.

Constraints The definition introduced in the previous paragraph assumes
that the values are independent. In practice, this assumption is rarely ful-
filled. Constraints describe value combinations, that must be excluded for
some reason and must not appear in any of the selected test cases. The con-
straints specified by the tester are called explicit constraints. In Figure 2.8
four explicit constraints for the example specification are given. The test set
in Figure 2.7 violates the constraints, e.g., the test case 2 conflicts with the
second constraint.

Explicit constraints may render other combinations invalid due to circular
dependencies. These constraints are called implicit constraints. A test case is
valid if it respects all explicit and implicit constraints. To illustrate explicit
and implicit constraints, we assume a CIT specification with parameters A =
{a1, a2}, B = {b1, b2} and C = {c1, c2} and constraints a1 → b1, b1 → c1 and
c1 → a2. The combination (a1, b1) is an implicit constraint because there is
no valid test case that covers this value pair. The combination can be covered
with two test cases. The test case (a1, b1, c2) is invalid since it conflicts with the
second constraint. The alternative test case (a1, b1, c1) is also invalid because
it violates the third constraint.

Prioritization Prioritization of tests defines an ordering on a set of test cases.
Two different types of prioritization can be distinguished. The first type re-
orders an already existing test set to achieve a test objective with only some
of the given test cases. The second type is integrated into the test genera-
tion process, i.e., test cases are generated in order of decreasing importance.
Only the second scenario is in our focus because CIT is a test set genera-
tion technique. To extend CIT for prioritization, we extend the specification
with a function ωv that assigns each value its weight, an arbitrary numeri-
cal value ωv(v) ∈ R+. The weight of a tuple t = (v1, · · · , vk) is defined as
ωt(t) = ∏ki=1 ωv(vi). The weight of a test case that covers the tuples t1, t2, · · · , tl
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1 In calibration and diagnosis mode the calibration sensor is on.
calibration→ on ∧ diagnosis→ on

2 In normal mode the calibration sensor is off.
normal→ off

3 The black and white display is deactivated in normal mode.
bw → ¬normal

4 The color display is deactivated in calibration and diagnosis mode.
calibration→ ¬color ∧ diagnosis→ ¬color

Figure 2.8: Dependencies for the example control device

is defined as ωtc(tc) = ∑li=1 ωt(ti). The additional weight of a test case is de-
fined with respect to a set of test cases TS and sums only the weight of tuples
that are not yet covered by any test case in TS. For test set generation, it
is irrelevant on what kind of data the function ωv for value weights is based.
Theses weights can be based on for example profiling data or experiences from
former development projects.

2.3 k-partite Graphs and BDDs
In the following, we introduce background on graphs and BDDs. We employ
these concepts as basis for our CIT test set generation algorithms.

2.3.1 k-partite Graphs
A graph G = (V,E) consists of a finite nonempty set of vertices V and a set
E ⊆ V × V of edges. In this thesis, we consider only undirected graphs. In
an undirected graph the set of edges E is a symmetric relation, i.e. (v, w) ∈
E ⇐⇒ (w, v) ∈ E. In this case we do not distinguish between the pairs
(v, w) and (w, v). Since we do not consider directed graphs, we use the term
graph as an abbreviation for undirected graph. A graph can be drawn using
points for all vertices v ∈ V and lines between two points representing the
vertices v, w if there is an edge (v, w) ∈ E as shown in Fig. 2.9. Two vertices
v and w are adjacent if there is an edge between them, i.e. (v, w) ∈ E.
The degree of a vertex v is the number of edges containing it, more formally
degree(v) = |{(x, y)|(x, y) ∈ E ∧ x = v ∨ y = v}| A graph is complete if there
is an edge between any two different vertices, i.e. for all v, w ∈ V with v 6= w
holds (v, w) ∈ E. A graph GS = (VS, ES) is a subgraph of a graph G = (V,E)
if VS ⊆ V and ES ⊆ E. The subgraph of G induced by a set of vertices
W ⊆ V is the graph GI = (W,E ∩ (W ×W )). A clique of an undirected graph
G = (V,E) is a set of vertices C ⊆ V such that the subgraph of G induced
by C is complete. A clique is maximal if there is no clique of G with more
vertices than C.

A k-partite graph is an undirected graph whose set of vertices can be par-
titioned into k disjoint subsets, such that there is no edge between any two
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Figure 2.9: Example Graph

(a) adequate variable order (b) inadequate

Figure 2.10: Impact of Variable Order in BDDs

vertices within the same partition. All vertices of a clique of a k-partite graph
must belong to different partitions because there is no edge between vertices
of the same partition. A maximal clique in a k-partite graph can have at most
k vertices, all from different partitions. A vertex subset with more than k
elements must have at least two elements from the same partition. Between
these two vertices there is no edge and it follows that the induced subgraph is
not complete, i.e., it is not a clique. The graph in Fig. 2.9 is a 3-partite graph.
Its partitions are P1 = {a, b}, P2 = {c, d, e} and P3 = {f, g}. The highlighted
subgraph with vertex set V = {b, c, g} is a maximal clique.

2.3.2 Binary Decision Diagrams
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) are acyclic directed graphs used to represent
propositional logical formulas. A non-leaf vertex v is labeled with a variable x
and has two successors: low(v) and high(v). Successor low(v) corresponds to
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the case that x is assigned 0, high(v) to the case that x is assigned 1. A path
from the unique root to a leaf that is labeled with one of the constants 0 or
1 corresponds to an assignment for the represented formula. The assignment
evaluates to true if it ends in a 1-labeled leaf, to false in the other case. The
variable order defines the order in which variables are represented on a path
from the root vertex to a terminal node in a BDD. It has an impact on the size
of the BDD. Choosing a convenient variable order can lead to very compact
BBDs while an inadequate order increases the size considerable as shown by
the example in Figure 2.10. For the formula f(a1, a2, b1, b2) = ((a1 ∧ ¬a2) ∨
(¬a1 ∧ a2)) ∧ ((b1 ∧ ¬b2) ∨ (¬b1 ∧ b2)) the variable order a1 > a2 > b1 > b2
leads to six vertices (Figure 2.10(a)), a less adequate order like b2 > a1 > a2 >
b1 increases the number of vertices by 50% to nine (Figure 2.10(b)). BDDs
were introduced in [Lee59] and improved to Reduced Ordered Binary Decision
Diagrams(ROBDD) [Bry86]. ROBDDs are unique for a fixed variable order
and during their construction duplicated isomorphic subgraphs are removed.
In the following text ROBDDs are referred to as BDDs.
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The correctness of compilers has been attracting significant interest. It is no-
ticeable that for compilers many formal verification approaches but consider-
ably less testing approaches have been published. A comprehensive annotated
bibliography on formal verification techniques for compilers [Dav03] includes
about 100 publications. In the following, we introduce approaches that ad-
dress the correctness of machine code generation and we compare them with
our approach. Subsequently, we present approaches for compiler testing and
grammar-based testing, which are related to our test approach. Moreover, we
introduce CIT test set generation approaches and compare them to the two
approaches that we present in this thesis. At the end of this chapter, we survey
related work on assessment of software quality assurance approaches.

3.1 Compiler Verification
Compiler correctness has been investigated in several research projects. The
Verisoft project [AHL+08] aimed at a seamless verification from the applica-
tion down to the hardware. In this project, a compiler is considered that
translates programs from a C-like language C0 into DLX machine code. The
verified compiler is formalized within the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover. The
compilation process is specified as a function that directly maps C0 statements
onto assembly instructions [LPP05]. This is different from realistic compilers
that split the translation task into at least two steps. The authors do not
consider the formalization of the intermediate representation nor BURS-based
compiler back ends. The CompCert project investigates the formal verifica-
tion of compilers. A main result of this project is the CompCert verified
compiler [Ler09a, Ler09b, LB08]. This compiler supports almost all of ANSI-
C and produces machine code for three different target processors (PowerPC,
ARM, IA32). The compilation task is split into several steps that are directly
modelled within the theorem prover Coq. The different translation steps are
proven independently by a simulation argument. The translation from the in-
termediate representation into the assembly language is directly implemented.
BURS-based back ends are not in the focus of the presented approach. The
Verifix project [GZ99, GGZ04] had the goal to develop approaches for the con-
struction of verifying compilers. Most related to the approach presented in this
thesis is the approach presented by Zimmermann et al. [ZG97, DGZ98, Zim04].
It focuses on the code generation phase and investigates the verification of
BURS-based compiler back ends. The authors formalize the intermediate rep-
resentation, which is similar to the intermediate representation that we con-
sider in this thesis, and the assembly language (DEC-Alpha) as Abstract State
Machines. The correctness proof is decomposed into proofs for individual rules
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and a proof for rule sequences. The authors conduct the proofs for the indi-
vidual rules within the theorem prover PVS. The proof for rule sequences is an
on-paper proof. For this reason the authors cannot provide a verified checker
from their formalization. Moreover, the approach considers only the basic pat-
tern matching approach. It does not address features that appear in typical
code generator specifications, e.g., rule conditions, different classes of nonter-
minals or dynamic patterns. Strecker and Klein and Nipkow [Str02, KN06]
introduced a verified compiler that translates a subset of Java into Java byte-
code. The proof is machine-checked with the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL.
BURS-based back ends are not addressed by the authors.

Blech and Glesner presented in [BG04] a formal proof for code generation
from an intermediate representation with static single assignment form. The
correctness proof, which is conducted within the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL,
focuses on the preservation of data and control flow dependencies and abstracts
from concrete operations in the intermediate representation and the machine
language. The approach aims at proving correctness of scheduling, an aspect
that we do not consider in this thesis.

Only the approach presented by Zimmermann et al. investigates the cor-
rectness of BURS-based compiler back ends. A limitation of this work is that
only the basic pattern matching approach is addressed. With our approach, we
support different classes of nonterminals, rule conditions, dynamic patterns,
conditional code generation and support for the register allocator. Another
drawback of the approach introduced by Zimmermann et al. is the fact that
only the individual proofs are conducted within the theorem prover. We pro-
vide a machine-checked, modular proof for the individual rules and also for rule
sequences. This enables us to extract a verified checker without any additional
proof effort.

3.2 Compiler Testing
In contrast to compiler verification, much less research had been conducted
in the field of compiler testing. A survey on compiler testing approaches has
been presented in [KP05]. Related to compiler testing is grammar-based test-
ing [Pur72] that is not restricted to compilers and has also been applied to test
other types of software systems.

McKeeman [McK98] introduced differential testing to address the test oracle
problem. In order to evaluate the tests, he proposes to compile a test program
with an alternative compiler in addition to the compiler under test. The
resulting two binaries are executed and their outcome is compared. A test
program that leads to two different execution results indicates a failure in
either the compiler under test or the test oracle compiler. Sheridan [She07]
present results of the application of differential testing for testing a C/C++
compiler. Sirer and Bershad [SB99] applied this approach to test Java virtual
machines. McKeeman and Sheridan use programs in the input language of the
compiler as test cases, Sheridan uses bytecode programs as test cases. In both
cases, a test program is a valid input for the system under test and also for the
test oracle system. This is in contrast to our approach. We generate the test
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cases inside the compiler. Consequently, a test case cannot directly be used as
input for the test oracle compiler. In order to solve this problem we enhance
the differential testing approach. We introduce a further retranslation step
that generates the test case program in the source language of the compiler.

Automatic test data generation for compiler testing that uses a grammar
has also been introduced as grammar-based testing. Grammar-based testing
performs the reverse action of a compiler. Based on a given grammar, a set
of terminal derivations is calculated and used as test cases. This approach
requires a strategy in order to guarantee termination of the test case genera-
tion since the number of derivations is infinite. One of the first approaches of
grammar-based testing has been presented by Purdom [Pur72]. The proposed
algorithm generates a small set of test programs from a context free grammar.
It ensures that each rule of the grammar is used at least once for test case
generation. The idea of rule coverage criteria has been developed further with
respect to the nonterminals by Lämmel [Läm01]. The proposed coverage cri-
terion considers the occurrences of the left-hand side nonterminal of a rule in
the right-hand side of all rules. It requires that a rue is applied in all possible
occurrences of the nonterminal of its left-hand side. The termination of the
proposed algorithms is guaranteed with the coverage criteria.

Alternative approaches for grammar-based testing propose to annotate the
rules of the grammar with probabilities [McK98, Mau90]. These probabilities
are used to control the derivation process that yields a test case. They must
be defined such that infinite recursive generation loops are avoided. Mau-
rer [Mau90] applied this approach to test VLSI circuit simulators, McKee-
man [McK98] tested a C compiler. Lämmel and Schulte [LS06] present control
mechanisms in order to guide the derivation process and to guarantee termi-
nation. The mechanisms control for example the depth of the generated terms
or the number of nested applications of recursive rules. The mechanism depen-
dence control aims at ensuring t-wise rule combination coverage. The authors
sketch the underlying idea but they do not provide information on how to
generate a test set that ensures this coverage. They point out their algorithm
is capable of only all-way and one-way rule coverage. One-way coverage means
that each rule is used at least once, i.e., it can be calculated by using the al-
gorithm presented by Purdom [Pur72]. All-way coverage means an exhaustive
enumeration of all derivations with a given length. The authors apply their
approach for testing an object serialization framework.

Lindig [Lin05] presents an approach for compiler testing that focuses on
the correct translation of function calls. The presented test case generation
algorithm produces C programs that execute function calls with different pa-
rameter sets and return values. The selection of the parameter sets is random
based. The correct translation of a program with respect to the target-specific
calling conventions that is addressed by this approach is not in the focus of
this thesis.

The test approach that we present in this thesis consists of a test selection
approach that ensures coverage for t-wise rule combinations. This concept has
been introduced in [LS06] but an algorithm for test set generation has not been
presented before to the best of the author’s knowledge. Our algorithm allows
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for a systematic testing of functionality that can be specified with a context-
free grammar, i.e., it is not restricted to compiler back ends. Furthermore,
we can integrate rule weights in order to generate prioritized test cases. In
our case, rule weights are not used to guarantee termination of the algorithm
but they are used to postpone rules that are considered less important by the
tester. Our approach differs from all presented approaches in that we generate
test cases in the intermediate representation and not in the source language
of the compiler. To implement this new idea, we split the calculation of the
derivation and the construction of the test case into two separate steps. The
construction of the test case is realized within the compiler by an automatically
generated test case generation module. In order to apply differential testing
as test evaluation method, we exploit the fact that the compiler framework
supports the translation of programs in the intermediate representation into
source language programs.

3.3 Combinatorial Interaction Testing
Combinatorial interaction testing has gained a lot of interest and many ap-
proaches have been published. They can be classified into three classes: al-
gebraic, meta-heuristic search and greedy. Furthermore, the approaches differ
with regard to features that are relevant for practical applicability. A relevant
feature is the support of constraints. Constraints are required to exclude value
combinations that are not valid for the given test problem. Another relevant
feature are priorities that allow to prioritize test cases that cover combinations
of important values during the construction of the test set.

Hartman and Raskin [HR04] presented an algebraic approach and imple-
mented it in the tool CTS. TConfig is another tool that is based on an algebraic
approach. It has been developed by Williams [Wil00]. Algebraic approaches
calculate small test sets very efficiently. Their main disadvantage is that they
are not general. They place restrictions on the specification, e.g., the number
of parameters must be a prime number, what prevents their application to
many practical problems. Moreover, they do neither support constraints nor
prioritization.

Meta-heuristic search based algorithms tend to produce smaller result sets
relative to greedy approaches. However, this is achieved at the cost of run
time. Nurmela [Nur04] uses a tabu search heuristic in order to generate the
test sets. McCaffrey [McC09] presents an approach that is based on a simulated
bee colony algorithm. Both approaches do not support constraints. Cohen et
al. [CDS07, CDS08] introduced a constraint capable approach that is based on
simulated annealing. This approach is implemented by the tool CASA. The
evaluation results clearly demonstrate the strength of this approach and also
its disadvantage. The calculation time can be many times longer relative to
greedy approaches.

Greedy algorithms construct the result set iteratively by using some heuris-
tic. They differ with respect to the strategy for constructing the test set. The
majority of greedy algorithms extends the test set in each iteration with a
complete test case. Another strategy generates a test set for only a subset of
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the parameters and incrementally expands this test set for the remaining pa-
rameters. The test set can grow horizontally, i.e., the test cases are extended
with values for further parameters. The vertical growth of the test set adds
further test cases to the result set if the number of generated test cases is not
sufficient to cover the remaining combinations.

An approach that belongs to the second group of greedy algorithms, i.e.,
that uses horizontal and vertical extension of the test set, has been introduced
by Lei and Tai [LT98]. The initial approach was only capable of pairwise
test set generation. It has been enhanced such that it is capable of arbitrary
coverage criteria. This enhancement has been developed by Lei et al. [LKK+07,
LKK+08]. Their approach can only handle unconstrained CIT test problems
without prioritization. The tool provided by the authors is ACTS. Calvagna
and Gargantini [CG09] proposed an approach that is also based on the strategy
of horizontal and vertical growth. This approach interleaves the horizontal and
vertical extension of the test set and exploits symmetries in order to reduce
the number of test cases in the test set. It does not support constraints nor
priorities.

Czerwonka [Cze06] developed an algorithm that belongs to the first group
of greedy algorithms, which add in each iteration a complete test case. The
presented algorithm is capable of constraint handling. The algorithm deter-
mines all explicit and implicit invalid combinations before the test case gen-
eration. The presentation lacks details how this is actually done. Although,
it is possible to assign weights to the values, these weights are only used in
case that two values are equally suitable to be selected. Consequently, the
approach, which is implemented in the tool PICT, does not support test case
prioritization. Bryce and Cohen [BC06] introduced the Deterministic Density
Algorithm (DDA) that supports prioritizing test set generation. This approach
calculates for unconstrained CIT problems with value weights test sets with a
good weight coverage rate, but may calculate invalid test cases for constraint
problems. The algorithm constructs in each iteration a test case by successively
selecting for each parameter a value that contributes the highest weight. Since
invalid combinations are associated with negative weights it cannot be ensured
that they are completely excluded. Grieskamp et al. [GQW+09] present an ap-
proach that is similar to the approaches in this thesis. The authors formalize
the CIT problem as a constraint problem that is modified during test set calcu-
lation and use a constraint solver to generate test cases. The approach differs
particularly with respect to two aspects: first, the strategies used for modifi-
cation of the data structure that represents the test problem and second, the
strategy for ensuring termination of the algorithm. They use the power set
of all parameter interactions for modification. Depending on the number of
parameters the power set can be very large and as a result the calculation very
expensive. To guarantee termination in contrast to our approach the set of
all tuples is build until it is complete. From the given presentation it is not
clear how implicit constraints are handled, i.e., it is unclear how combinations
are detected that are not coverable due to explicit constraints. The approach
is integrated into the SpecExplorer test tool that offers support for various
testing techniques.
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Bryce and Memon presented an approach for test suite prioritization based
on interaction coverage [BM07, BSM11]. They provide a greedy algorithm that
allows to reorder the tests in an existing set. In each iteration the algorithm
selects from the remaining test cases the test case that covers the largest num-
ber of previously unseen tuples. This is different to our approach because we
aim at generating the test set from scratch.

The CIT approaches that we present in this thesis are based on a con-
ceptually new idea of an explicit representation of the test set, which has
also been presented by Grieskamp et al. [GQW+09]. Our experiments have
demonstrated that our algorithms clearly outperform the algorithm developed
by these authors. Our graph-based algorithm is particularly suited for CIT
problems with many-valued parameters. For this class of problems our algo-
rithm calculated better results than the meta-heuristic approach CASA that
in general provides the smallest result sets at the price of run time. Our BDD-
based algorithm supports constraints and priorities. The DDA approach is the
only approach that has been introduced to address both problems but it did
not completely solve the problem.

3.4 Assessment of Quality Assurance Approaches
The first survey that reports on software quality cost research exclusively has
been presented by Karg et al. [KGB11]. The authors report that the assessment
of software quality approaches has gained less attention than other aspects of
software development such as software development effort estimation or de-
velopment process improvement. They classify quality assurance approaches
into three classes: approaches for prevention of failures, approaches for detec-
tion of failures and approaches for elimination of failures. Related to the work
presented in this thesis are publications that evaluate approaches for failure
detection.

Kaivola and Kohatsu [KK01] reported on their experiences gained by veri-
fying the micro-operations of the floating-point division and square root unit
of the Pentium R© 4 processor. The verification required two and a half person-
years and discovered a few, very specific failures in a circuit design specifica-
tion. The authors observe that a careful proof design and proof development
strategies are required in order to avoid costly revision of the formalization
and repeatedly proving of modified theorems. This observation is similar to
our, although the considered verification problem is from a different domain.

Strecker [Str02] provides information on the required effort for the verifi-
cation of a Java compiler in Isabelle/HOL. The author, who was not familiar
with Isabelle before, invested four to five month for the developement of the
presented formalization. The formalization considers a subset of Java and a
compiler that directly transforms a Java program into bytecode, i.e., an in-
termediate representation or optimizations are not considered. Rauch and
Wolff [RW03] developed a formalization of the Java integral arithmetics in Is-
abelle/HOL. The formalization was developed in approximately two month.
The presented formalization captures only one aspect that must be considered
for the verification of software. To draw conclusions for large-scale projects
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from these publications seems difficult to us.
Blech et al. presented in [BGLM05] a comparison of two different formal-

izations for the same verification problem. The authors observe that an inade-
quate formalization has a negative impact on the proof effort. This observation
is consistent with our observation that it is important to find a formalization
that captures the relevant aspects and at the same time allows to conduct the
correctness proof efficiently.

The work presented by King et al. [KHCP00] is most related to our ap-
proach. The authors verified a safety-critical software system that is employed
in helicopters. They used a proof checker for the Z notation and verified
properties of the specification and also the software. Moreover, the devel-
oped software was thoroughly tested. In particular, the early verification of
the specification provided a good ratio of required effort and detected faults.
Compared to the verification of the specification, the verification of the soft-
ware was assessed as less effective in the paper. King et al. report that in order
to work cost-effective significant experience of Z, formal methods and also the
programming language was required. These observations are consistent with
those that we present in this thesis.

Altough the amount of work that considers the assessment of quality as-
surance approaches is limited, it represents a research challenge of great im-
portance. The study among European companies that we have already cited
in the introduction of this thesis [PAC08] revealed uncertainty about future
tasks for quality assurance. Approximately 40 percent of the participants have
not yet decided on further investment in tools for test automation. In this
thesis, we contribute to this research area by providing two quality assurance
methods as well as an analysis with regard to their applicability.
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4 Verification Approach
Formal verification, in contrast to other quality assurance techniques, guaran-
tees properties. If we prove that the back end transforms a program in the
intermediate representation into a semantically equivalent representation in
the target language, we can be sure that the back end is error-free. A pre-
requisite to verify the correctness of the code generator is the formalization of
the intermediate representation, the assembly language and the transforma-
tion algorithm. The formalization is a demanding task since it requires expert
knowledge not only on the object to be verified, but also on the verification
technique itself. It is necessary to identify the relevant details that must be
captured by the formal model such that possible failures can be detected. To
avoid additional costs, the selected elements must be represented with ade-
quate means. It is necessary to keep in mind the capabilities of the verification
technique since these directly influence the effort that is required to achieve
the correctness proof.

In this chapter, we first present the ideas our formalization approach is based
on. Our ideas enable us to provide a modular reasoning approach. We verify in
a first formalization an initial set of ten rules of a code generator specification
for the Itanium processor. In our second formalization, which we present
afterwards, we extend the rule set with rules considering type conversions.
We refined the representation of types to capture the additional rules without
being forced to develop a new correctness proofs. The reuse of the correctness
proof is a significant advantage that allows to reduce verification costs. In
order to investigate the influence of alternative formalization techniques on the
required costs, we redefined the formal semantics by using a different definition
principle. This third formalization is introduced at the end of this chapter.
In our presentation we report on our experiences that we gathered developing
the three formalization. Moreover, we highlight the aspects that are relevant
for our assessment of the developed verification approach, which we introduce
in Chapter 7.

4.1 Preliminaries
The translation task of the back end is, as explained in Section 2.1.3, divided
into three subtasks: the instruction selection, the register allocation and the
instruction scheduling. For each of these tasks, the code generator specifi-
cation contains a subspecification. The subspecification for the instruction
selection consists of rules that define how the IR is mapped onto the target
language. The register allocator specification describes the register set of the
target architecture. The specification of the scheduler contains information on
execution times. To cope with the complexity of a complete specification, we
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evalIR(stmt)

evalASM(selectInstructions(stmt))

Figure 4.1: Proof Concept of the Correctness Proof

limit our formalization to the instruction selection aspect only. The isolated
investigation enables us to hide details that would render our formalization
significantly larger and thus more difficult to understand and to use. The ab-
straction covers two aspects. First, we assume infinitely many pseudo registers.
This assumption corresponds directly to the approach taken by the back end.
Second, we assume that the global program structure, i.e., the basic blocks and
the control flow within them remains unchanged. This assumption reflects the
behaviour of the generated back end, which builds a parallel representation of
the program after the instruction selection step. This parallel representation
corresponds with respect to the global program structure but differs from the
IR representation with respect to the instructions.

Our goal is to provide evidence on the correctness of the code selection
submodule that is generated from the rule set contained in the specification.
We achieve this goal by showing that a statement of the intermediate rep-
resentation is mapped onto a semantically equivalent sequence of assembly
instructions. To show semantical equivalence, we use the concept of bisimula-
tion relations [Mil82]. Figure 4.1 illustrates our approach. In our correctness
proof, we must on the one hand relate program states of the more abstract IR
programs with program states of the more concrete assembly programs. It is
necessary to relate variable values with register contents and to abstract from
registers required for intermediate results. In the figure, this is represented
by the relation ≈abs. Furthermore, it is required to establish a connection
between a single IR step (evalIR) and several machine code instruction steps
(evalASM). To fulfill these two requirements, we define a suitable bisimulation
relation, which relates program states accordingly. We define operational se-
mantics for both involved languages such that we can relate a statement and
its transformation result in a very elegant way. We explain this point in more
detail presenting our formal semantics.

Another, equally important aim of our approach is to provide a modular
correctness proof. We seek to compose our main correctness proof for the
code selector from smaller subproofs. A structured proof approach eases its
understanding and thus improves its reusability for further projects. Our veri-
fication problem can be structured in a very intuitive way. Our decomposition
is based on the following two decisions:

1. We represent single transformation steps explicitly.

2. We explicitly formalize the individual rules.
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(a) Compound instruction before applica-
tion of rule 4.

[ ]

Assign

ObjectAddr a Plus

Content

ObjectAddr b

Const 4

(b) Compound instruction after application
of rule 4.

[ mov r1 ra ]

Assign

ObjectAddr a Plus

r Const 4

(c) Compound instruction before applica-
tion of rule 2.

[ mov r1 ra ]

Assign

ObjectAddr a Plus

r Const 4

(d) Compound instruction after application
of rule 2.

[ mov r1 ra]

Assign

ObjectAddr a Plus

r imm

Figure 4.2: Representation of the code selection process with compound instructions.
The example statement is introduced in Section 2.1.3 in Figure 2.4 on page 24. The
cover tree corresponding to the two transformation steps is shown in the same figure.

The benefit of our first design decision is clear; it allows for a proof by in-
duction on the length of the sequence of rules, which is applied to transform a
statement. In order to make the single rule application steps distinguishable
from each other, it is necessary to represent intermediate transformation re-
sults in our formalization. We define compound instructions that enable us
to view the sequence of assembly instructions and the modified statement gen-
erated by a sequence of rules as a single unit. Based on this type of compound
instructions, we formalize a single transformation step as a function taking a
compound instruction as parameter and returning it, modified as specified by
the rule. In Figure 4.2 this idea is illustrated with our example statement a =
b + 4 from Section 2.1.3. According to the cover tree for the statement, which
was shown in Figure 2.4(a), the postorder walk on the statement tree emits
the code for the rule sequence < 4, 2, 6, 7 >. The separation of the first two
transformation steps is shown in the figure. The initial compound instruction
in Figure 4.2(a) is comprised of the unmodified statement and an empty list
of assembly instructions. The function performing the transformation accord-
ing to rule 4, substitutes the subtree highlighted in Figure 4.2(a) with a new
subtree representing the result nonterminal of the rule. The emitted assembly
instruction is inserted into the empty list. Figure 4.2(b) shows the resulting
compound instruction. The second transformation step, corresponding to rule
2, does not generate any code but only transforms the statement as indicated
by the highlighted subtrees in Figure 4.2(c) and 4.2(d).

The representation of intermediate transformation results, as illustrated
with the example, requires to formalize the nonterminals defined in the
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specification. In concrete terms, we formalize the intermediate representation
with nonterminals as additional elements.

The transformation function that represents the single transformation steps
is further structured to represent an arbitrary transformation step. We define
a hierarchy of functions based on a classification of the rules and represent
each considered rule with an individual transformation function. This ap-
proach causes additional effort compared to a solution reflecting more directly
the code generation process, but it pays off since it allows to decompose our
correctness proof into a hierarchy of subproofs. To formally define a func-
tion corresponding to a rule, it is necessary to represent explicitly all implicit
assumptions concerning the rule application. First, we must capture the as-
sumption that the pattern of the rule indeed matches the subtree to which it
is applied.

In our formalization, we separate the rule annotations from the IR and
extend it only with positions to identify individual subtrees. This approach
keeps the IR representation less complex and enables us to ensure consistency
with standard functions for tree traversal. The main benefit of our solution
is a correctness proof with a very intuitive proof idea and a convenient struc-
ture. The second implicit assumption, which must be explicitly formalized,
concerns the pseudo register handling of the code selector. We must ensure
that the used pseudo registers are unique. We solve this problem in the same
way, for the above-mentioned reasons. An alternative solution would be to
reflect directly the code generation process and integrate the rule annotations
into the representation of the IR. In this case it would be necessary to define
additional functions and predicates for the extended IR to ensure consistency
of the annotated information.

In the following section, we present our initial formalization. With this
formalization we provide evidence on the correctness of an initial rule set of
ten rules of a code generator specification for the Itanium processor. In our
second formalization, which we present afterwards, we extend the rule set with
rules that generate code for type conversions. With our third formalization we
investigated the influence of alternative formalization techniques to define the
semantics. All three formalizations are based on the design decisions that we
explain in the following section.

4.2 First Formalization
In this section, we first introduce the set of rules that we verified with our initial
formalization. The following sections provide our Isabelle/HOL formalization,
namely the formal semantics, the formalization of the code generator rules and
the correctness proof.

4.2.1 From Concrete Rules to Formalized Rules
With our initial rule set, we consider elements of all classes of IR elements,
which we introduced in Section 2.1.2. We formalize elements of both classes
of statements and of all classes of expressions. The verified rules, shown in
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Expressions: Constants and Variables
1. ldi_reg

(IrConst i) =⇒ (NTReg r)
EMIT { MovImm r i }

2. ld_imm
(IrConst i) =⇒ (NTImm i)
EMIT { }

3. usepsr
(Content (ObjAddr a)) =⇒ (NTReg r)
EMIT { Mov r ra }

Expressions: Arithmetic Operations
4. add

(Plus (NTReg rl) (NTReg rr)) =⇒ (NTReg r)
EMIT { Add r rl rr }

5. add_imm
(Plus (NTReg rl) (NTImm i)) =⇒ (NTReg r)
EMIT { AddImm r rl i }

Expressions: Logic Operations
6. comp

(Compare (NTReg rl) (NTReg rr) ct) =⇒ (NTComp rl rr ct)
EMIT { }

7. comp_imm
(Compare (NTReg rl) (NTImm i) ct) =⇒ (NTComp rl i ct)
EMIT { }

Simple Statements
8. defpsr

(Assign (ObjAddr a) (NTReg r)) =⇒ ε

EMIT { Mov ra r}

Control Statements
9. ifr

(If (NTComp r ro imo ct) (ObjAddr ttgt) (ObjAddr ftgt))=⇒ ε

EMIT{
if(ro != None)

Comp ct pt pf r ro; Branch pt ttgt; Branch pf

else
CompImm ct pt pf r imo; Branch pt ttgt; Branch pf

}
10. jmp

(GoTo (ObjAddr tgt)) =⇒ ε

EMIT { Branch p0 tgt}

Table 4.1: Verified Rule Set
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Table 4.1, specify the mapping from the IR to the assembly language for el-
ements representing constant values, reading and writing access to variables,
arithmetic and logic operations and conditional and unconditional branches.
The rules shown in the table are the result of several decisions regarding the
modelling of the code generator rules. The first decision concerns the repre-
sented types for variable values, which we restrict to one integer type only in
our first formalization. Despite this limitation, which we overcome in our sec-
ond formalization, we are able to investigate several relevant features of typical
code generator specifications. In the following, we explain these features.

Nonterminals We explained in Section 2.1.4 that the compiler writer defines
a set of nonterminals that connect the rules. Nonterminals are classified and
may be extended to store additional information. We formalize two differ-
ent kinds of nonterminals, namely one register nonterminal NTReg and two
addressing mode nonterminals NTComp and NTImm.

Rules with scheduler support To formalize rules that use instructions to pro-
vide additional scheduling possibilities, we manually analyze the expand block
of the rule in order to identify the employed instructions. We extract the gen-
erated assembly code from the specification of the used instructions. The par-
tially shown concrete rule ifr uses for example the instructions ifcmpop1imm
and ifcmpop2imm. These instructions are inserted by calling the functions
gcg_create_ifcmpop1imm respectively gcg_create_ifcmpop2imm. In the fol-
lowing presentation the instruction ifcmpop1imm is partly shown below the
specification of the rule. In Table 4.1 the identified assembly code is shown.

RULE [ifr]i:mirIf(cm:comp, t:mirObjectAddr, e:mirObjectAddr);
EXPAND {
if(cm.op1 == RegNil && cm.op2 != RegNil){
gcg_create_ifcmpop1imm(gcg_expand,
cm.op2, cm.imm, cm.opc,
(cm.opc[0]==’f’ && (!i.ThenIsNext || !i.ElseIsNext) ? ";;" : ""),
NULL,
i.ThenIsNext ? gcg_PhysregToPsr(Regp0) : pt,
i.ElseIsNext && !i.ThenIsNext ? gcg_PhysregToPsr(Regp0) : pf

);
}else if(cm.op1 != RegNil && cm.op2 == RegNil){
gcg_create_ifcmpop2imm(gcg_expand,
...

}

INSTRUCTION ifcmpop1imm (r1:reg) −> pt:preg, pf:preg;
...
EMIT {
fprintf(OUTFILE, "\t%s.unc\t%s,%s = %s,%s%s%s",

suffix, REGNAME(pt), REGNAME(pf), op1_imm,
REGNAME(r1), stopbit, (mutex!=NULL ? mutex : ""));

}
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Conditional Code Generation The emit block of the above shown rule ifr
contains a case distinction that generates different sequences of assembly code
depending on the information stored in the nonterminal. We formalize this
feature by defining the nonterminal NTComp such that it stores the information
required for the case distinction and adapt the function representing the rule
correspondingly.

Rules with register allocator support As a representative for rules with
register allocator support, we formalize the rules usepsr and defpsr. The
original rule usepsr is shown below. The result of the rule is labelled with
the TEMPO keyword. This keyword instructs the register allocator to reuse the
register assigned to the program variable for the result of the operation. We
formalize this rule assuming that the register allocator fails to assign the same
concrete register. In this case an additional copy instruction is inserted, as it
is shown in Table 4.1.

RULE [usepsr] c:mirContent (o:mirObjectAddr) −>
NONTERMINAL { c.Nt } TEMPO;

CONDITION {
(c.Nt!=ntreg) && (c.psr > 0)

}

Rules with dynamic patterns The pattern on the right-hand side of the
above shown concrete rule usepsr has a dynamic pattern. For rules with dy-
namic patterns, we manually analyze the specification to determine the possi-
ble rule pattern combinations and formalize the rule correspondingly.

The above given examples illustrate that we consider several relevant fea-
tures of realistic code generator specifications. These features facilitate to
adapt the code generator for the target processor as effectively as possible.
Moreover, our examples illustrate that these features complicate the verifica-
tion task considerably. Relevant information is shifted from the rule specifica-
tion itself into other parts of the specification. The extraction of the relevant
information becomes even more difficult because code blocks in the implemen-
tation language of the compiler can be integrated in various parts of a rule
specification. In the following section, we start with an overview of the struc-
ture of our formalization. Subsequently, we go into the relevant details of the
definitions and finally show our correctness proof.

4.2.2 Initial Formal Specification
We have structured our formalization in accordance with the verification prob-
lem. In addition to the modularization of the problem itself, we split definitions
and proofs into separate theories. The resulting hierarchical structure of Is-
abelle theory files and their dependencies are presented in Figure 4.3. We use
separate theories for the intermediate representation, the assembly language
and on top of both the compound instructions. The formalization of rules is
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Figure 4.3: Overview on the Theories of our Formalization and Their Dependencies.

split into a module for the single rules and a theory for rule sequences. For
each of the theories there is a second theory containing all the proofs that are
related to it. We start our presentation at the upper level of the theory hier-
archy and present some technical fundamentals, afterwards, the formalization
of the languages and the formalization of the rule application, and finally our
correctness proofs.

Technical Foundations

To improve the readability of our formalization, we use type synonyms to hide
concrete representational issues. As the below given definition illustrates, we
represent several relevant entities, e.g., positions within a subtree, variable
and register names, the instruction pointer, with the predefined datatype nat
and define appropriate descriptive names. As already explained, we represent
variable and register values with the predefined datatype int. The variable and
the register assignment are modeled as partial functions to distinguish defined
and undefined values.
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types
position = nat (∗ position in tree ∗)
vname = nat (∗ identifier for variables ∗)
greg_nr = nat (∗ identifier for general purpose regs ∗)
ip_bb = nat (∗ instruction pointer : basic block ∗)
ip_instr = nat (∗ instruction pointer : instruction in bb ∗)
vvalue = int (∗ variable and register values ∗)
var_assign = vname ⇀ vvalue (∗ variable assignment∗)
greg_assign = greg_nr ⇀ vvalue (∗ register assignment∗)
preg_assign = preg_nr ⇀ bool (∗ predicate register assignment∗)

Without these type synonyms, it would be necessary to comprehend the
meaning of a single entity in a complex definition only by its position within
the definition. The following presentation exemplifies this problem. The first
line is taken from our definition of the syntax of the IR. The second line is a
semantically equivalent definition. It is less readable since the meaning of the
single entities of type nat is unclear.

NTComp position greg_nr greg_nr option vvalue option comparetype
NTComp nat nat nat option int option comparetype

However, it has to be noted that the benefit of type synonyms is lost for
proof conduction. All type synonyms are expanded within the theorem prover
and in the proof goals are shown the underlying basic types.

4.2.3 Syntax Definitions
We consider in our formalization only those elements of the IR and the assem-
bly language that appear in the rule specifications. This restriction is necessary
to keep the effort for the correctness proofs, which is mainly influenced by the
number of elements in the IR, as small as possible. This fact is opposed by
the negative impact of this decision on the extendability of the formalization.
The consideration of further rules with new IR elements requires to reprove
the existing proofs. In the following, we introduce first the syntax definitions
for the elements of the intermediate representation and the assembly language.
The definition for compound instructions, which we introduced in Section 4.1,
is shown subsequently.

Syntax for the intermediate representation We structure the formalization
of the intermediate representation into statements and expressions according
to the classification of the IR (see section 2.1.2). We define two inductive
data types for expressions and statements. The relevant nonterminals are
integrated in the type of expressions because nonterminals always represent
an expression. The corresponding definitions are straightforward, as can be
seen in the following presentations.
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datatype ir_expr =
(∗ intermediate representation ∗)
| IrConst position vvalue

(∗ variable/address ∗)
| ObjAddr position vname

(∗ reading access ∗)
| Content position ir_expr

(∗ binary operations ∗)
| Plus position ir_expr ir_expr
| Compare position ir_expr ir_expr comparetype
(∗ nonterminals ∗)

(∗ addressing mode nonterminals ∗)
| NTComp position greg_nr greg_nr option vvalue option comparetype
| NTImm position vvalue

(∗ register nonterminal ∗)
| NTReg position greg_nr

datatype comparetype = LESS | EQUAL

All formalized expressions have an attribute to store a position. The first
two definitions represent constants and variables. The IR explicitly distin-
guishes between reading and writing access. The third definition represents
the reading access to a variable. Arithmetic operations are also explicitly
defined in the intermediate representation, i.e., there are different elements
for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. We have chosen the
operator for addition as representative. To define logic operations, which in
contrast to arithmetic operations are represented with a single element in the
IR, we introduce the auxiliary data type comparetype that represents different
comparison operations. We restrict this type to the shown two representative
elements. Below the expressions, the definitions for the nonterminals are given.
These elements are also extended with an attribute for the position. The most
interesting element is the nonterminal NTComp. This nonterminal represents
subtrees for comparison operations. It can either indicate that both operands
are contained in registers or it can indicate that one operand is contained
in a register and the other operand is an immediate operand. We represent
the optional register or immediate operand by using the predefined datatype
option.

datatype ir_stmt =
AssignStmt ir_expr ir_expr

| IfStmt ir_expr ir_expr ir_expr (* conditional branch *)
| GoTo ir_expr (* unconditional branch *)

(* empty tree, after all rule applications *)
| Epsilon

The datatype representing the statements is defined on the basis of the
previously defined datatype of expressions and consists of a simple statement
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AssignStmt and two control statements. Conditional jumps are represented
with the element IfStmt, unconditional jumps with the element GoTo. We ex-
tend this datatype with an element Epsilon that represents completely trans-
formed statements.

datatype asm_instruction =
(* copy operation *)
Mov greg_nr greg_nr (* mov rdst rsrc *)

| MovImm greg_nr vvalue (* mov r c *)
(* arithmetic operation *)

| Add greg_nr greg_nr greg_nr (* add r1 r2, r3 *)
| AddImm greg_nr greg_nr vvalue (* add r1 c, r2 *)

(* logic operation *)
| Comp comparetype preg_nr preg_nr greg_nr greg_nr
| CompImm comparetype preg_nr preg_nr greg_nr vvalue

(* control flow operation *)
| Branch preg_nr ip_bb

Syntax for the assembly language The datatype for assembly instructions
comprises instructions for copying values to registers, carrying out arithmetic
and logic operations and instructions for realizing control flow. Their defini-
tions are given in the presentation above. We define two syntactically different
instructions for copying a value to a register that differ with respect to the
source operand. The source operand can be stored in a register or given as
immediate operand. This is in contrast to the assembly syntax of the Itanium
that defines only one instruction for it. An alternative solution with a single
instruction and the datatype option as we have seen it for example in the def-
inition of the NTComp nonterminal would cause further case distinctions in
proofs, which we avoid with our formalization. We handle the arithmetic and
logic instructions in a similar manner and split each instruction in two syntac-
tically different elements. The branch instruction is a control instruction that
manipulates the instruction pointer. The Itanium processor uses predicated
execution to realize control flow. A predicated instruction takes effect only
if its predicate register evaluates to true. To realize unconditional jumps, a
distinguished predicate register, which always evaluates to true, is used. Con-
ditional jumps are preceded by instructions that store the value of the branch
condition in the predicate register that is read by the branch instruction.

datatype comp_instruction =
Instr asm_instruction list ir_stmt

Syntax for compound instructions On top of the intermediate representa-
tion and the assembly language, we define the datatype of compound instruc-
tions. A compound instruction is made up of a list of elements of assembly
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q0 q1 · · · qn−1 qn qn+1
asm1 asmn stmt

+[asm1, · · · , asmn]

compound instruction

Figure 4.4: Step of a Compound Instruction

instructions and an IR statement. As we explained in the beginning of this
section, we introduce this type to split the transformation into single steps
and to describe the effect of all rules separately. A statement before the code
generation process corresponds to a compound instruction with an empty list
of assembly instructions. A compound instruction representing a statement
after all rule applications has a non-empty list and its statement is the specific
Epsilon element.

4.2.4 Semantics
Our goal is to define an operational semantics for the type of compound in-
structions such that the execution of a sequence of assembly instructions and
the execution of a statement constitute a single step. Figure 4.4 illustrates
this idea. We start execution of a compound instruction in a program state q0
and execute all n assembly instructions ending in a state qn. The statement
of the compound instruction is executed in this state qn leading to a state
qn+1 that is the final state of the compound instruction. A semantics defined
in this way abstracts from the number of executed assembly instructions by
hiding the intermediate program states. This modelling eases the handling of
the instruction pointer in our correctness proofs because we do not need to
care about the number of generated assembly instructions. In order to reach
this goal, we must define the program state in a convenient way and we must
adapt the operational semantics for the intermediate representation and for
the assembly language.

According to the informally defined semantics of the intermediate represen-
tation [ACE], the statements inside a basic block are executed successively.
Additionally, it is specified that the last instruction of a basic block is a con-
trol statement that determines the basic block to be executed subsequently.
To define the semantics for our type of compound instructions, we must take
into account the two following points. First, the modification of the instruction
pointer depends on the type of statement represented by the compound instruc-
tion. A compound instruction that represents a simple statement updates the
instruction pointer such that it indicates the following instruction within the
same basic block. A compound instruction that represents a control instruc-
tion updates the instruction pointer such that it denotes the first instruction
in the basic block to be executed next. In order to facilitate the representation
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Control Statement Simple Statement
untransformed ([ ], ctrlstmt) ([ ], stmt)
intermediate ([asm1, · · · , asmi], ctrlstmt′) ([asm1, · · · , asmi], stmt′)
transformed ([asm1, · · · , asmi, · · · , asmk], ε) ([asm1, · · · , asmi, · · · , asmk], ε)

Table 4.2: Representation of Untransformed, Partly and Completely Transformed
Statements as Compound Instructions

of this behaviour, we use a two-part instruction pointer in our formal model.
Second, a compound instruction may represent the IR statement before, after
some or after all transformation steps. The resulting six cases are listed in
Table 4.2. As can be seen from the first two rows in the table, for untrans-
formed and partly transformed statements, the compound instruction contains
sufficient information on the type of the represented IR statement. This is not
the case for completely transformed statements that are shown in the last row
of the table. For the two cases of untransformed statements, the instruction
pointer handling can be modelled by the semantics of the intermediate repre-
sentation. In case of completely transformed statements, this is not possible
because the ε statement represents both types of statements. To handle this
situation, we integrate the instruction pointer update for completely trans-
formed control instructions into the semantics of the assembly language and
for simple statements into the semantics of compound instructions. We define
the semantics for compound instructions on top of the formal semantics for
its components, i.e., the formal semantics of the intermediate representation
and the formal semantics of the assembly instructions. We define all these se-
mantics as operational semantics by using primitive recursive functions. Such
a function updates a program state depending on the compound instruction,
the IR statement or the assembly instruction respectively.

Program states We define a program state as consisting of an instruction
pointer and both a variable assignment as well as a register assignment. The
instruction pointer is split into a part that indicates the current basic block
and a part that references the current instruction within that block. The
variable assignment is required to define the semantics for the intermediate
representation. The register assignment, which is divided into general purpose
registers and predicate registers, is necessary to define the semantics for the
assembly instructions. We combine all these components into a single record
as shown in the following presentation.

record compconfiguration =
IP_BB :: ip_bb (∗ instruction pointer ∗)
IP_Instr :: ip_instr
Env :: var_assign (∗ variable assignment ∗)
PReg :: preg_assign (∗ predicate register assignemt ∗)
GReg :: greg_assign (∗ general purpose register assignment ∗)
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Semantics for compound instructions The function defining the operational
semantics for compound instructions gets a compound instruction, a pseudo
register assignment for the program variables and the program state to be
modified as parameters.

consts eval_comp_instruction ::
comp_instruction ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ compconfiguration ⇒
compconfiguration
primrec
eval_comp_instruction (Instr asmlist stmt) varpsrs conf =
case asmlist of (* untransformed? *)

[ ]⇒ (eval_ir_stmt stmt varpsrs conf )
| (x#xs)⇒

(case stmt of (* completely transformed? *)
Epsilon ⇒ (if isBranchInstr x (* control flow? *)

then eval_asm_instr_seq (x#xs) conf
else incIP_Instr (eval_asm_instr_seq (x#xs) conf ))

| _ ⇒ eval_ir_stmt stmt varpsrs
(eval_asm_instr_seq (x#xs) conf )))

We define the semantics such that it handles the previously explained dif-
ferent statements as explained earlier. The first case distinction considers
untransformed statements. Their semantics is defined using the semantics for
the IR only (eval_ir_stmt). With the second case distinction, we consider
completely transformed statements. Their semantics is based on the semantics
of the assembly language (eval_asm_instr_seq), except for completely trans-
formed simple statements. If the sequence of assembly instructions ends with
a control flow instruction, we know that the represented statement is a control
statement. In this case the instruction pointer is updated by the assembly in-
structions. Otherwise, the represented statement is a simple statement and the
implicit incrementation of the instruction pointer must be explicitly modelled.
To achieve this, we use the auxiliary function incIP_Instr , which increases the
instruction pointer part for the current instruction. For the remaining cases,
i.e., partly transformed statements, the semantics is defined as a combination
of the assembly language semantics and the IR semantics. With our semantics
for compound instructions, we exactly retrace the emit phase. First, the as-
sembly instructions, calculating the value of the substituted subexpressions are
carried out. Subsequently, the modified statement is executed in the program
state that is updated by the generated assembly instructions.

Semantics for assembly instructions Our operational semantics for the as-
sembly instructions differs from the informally defined semantics in [Int06] with
respect to the instruction pointer handling. As already explained, we do not
represent the implicit incrementation of the instruction pointer of instructions
for data movement and arithmetic or logic operations. This is necessary to
achieve the intended instruction pointer handling for compound instructions.
The function defining the semantics gets an instruction and a program state
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as parameters. Its return value is the modified program state. In the follow-
ing, we explain the semantics and illustrate our formalization with selected
definitions.

consts eval_asm_instr ::
asm_instruction ⇒ compconfiguration ⇒ compconfiguration
primrec
(* set register r1 to sum of register content r2, r3 if both are defined *)
eval_asm_instr (Add r1 r2 r3) conf =

(case (GReg conf r2) of ( ∗ defined? ∗)
None ⇒ (setGR_Content conf r1 None)
| (Some v2)⇒ (case (GReg conf r3) of ( ∗ defined? ∗)

None ⇒ (setGR_Content conf r1 None)
| (Some v3)⇒ (setGR_Content conf r1 (Some(v2 + v3)))))

(* set predicate registers to value of comparision and its negation *)
eval_asm_instr (Comp ct pr1 pr2 r1 r2) conf =

(case (GReg conf r1) of ( ∗ defined? ∗)
None ⇒ (setPRPair_Content conf pr1 pr2 None)
| (Some v1)⇒ (case (GReg conf r2) of ( ∗ defined? ∗)

None ⇒ (setPRPair_Content conf pr1 pr2 None)
| (Some v2)⇒ (setPRPair_Content conf pr1 pr2

(Some(eval_compare ct v1 v2)))))

The definition for the arithmetic and logic operations is basically the same.
It is shown above for the Add and the Comp instruction. We check the content
of the registers containing the operands, carry out the operation and write the
result to the target register. In case of undefined operands, the result is also
undefined. Compare instructions write two predicate registers with the result
value and its negation. The comparison operation is carried out with a case
distinction on the auxiliary type comparetype. To shorten our definition, this
case distinction is realized with the auxiliary function eval_compare.

The definitions for data movement between registers (Mov,MovImm), which
is illustrated for the first instruction, consists of an update of the register
assignment.

(* copy register content to register *)
eval_asm_instr (Mov rdst rsrc) conf =

(setGR_Content conf rdst (GReg conf rsrc))

The control flow instruction is, as explained in Section 4.2.3, based on pred-
icated execution. A predicated instruction takes effect only if the referenced
predicate register evaluates to true. We define the semantics such that the
instruction pointer is set to the target address tgt only if the predicate register
pr evaluates to true. Otherwise the program state remains unmodified.
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(* branch if value of predicate register pr is true *)
eval_asm_instr (Branch pr tgt) conf =

(case (PReg conf pr) of (* defined? *)
None ⇒ conf
| (Some v)⇒ (if v (* true? *)

then (setIP_BB (setIP_Instr conf firstInstr) tgt)
else conf ))

Finally, we define a function for executing a list of assembly instructions.
This function calls the function eval_asm_instr for all the instructions in the
list. It starts with the last element of the list and passes the updated program
state from an instruction to its predecessor. This execution order is due to the
induction principle of the predefined datatype for lists. An opposite execution
order would require further lemmas on list reversal in our correctness proofs.

consts eval_asm_instr_seq ::
asm_instruction list ⇒ compconfiguration ⇒ compconfiguration
primrec
eval_asm_instr_seq [ ] conf = conf
eval_asm_instr_seq (x#xs) conf =

(eval_asm_instr x (eval_asm_instr_seq xs conf ))

Semantics for the intermediate representation We define the operational
semantics for the intermediate representation with two recursive functions for
statements and expressions that build on one another. A statement modifies
the program state depending on the results that are returned from evaluation
of its component expressions. Expression evaluation is side-effect free and
yields a value that depends on the program state. This value can take three
options: addresses, numbers and Boolean values. We represent these different
outcomes with a corresponding datatype, which is shown below. Undefined
values are implicitly represented by using partial functions for variable and
register assignments as we explained before.

datatype val =
IntVal vvalue | VarVal vname | BoolVal bool

Statements First, we present the semantics for statements and begin with
the control-flow statements. The two statements for conditional and uncon-
ditional branches only update the instruction pointer and leave variable and
register assignments unchanged. The definition for unconditional branches is
straightforward. In case of a subexpression representing a target address, i.e.,
it is equal to an ObjAddr addr expression, the instruction pointer is updated
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with the target address respectively a symbolic constant firstInstr representing
the first instruction of a basic block. For any other conditions the program
state remains unchanged.

The conditional branch statement is made up of three expressions: a con-
dition and two target addresses. Its subexpressions must fulfill the following
conditions: The expression representing the condition evaluates to a Boolean
value. The expressions representing the target addresses are ObjAddr expres-
sions. If both conditions are tested successfully, the instruction pointer isup-
dated with one of the target addresses depending on the Boolean value. We
return the unmodified program state if the conditions are not fulfilled.

consts eval_ir_stmt ::
ir_stmt ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ compconfiguration ⇒ compconfiguration
primrec
eval_ir_stmt (GoTo tgt) varpsrs conf = (* unconditional branch *)
(case tgt of

(ObjAddr pos a)⇒ (setIP_Instr (setIP_BB conf a) firstInstr)
| _⇒ conf )

eval_ir_stmt (IfStmt cond ttgt ftgt) varpsrs conf = (* conditional branch *)
(case (eval_ir_expr cond conf ) of (* defined? *)

None ⇒ conf
| (Some condv)⇒

(case condv of
(BoolVal bc)⇒
(if bc (* true? *)
then (case ttgt of

(ObjAddr pos bbt)⇒ (setIP_Instr(setIP_BB conf bbt)firstInstr)
| _⇒ conf )

else (case ftgt of
(ObjAddr pos bbf )⇒ (setIP_Instr(setIP_BB conf bbf )firstInstr)
|_⇒ conf ))

| _⇒ conf ))

We define our semantics such that assignments modify the value of the refer-
enced variable and the instruction pointer. For an assignment two conditions
on evaluation of its subexpressions must hold. First, evaluation of the left-
hand side expression must yield an address value. Second, evaluation of its
right-hand side expression returns an numerical value. If both conditions are
fulfilled, the following actions are performed: the variable assignment and the
pseudo register assignment are updated for the variable. The pseudo register
associated with the variable is identified with the pseudo register assignment
function varpsrs that is passed as parameter. Moreover, the instruction pointer
is incremented such that it points to the successive instruction. If the listed
conditions are not fulfilled, the program state remains unchanged.
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eval_ir_stmt (AssignStmt l r) varpsrs conf =
(case (eval_ir_expr l conf ) of (* lhs defined value? *)

None ⇒ conf
| (Some vl)⇒

(case vl of (* address value? *)
(VarVal n)⇒
(case (eval_ir_expr r conf ) of (* rhs defined value? *)

None ⇒ (incIP_Instr (setVarVal
(setGR_Content conf (varpsrs n) None)
n None))

| (Some vr)⇒
(case vr of (* numerical value? *)

(IntVal i)⇒ (incIP_Instr(setVarVal
(setGR_Content conf (varpsrs n) (Some i))
n (Some i)))

| _⇒ conf ))
|_⇒ conf ))

The Epsilon statement that represents a completely transformed statement
does not have any effect on the program state. The semantic function returns
in this case the unmodified state.

Expressions The semantics for expressions is defined as a function that gets
an expression and a program state as parameters. The return type of the
function is based on the previously shown datatype val. It is combined with
the predefined datatype option to distinguish undefined and defined evaluation
results. Undefined results are represented with the value None, defined values
are represented with the value Some v, where v is an element of the auxiliary
type. The semantics is defined not only for the elements of the IR but also
for the nonterminals. We explain first the semantics for IR expressions and
subsequently the semantics for the nonterminals.

The definitions for the first two simple expressions are straightforward as
the following presentation illustrates. The function returns for constants the
corresponding numerical value and for addresses the corresponding address
value. The Content operator represents reading access to variables. If its
subexpression is evaluated to an address value, we return the value that is
associated with this address in the current variable assignment.
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consts eval_ir_expr ::
ir_expr ⇒ compconfiguration ⇒ val option
primrec
eval_ir_expr (IrConst pos v) conf = Some (IntVal v)
eval_ir_expr (ObjAddr pos addr) conf = Some (VarVal addr)
eval_ir_expr (Content pos e) conf =
(case (eval_ir_expr e conf ) of

None ⇒ None
| (Some v)⇒

(case v of
(VarVal n)⇒ (case (Env conf n) of (* defined? *)

None ⇒ None
| (Some i)⇒ (Some (IntVal i)))

| _⇒ None))

The definitions for the two binary expressions (addition and comparison)
are similar and illustrated with the comparison operator only. The left and
right subexpression of these operators must be evaluated to numerical val-
ues. To represent the comparison operation, we use the auxiliary function
eval_compare, which we introduced with our semantics for assembly instruc-
tions. In case of undefined operands or other than numerical return values the
result of both binary operations is also undefined.

eval_ir_expr (Compare pos l r ct) conf =
(case (eval_ir_expr l conf ) of (* defined? *)

None ⇒ None
| (Some vl)⇒

(case vl of
(IntVal il)⇒
(case (eval_ir_expr r conf ) of (* defined? *)

None ⇒ None
| (Some vr)⇒
(case vr of

(IntVal ir)⇒ (Some (BoolVal(eval_compare ct il ir)))
| _⇒ None))

| _⇒ None))

The register nonterminal NTReg, which is produced by rules that emit
assembly instructions leaving a result in a register, contains the information
which pseudo register was used. We define its semantics such that the content
of the referenced pseudo register is determined and returned. The semantics
for the addressing mode nonterminal NTImm is comparable to the IrConst
expression. The function returns the stored numerical value.
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eval_ir_expr (NTReg pos r) conf =
(case (GReg conf r) of (* defined? *)

(Some i)⇒ (Some (IntVal i))
| None ⇒ None)
eval_ir_expr (NTImm pos i) conf = Some (IntVal i)

The addressing mode nonterminal NTComp, which represents subexpres-
sions for comparison operations, contains the pseudo register name where the
value of the first operand is stored and either the pseudo register name or the
numerical value for the second operand. Additionally, it stores information
on the relation operation that should be carried out. We define its semantics
as follows. We start checking whether the first operand is defined. If this is
the case, we determine where the second operand can be found and carry out
the comparison operation. The function returns None in case of undefined
operands or in case of missing information, i.e., neither a pseudo register name
nor a numerical value is given.

eval_ir_expr (NTComp pos greg grego immo ct) conf =
(case (GReg conf greg) of (* defined? *)

(Some i1)⇒
(case grego of

(Some r)⇒
(case (GReg conf r) of (* defined? *)

(Some i2)⇒ Some (BoolVal (eval_compare ct i1 i2))
| None ⇒ None)

| None ⇒ (case immo of
(Some i2)⇒ Some (BoolVal (eval_compare ct i1 i2))
| None ⇒ None))

| None ⇒ None)

In this section, we presented the formal semantics for subsets of the inter-
mediate language of the compiler and the assembly language of the Itanium
processor. Both semantics are tailored in order to define the formal seman-
tics for compound instructions. The semantics of the intermediate language is
defined for the IR elements and also for the nonterminals that appear in the
considered rules. The semantics of the underlying assembly language differs
from the informally defined semantics with respect to the instruction pointer
handling. Compound instructions combine the execution of a sequence of as-
sembly instructions and the execution of a statement into a single step. The
advantage of this formalization is the simplified instruction pointer handling
in our correctness proofs. Before we can introduce our correctness proofs, we
describe how code generator rules are formalized.

4.2.5 Formalization of Code Generator Rules
We explained in Section 4.1 that we formalize the rule application as a function
that transforms a compound instruction into a new compound instruction.
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Figure 4.5: Hierarchy of Rule Application Functions

This idea is realized with a hierarchy of functions, which we derive on the
one hand from the definition of compound instructions on top of assembly
instructions and intermediate representation elements and on the other hand
from a rule classification. Rules are classified into statement and expression
rules. Statement rules terminate the code generation process by transforming
the statement into an empty tree. They are always applied on the root node
of the tree. Expression rules are applied on subtrees. The considered subtree
is replaced with a new leaf node. We further classify expression rules into
register and addressing mode rules. Expression rules of the latter group do
not generate any assembly instructions but encode into the new leaf node the
information required for further transformation steps.

Rule Application Functions

Figure 4.5 shows the function hierarchy that implements the single transforma-
tion steps. On the lowest level of the hierarchy are functions that implement
the rules itself. We have three functions for statement rules defpsr , ifr , jmp
and seven functions for expression rules. On top of the statement rules is the
function apply_stmt_rule that selects based on the rule name which of the
concrete statement rule functions should be called. According to the classifi-
cation of expression rules there is a further hierarchy level below the function
apply_expr_rule. On top of the register rules ldi_reg, usepsr , add_imm, add
is the function apply_reg_rule, the function apply_nonreg_rule on top of the
non-register rules ld_imm, comp_imm, comp. The assembly code generated
by rules of the former group always calculates some result in a register. There-
fore they need a pseudo register. In contrast to statement rules, expression
rules need a position to identify the subtree where the rule should be applied.

The topmost function applyrule transforms compound instructions. It calls
the function apply_rule_onstmt that implements the rule effect, i.e., the func-
tion transforms the statement and selects the instructions. We model the rule
application such that in case of invalid implicit assumptions, e.g., the rule
pattern does not match, the compound instruction remains unmodified. The
functions on the lower level of the hierarchy indicate this failure with their
return value.
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datatype rulename =
LDI_REG |USEPSR |ADD_INT |ADD_IMM
| LD_IMM |COMP_IMM |COMP
| DEFPSR | IFR | JMP

consts applyrule ::
rulename ⇒ position option ⇒ greg_nr option ⇒ preg_pair option ⇒
varpsr_assign ⇒ comp_instruction ⇒ comp_instruction
primrec
applyrule rule pos greg pregs varpsrs (Instr ls stmt) =
(case (apply_rule_onstmt rule pos greg pregs varpsrs stmt) of

Some res ⇒ (Instr ((fst res) @ ls)(snd res)) (∗ successful transformation ∗)
| None ⇒ (Instr ls stmt)) (∗ failure ∗)

We present the functions in a top-down manner and start with the rule
application function for compound instructions, which is shown above. The
first parameter of the function apply_rule is the rule identifier. Rule identifiers
are represented with an auxiliary datatype rulename. Functions implementing
rules itself have different parameters, e.g., they need a position or a pseudo
register name. To handle the different parameter sets on the level of compound
instructions, we define all parameters except the rule identifier and the pseudo
register assignment as optional. The last argument of the function is the
compound instruction to be transformed. The function passes the statement
of the compound instruction to the function apply_rule_onstmt. With its
result a new compound instruction is build.

constdefs apply_rule_onstmt ::
rulename ⇒ position option ⇒ greg_nr option ⇒ preg_pair option ⇒
varpsr_assign ⇒ ir_stmt ⇒ (asm_instruction list × ir_stmt)option
apply_rule_onstmt rule pos reg pregs varpsrs stmt ≡
(case pos of

None ⇒ apply_stmt_rule rule pregs varpsrs stmt
| (Some pos)⇒ apply_expr_rule rule pos reg varpsrs stmt)

The function apply_rule_onstmt implements the case distinction for state-
ment and expression rules. If a position is given, the function for expression
rules is called, otherwise the function for statement rules.
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constdefs apply_stmt_rule ::
rulename ⇒ preg_pair option ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ ir_stmt
(asm_instruction list × ir_stmt)option
apply_stmt_rule rule pregs varpsrs stmt ≡
(case rule of

IFR⇒ apply_ifr_stmt stmt pregs
| DEFPSR⇒ apply_defpsr_stmt stmt varpsrs
| JMP ⇒ apply_jmp_stmt stmt
| _⇒ None

The function apply_stmt_rule selects depending on the rule name param-
eter the individual rule function. In case of an invalid rule name, i.e., an
identifier of an expression rule, the value None is returned.

constdefs apply_expr_rule ::
rulename ⇒ position ⇒ greg_nr option ⇒
varpsr_assign ⇒ ir_stmt ⇒ (asm_instructionlist × ir_stmt)option
apply_expr_rule rule pos reg varpsrs stmt ≡
(case reg of

None ⇒ apply_nonreg_rule rule pos varpsrs stmt
| (Some r)⇒ apply_reg_rule rule pos r varpsrs stmt)

The function apply_expr_rule inspects the optional register name parame-
ter. In case that it is absent any of the non-register rules must be called, oth-
erwise any of the register rules. Both functions select depending on the rule
name parameter the appropriate rule realization function. We only present
the definition of the function apply_reg_rule and omit the presentation of the
function apply_nonreg_rule that works in the same manner.

constdefs apply_reg_rule ::
rulename ⇒ position ⇒ greg_nr ⇒
varpsr_assign ⇒ ir_stmt ⇒ (asm_instructionlist × ir_stmt)option
primrec
apply_reg_rule rule pos nreg varpsrs (AssignStmt l r) =
(* transformation on lhs? *)
(case (get_regrule rule) pos nreg varpsrs l reg of

(Some resl)⇒ Some(fst resl, (AssignStmt (snd resl) r))
| None ⇒
(* transformation on rhs? *)

(case (get_regrule rule) pos nreg varpsrs r of
Some resr ⇒ (Some(fst resr , (AssignStmt l (snd resr))))

| None ⇒ None))
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The function apply_reg_rule solves two tasks. First, it selects the function
that implements the concrete rule by calling the auxiliary function get_regrule.
Second, it transforms the subexpression of the statement determined by the
parameter pos. To detect this subexpression it applies the concrete rule func-
tion to all subexpressions until a successful transformation is indicated with
a non-empty return value. In this case the statement under consideration
is transformed using the returned expression. If the selected rule cannot be
applied to any of the subexpressions the value None is returned. We demon-
strate as representative the definition for the assignment. The auxiliary func-
tion get_regrule, partly shown below, factors out the case distinction on the
rule name parameter in the definition of the function apply_reg_rule. This
shortens the definition and improves the readability of our formalization.

consts get_regrule ::
rulename ⇒ (position ⇒ greg_nr ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ ir_expr ⇒
(asm_instruction list × ir_expr) option)
primrec
get_regrule LDI_REG = apply_ldi_reg_expr
get_regrule LD_IMM = apply_undef_expr
· · ·
get_regrule JMP = apply_undef_expr

constdefs apply_undef_expr ::
position ⇒ greg_nr ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ ir_expr ⇒
(asm_instruction list × ir_expr) option
apply_undef_expr pos greg varpsrs expr ≡ None

With the presented hierarchy of functions, we formalize the code selection
process such that it is possible to consider each rule in isolation. This enables us
to modularize our correctness proof, which we explain in detail in Section 4.2.6.
The lowest level of the hierarchy are functions that correspond directly to
real code generator rules. In the following, we give representative function
definitions for all rule classes.

Formalization of Concrete Rules

Rules that belong to the same rule class are formalized similarly. The classes of
functions differ with respect to their parameters. The functions within a class
have the same set of parameters and only differ with respect to the rule patterns
for matching and substitution and the generated assembly instructions.

Statement Rules The functions formalizing statement rules check that the
parameter representing the statement to be transformed conforms to the pat-
tern of the rule. If the test succeeds, the return value is constructed with the
sequence of assembly instructions from the emit block and the specific Epsilon
statement. We present the rule ifr as an example for this class.
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constdefs apply_ifr_stmt ::
ir_stmt ⇒ preg_pair ⇒ (asm_instruction list × ir_stmt) option
apply_ifr_stmt stmt pregp ≡
(case stmt of (* rule pattern? *)

(IfStmt cond ttgt ftgt)⇒
(case ttgt of

(ObjAddr pt bbT )⇒
(case ftgt of

(ObjAddr pf bbF)⇒
(case cond of

(NTComp p reg rego immo ct)⇒
(case rego of (* register operand? *)

Some r ⇒ Some([(Branch (snd pair) bbF),
(Branch (fst pair) bbT ),
(Comp ct (fst pair) (snd pair) reg r)],
Epsilon)

| None ⇒ (* no register operand *)
case immo of (* immediate operand? *)
Some v ⇒ Some([(Branch (snd pair) bbF),

(Branch (fst pair) bbT ),
(CompImm ct (fst pair) (snd pair) reg v)],
Epsilon

| None ⇒ None)) (* no immediate operand *)
| _⇒ None) (* invalid pattern cond *)

| _⇒ None) (* invalid pattern ftgt *)
| _⇒ None) (* invalid pattern ttgt *)

| _⇒ None) (* invalid top level pattern *)

To formalize the pattern checking for the pattern of the rule ifr, we need
three case distinctions because the version of the theorem prover, which we use
for our first formalization, does not support nested patterns. The conditional
code generation, which depends on the information stored in the addressing
mode nonterminal NTComp, is realized with further two case distinctions.
These case distinctions correspond to the if-then-else structure that appears
in the emit block of the concrete rule (See Section 4.2.1 on page 50). The
result value of this rule is built with three assembly instructions. Their order
in our definition is in the opposite direction, due to the inverse execution order
of assembly instructions in our formal semantics for sequences.

Expression Rules The functions representing expression rules get the ex-
pression to be modified as parameter. The subexpression to be transformed
is identified with a unique position, which is also passed as parameter. An
expression rule function checks in the first step if the passed position refers
to a subexpression. If this is the case, it must be verified that the subexpres-
sion corresponds to the pattern of the rule. The value returned by expression
functions is made up of the transformed expression and a list of assembly in-
structions. This list is empty for all non-register rules. All functions are based
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on auxiliary functions for identifying subexpressions subexpr_at_pos_expr
and for replacing subexpressions subst_at_pos_expr . The definition of these
functions is straightforward and omitted in our presentation.

constdefs apply_usepsr_expr ::
position ⇒ greg_nr ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ ir_expr ⇒
(asm_instruction list × ir_expr) option
apply_usepsr_expr pos greg varpsrs expr ≡
(case (subexpr_at_pos_expr pos expr) of (* valid position? *)

(Some sexpr)⇒
(case sexpr of (* valid pattern? *)

(Content pos cexpr)⇒
(case cexpr of (* valid pattern? *)

(ObjAddr p n)⇒ Some([(Mov greg (varpsrs n))],
subst_at_pos_expr pos expr(NTReg pos greg))

| _⇒ None)
| _⇒ None)

| _⇒ None)

We first present the function corresponding to the register rule usepsr,
which uses the TEMPO keyword to support the register allocation process. As
explained in Section 4.2.1, we formalize this rule assuming that always an in-
struction for copying the value into a new register is emitted. As the presented
definition illustrates, this copy instruction and the transformed expression are
returned by the function if the pattern checking succeeds. The source register
for the copy instruction is determined by using the pseudo register assignment
parameter varpsrs; the target register is given by the register parameter.

constdefs apply_comp_imm_expr ::
position ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ ir_expr ⇒

(asm_instruction list × ir_expr) option
apply_comp_imm_expr pos varpsrs expr ≡
(case (subexpr_at_pos_expr pos expr) of (* valid position? *)

(Some sexpr)⇒
(case sexpr of (* valid pattern? *)

(Compare p lhs rhs ct)⇒
(case lhs of (* valid pattern? *)

(NTReg pl reg)⇒
(case rhs of (* valid pattern? *)

(NTImm pr i)⇒ (Some ([ ],
subst_at_pos_expr pos expr

(NTComp pos reg None (Some i) ct)))
|_⇒ None)

| _⇒ None)
| _⇒ None)

| _⇒ None)
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The function for the non-register rule comp_imm returns the modified expres-
sion and an empty list of assembly instructions because it does not generate
any assembly instructions. The rule pattern checking is carried out with case
distinctions in the same way as in the other functions. In case of a successful
rule pattern checking, the return value is constructed transforming the ex-
pression as specified by the rule. The information necessary for further rule
applications is stored in the addressing mode nonterminal NTComp.

The functions for the remaining expression rules follow the same principle.
All functions directly capture the effect as specified by the rule. In contrast to
the real code selection process, we do not integrate neither the rule name nor
the pseudo register numbers into the data structures representing the inter-
mediate representation. We pass this information as parameters instead. This
approach facilitates the correctness proofs. We address this issue in detail in
Section 4.2.6, where we present the correctness proofs.

Formalization of Rule Sequences

The function that represents the final postorder walk on the annotated state-
ment tree is shown below. Its definition is straightforward and follows standard
patterns for defining recursive functions on lists.

consts applyrule_seq ::
ruleapplication list ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ comp_instruction ⇒
comp_instruction
primrec
applyrule_seq [ ] varpsrs instr = instr
applyrule_seq (x#xs) varpsrs instr =

applyrule_unfold x varpsrs (applyrule_seq xs varpsrs instr)

types
ruleapplication =rulename ∗ position option ∗ greg_nr option ∗ preg_pair option

The first parameter of this function ruleapplication list contains the infor-
mation on the selected transformation steps. It is based on the type synonym
shown below the function. The function applyrule_unfold extracts the infor-
mation from an element of this type and calls the top-level rule application
function applyrule, which we presented in the beginning of this section.

The formalization presented so far enables us to compose our proof for the
correctness of the formalized rule set from proofs for the individual rules. This
correctness proof is introduced in the following section.

4.2.6 Reasoning
We prove a transformation correct with a proof by induction on the length
of the rule sequence. In the induction step, we apply an argument for the
correctness of a single rule application. The proof for single rules is based
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Figure 4.6: Proof Hierarchy for Single Rules

on subproofs for the individual rule classes, which in turn rely on proofs for
individual rules. We first present our correctness property, then the proof
for the correctness of single transformation steps, and finally the proof for
transformation sequences.

Correctness Property

A code generator rule maps the intermediate representation elements in the
pattern of the rule onto the assembly instructions specified in the emit block
of the rule. A rule is correct if the operations carried out by the intermediate
representation elements in the rule pattern and by the assembly instructions
in the emit block correspond to each other. A rule sequence is correct if the
effect on the program state of both, the untransformed statement and the
transformation result have the same effect on the program state. Having the
same effect in our formal model means two things. First, we require that the
value of the program variables are modified in the same manner. In concrete
terms, we claim that the modification of a program variable coincides with the
modification of the pseudo register associated with it. Moreover, we claim that
the instruction pointer is modified identically. We need not take into account
the number of generated assembly instructions to compare the instruction
pointer. This is due to our idea of merging the transformed statement and
the selected assembly instructions into a single entity. The two claims are
formalized with the presented relation similar .

constdefs similar ::
compconfiguration ⇒ compconfiguration ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ bool
similar conf mconf varpsrs ≡
(* first claim: correspondence of variable values *)
(∀v.Env conf v = GReg mconf (varpsrs v)))∧
(* second claim: correspondence of the instruction pointer *)
(IP_BB conf = IP_BB mconf ∧ IP_Instr conf = IP_Instr mconf

Correctness for Single Rules

We prove a rule correct by showing that the program states before and after
executing a compound instruction and the compound instruction into which
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theorem rule_correct :
[ (∗ corresponding state ∗)

similar conf conf varpsrs
(∗ unique positions ∗)
validPositions instr ;
(∗ unique and valid pseudo registers ∗)
inj varpsrs;
∀x.x ∈ o2s greg −→ isNewGReg x instr ;
∀x.x ∈ o2s greg −→ (∀v.varpsrs(v) 6= x);
∀v.varpsrs(v) /∈ definedGRegs instr ;
predRegZero /∈ definedPRegs instr ;
∀pT pF .pregs = Some(pT , pF) −→ pT 6= pF ;
PReg conf predRegZero = Some True

] =⇒ similar
(eval_comp_instruction instr varpsrs conf )
(eval_comp_instruction

(applyrule rule pos greg pregs varpsrs instr) varpsrs conf )
varpsrs

Figure 4.7: Main Theorem for Correctness of Single Rules

it is transformed belong to the relation similar . Figure 4.7 shows our main
theorem for single rules. Its assumptions reflect the underlying ideas of our
formalization. The assumption validPosition ensures that each rule applica-
tion location is uniquely identified. This predicate is based on an auxiliary
function that collects the positions from all expressions of a statement. The
other assumptions ensure that pseudo register numbers for both predicate and
general purpose registers are unique. Here the benefit of the modelling of the
pseudo register assignment for variables as a separate function becomes clear.
Integrating it into the datatype of the intermediate representation itself would
require auxiliary functions as for positions. Moreover, it would be necessary to
check not only their uniqueness but also a consistent usage. Because a program
variable in a statement can be referenced several times, it would be necessary
to check that all references to a variable are associated with the same pseudo
register number. Requiring the function to be injective leads to a much simpler
representation of this assumption.

We modularize our proof exploiting the hierarchical definition of the rule
application function. The reasoning follows directly the hierarchy defined for
the rule application function. Figure 4.6 shows the hierarchy of lemmas that is
in a one-to-one correspondence to the function hierarchy shown in Figure 4.5.
In the main correctness theorem, we prove by case distinction on the rule class
that application of any of the considered rules yields a compound instruction
with the same effect on the program state. Each case is shown with a separate
lemma for the rule class. The lemma for the class of statement rules is by
case distinction on the rule name parameter. The lemma for expression rules
comprises a further level for its subclasses, which implement the case distinc-
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lemma usepsr_correct :
[ (∗ similar conf conf varpsrs ∗)
∀v.Env conf v = GReg conf (varpsrs v);
(∗ unique positions ∗)
validPositionsStmt stmt;
(∗ unique and valid pseudo registers ∗)
inj varpsrs;
isNewGReg_stmt reg stmt;
∀v.varpsrs v 6= reg;
∀v.varpsrs v /∈ definedGRegs_asm_seq code;
(∗ successful rule application ∗)
apply_reg_rule USEPSR pos reg varpsrs stmt = Some(a, b)

] =⇒ similar
(eval_comp_instruction (Instr code stmt) varpsrs conf )
(eval_comp_instruction (Instr (a@code) b) varpsrs conf )

Figure 4.8: Theorem for Correctness of Rule usepsr

tion on the rule name parameter. For each individual rule, there is a separate
lemma that is applied in the proof of its associated rule class.

The proof for a concrete rule is structured as follows. First, we make a case
distinction on the type of the statement. Second, for each statement all its
subexpressions must be considered as possible target of the rule application.
Third, a further case distinction is necessary on the number of elements in the
assembly code list, i.e., we distinguish empty and nonempty assembly instruc-
tion lists. For each of these subcases, we conclude from the uniqueness of the
positions that only one expression of the statement has changed. We show
that the evaluation of the transformed and all unmodified expressions yield
the same value, even in case that the program state is modified with assem-
bly instructions. This is proven by using the assumption on the uniqueness
of the pseudo registers. For statement rules, no further auxiliary lemmas are
employed in the proof. For expression rules we use separate lemmas on the
evaluation of modified as well as unmodified expressions, to avoid long proofs
with redundant proof steps. Both types of lemmas are shown by induction on
the type of expressions. For unmodified expressions, we show that the evalua-
tion of an expression is not affected by registers different from those appearing
in its subexpressions with the form NTReg. For modified expressions, we dis-
tinguish two cases. In case that the expression represents the pattern to be
matched, we show that this expression is evaluated to the same value as the
pattern, it is substituted with. Thereby we take into consideration the effect of
the assembly instructions. The case that a rule is applied somewhere deeper in
the expression tree of a unary or binary expression is shown with the induction
hypothesis.

We show the lemmas for the rule usepsr as an example. Figure 4.8 gives
the lemma for correctness of the rule and Figure 4.9 shows the lemma and
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lemma usepsr :
[ (∗ value of variable a ∗)

Env conf a = v;
(∗ unique positions ∗)
validPositionsExpr expr ;
(∗ valid pseudo registers ∗)
isNewGReg_expr reg expr
(∗ rule pattern ∗)
subexpr_at_pos_expr pos expr = Some(Content pos(ObjAddr ido a));

] =⇒ eval_ir_expr expr conf =
eval_ir_expr (subst_at_pos_expr pos expr (NTReg idr reg))

(setGR_Content conf reg v)
apply (induct expr)

(∗ NTComp, NTImm, NTReg, IrConst, ObjAddr ∗)
apply (tactic bcases)
(∗ Content ∗)
apply (tactic unOpTac)
(∗ Plus ∗)
apply (tactic binOpTacPre)
(∗ transformation lhs ∗)
apply (case_tac subexpr_at_pos_expr pos lhs =

Some (Content pos (ObjAddr ido a)))
apply (tactic 〈〈 (binOpTac lhs

(Content pos (ObjAddr ido a)) (NTReg idr reg) v)〉〉 )
· · ·
done

Figure 4.9: Correctness of Expression Evaluation for Rule usepsr

in part the proof for the evaluation of expressions. The assumptions in both
lemmas except the last ones correspond to assumptions of the main lemma
rule_correct. Some of them are directly transfered as for example the unique-
ness of the pseudo register assignment for program variables. Other assump-
tions are refinements as for example the assumption of unique positions that
has been lowered from compound instructions validPositions instr to state-
ments validPositionsStmt stmt and expressions validPositionsExpr expr . The
last assumption in the lemma for correctness of the rule (lemma usepsr_correct)
states that the rule is successfully applied. Invalid rule applications are con-
sidered in the proof of the main lemma such that all proofs for single rules
must not consider this case. The last assumption in the lemma for expression
evaluation (lemma usepsr) represents the implicit assumption on the pattern
of the rule. It states that at the considered position is a subexpression that
matches the pattern of the rule. The partly presented proof in Figure 4.9 illus-
trates the structure of the proof. We exploit the high similarity in these proofs
and semi-automatize the reasoning with tacticals. Tacticals combine several
proof steps into a single step and thus shorten the proofs considerably. Our
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val binOpTacPre =
(EVERY [

(* pattern matches at root? *)
(case_tac pos = posb 1),
(asm_full_simp_tac

((simpset()) addsimps [setGR_Content_def , setGR_def ]) 1),
(* use induction hypotheses *)
((ftac validPositionsExpr_compare 1) ORELSE
(ftac validPositionsExpr_plus 1)),

(etac conjE 1),
((ftac subexpr_at_pos_compare 1) ORELSE
(ftac subexpr_at_pos_plus 1)),

(atac 1),
((ftac newReg_compare 1) ORELSE
(ftac newReg_plus 1) ORELSE (all_tac)),

((etac conjE1) ORELSE (all_tac))
])

Figure 4.10: Tactic Used in Correctness Proofs for Expression Evaluation

presentation shows that it is possible to parameterize tacticals. The tactical
binOpTac for example is parameterized with the location of the rule appli-
cation, i.e., left or right-hand side of a binary expression, and the two rule
patterns. This information is used to select the necessary proof steps. The
parameterization helps us to avoid tacticals that differ only slightly.

In Figure 4.10, we present the tactical binOpTacPre that combines the initial
sequence of proof steps for binary expressions as an example. It proves by
simplification the case that the position refers to the top node of the considered
expression tree. Afterwards, it concludes for the case that the position refers to
some subexpression the preconditions of the induction hypothesis. The single
proof steps are combined into a list with the keyword EVERY . The keyword
ORELSE is used to select alternative proof steps that depend on the current
subgoal of the proof.
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theorem rulesequence_correct :
[ (∗ corresponding states ∗)

similar conf mconf varpsrs
∀v.(Env mconf v) = (GReg mconf (varpsrs v));
PReg conf predRegZero = Some True; (∗ dedicated predicate register∗)
PReg mconf predRegZero = Some True;
(∗ unique positions ∗)
validPositions instr ;
(∗ unique and valid pseudo registers ∗)
inj varpsrs;
∀v.(varpsrs v) /∈ (set (getGRegsFromSeq ruleseq));
∀v.(varpsrs v) /∈ (definedGRegs instr);
validGRegs_seq ruleseq;
validPRegs_seq ruleseq;
predRegZero /∈ definedPRegs instr ;
(∗ stmt rule is the last ∗)
validRuleIDs_seq ruleseq;
untransformed instr ;

] =⇒ similar
(eval_comp_instruction instr varpsrs conf )
(eval_comp_instruction

(applyrule_seq ruleseq varpsrs instr) varpsrs mconf )
varpsrs

Figure 4.11: Main Theorem for Correctness of Rule Sequences

Correctness for Rule Sequences

The theorem for correctness of rule sequences is presented in Figure 4.11. Its
assumptions correspond to or are extensions of those used in the theorem
for single rules that we presented in Figure 4.7. The assumptions referring
to positions and to the pseudo register assignment for variables are identical.
Assumptions referring to unique pseudo register names for storing intermediate
results are extended to sequences of rules. We ensure with the predicates
validGRegs_seq and validPRegs_seq that the pseudo registers occurring in
the rule parameter list are unique.

The proof is by induction on the length of the rule sequence. The main idea
of the proof is sketched in Figure 4.12. The induction hypothesis says that
the compound instruction instrn that is generated after n application steps
has the same effect on the program state as the initial compound instruction
instr , i.e., the program states conf ′ and mconf ′ fulfill the predicate similar .
Furthermore, we know from the main theorem for single rule applications that
execution of instrn and instrn+1 in a program state that fulfills the predicate
similar leads to program states mconf ′ and mconf ′′ that also belong to the
relation similar . We conclude with an additional lemma that the content of
all relevant pseudo registers in mconf ′ and mconf ′′ are equal. With these
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conf

≈

mconf

≈

mconf

conf ′

≈ IH

mconf ′

≈ rule_correct

mconf ′′

eval_compound_instruction instrn+1

eval_compound_instruction instrn+1

eval_compound_instruction instrn+1

≈

Figure 4.12: Correctness Proof for Rule Sequences

two facts we can conclude that conf ′ and mconf ′′ also belong to the relation
similar .

4.2.7 Discussion
With the presented formalization, we have shown the correctness of our initial
rule set. We have considered features of code generator specifications that
are frequently used in realistic compiler specifications. In particular, we have
verified rules that support the interaction with the register allocator and the
scheduler. Furthermore, we have investigated rules with dynamic patterns
and conditional code generation. The main correctness proof is modular, i.e.,
we compose the correctness proof for rule sequences from proofs for single
rules. We have semi-automatized the tedious proofs defining tacticals that
combine similar sequences of proof steps. The decomposition is made possible
by modelling compound instructions that represent intermediate transforma-
tion results and by formalizing the transformation as a hierarchy of functions.
These two ideas enables us to consider individual rules separately and combine
the resulting theorems into our main correctness proof.

Although our results are satisfactory, we should not overlook the fact that it
is limited with respect to the representation of finite types. We are not able to
capture the rules exactly due to this abstraction. To overcome this limitation,
we have improved the formalization with respect to this point. The resulting
second formalization is introduced in the following section.

4.3 Second Formalization
With our second formalization, we verified an extended rule set. We enlarged
the initial rule set with rules for integer conversion. Rules for type conversions
are particularly interesting because they are known to be error-prone and often
lead to subtle errors, which are difficult to detect with tests. To extend our
correctness proof for these rules, it is necessary to lower the degree of abstrac-
tion of our first formalization. We improve the accuracy of our formalization
by refining it with respect to the representation of finite types for variable val-
ues and register contents. We investigate as representatives four integer types,
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RULE [cnv_reg_down] o:mirConvert(rs:reg) −>
NONTERMINAL { size_to_nt(GET_SIZE(o.Type)) };

CONDITION {
IS_INT(o.Type)

&& (IS_INT(mirEXPR_get_Type(o.Value)) ||
IS_PTR(mirEXPR_get_Type(o.Value)))

&& (GET_EXPR_SIZE(o.Value) >= GET_SIZE(o.Type))
}
RESULT rs;

Listing 4.1: Expression Rule for Typ Conversions from Bigger to Smaller Types

namely signed and unsigned 8 and 16 bit integers. In the beginning of this
section, we present the rules that we verified in addition to the rules from our
initial rule set. Subsequently, we explain the refinements and extensions that
are required to verify the extended rule set.

4.3.1 Extended Rule Set
The additionally verified rules specify the mapping from the IR operator for
explicit type conversions onto corresponding assembly instructions. Listing 4.1
shows the rule for converting bigger to smaller types, Listing 4.2 shows the rules
for converting smaller to bigger types. In addition to the features explained
in Section 4.2.1, we consider rule conditions and enhance the representation of
register nonterminals.

Rule Conditions As can be seen in Listing 4.1 and 4.2, the rules for type
conversions require rule conditions to define the mapping from the IR operator
onto the corresponding assembly instructions. For example, the subcondition
(IS_INT(mirEXPR_get_Type(o.Value)) ensures that the rule is only applied
to expressions with integer type; to ensure that only unsigned values are zero
extended the subcondition (IS_UINT(mirEXPR_get_Type(o.Value)) is used.

Register Nonterminals The refined types enable us to increase the accuracy
of the register nonterminal. We represent register nonterminals of different
size, namely ntreg8 and ntreg16.

The main design of the formalization and its underlying ideas does not need
to be altered. As a consequence, we are able to reuse the proof ideas as well as
the proof modularization. Although reuse is a great advantage, considerable
effort for the adaptation is required. Many definitions although only slightly
changed must be rewritten manually because efficient tool support as it is
offered for software development lacks. In the following, we present the second
formalization in the same order as the first formalization, thereby focusing on
the extensions and adaptations. A complete overview of the definitions can be
found in [Lev08].
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RULE [cnv_reg_zxt] o:mirConvert(rs:reg) −> rd:reg64;
CONDITION {

(IS_INT(o.Type) || IS_PTR(o.Type))
&& (IS_UINT(mirEXPR_get_Type(o.Value)) ||

IS_PTR(mirEXPR_get_Type(o.Value)))
&& (GET_EXPR_SIZE(o.Value) <= GET_SIZE(o.Type))

}
EMIT {
int szOp=FBYTES(GET_EXPR_SIZE(o.Value));
int szRt=FBYTES(GET_SIZE(o.Type));
int sz=(szOp<szRt)?szOp:szRt;
fprintf(OUTFILE,"\t%s%i\t%s = %s",

"zxt", sz, REGNAME(rd), REGNAME(rs));
}

RULE [cnv_reg_sxt] o:mirConvert(rs:reg) −> rd:reg64;
CONDITION {

(IS_INT(o.Type) || IS_PTR(o.Type))
&& (IS_SINT(mirEXPR_get_Type(o.Value)))
&& (GET_EXPR_SIZE(o.Value) < GET_SIZE(o.Type))

}
EMIT {
int szOp=FBYTES(GET_EXPR_SIZE(o.Value));
int szRt=FBYTES(GET_SIZE(o.Type));
int sz=(szOp<szRt)?szOp:szRt;
fprintf(OUTFILE, "\t%s%i\t%s = %s",

"sxt", sz, REGNAME(rd), REGNAME(rs));
}

Listing 4.2: Expression Rules for Typ Conversions from Smaller to Bigger Types

4.3.2 Datatype Definitions

The predefined datatype int, which we used in our first formalization, does not
correspond to the finite domain of values that can be represented in real regis-
ters or memory locations. We introduce in our second formalization finite types
to represent reality more accurately. To represent finite domains for variable
values, we use previous work published in [RW03]. We reformalize it because it
is not available as library. The four new types s_short, u_short, s_int, u_int
are defined with type abstractions as it is shown below for the type s_int,
which represents signed 16 bit integers.
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constdefs
BitLength_int :: nat BitLength_int ≡ 16
constdefs
Min_s_int :: int Min_s_int ≡ −(2(BitLength_int−1))

Max_s_int :: int Max_s_int ≡ 2(BitLength_int−1) − 1
typedef s_int = {i.Min_s_int ≤ i ∧ i ≤Max_s_int}

The datatype number is defined on top of the four new types and used for
variable values. For register values we only redefine the type synonym and
associate it with the datatype register , which is provided by the HOL-Word
library [Daw09]. This library offers a formalization of machine words. The
length of a machine word is defined with a parameter. We set this parameter
to 16 bits as it is shown in the definition.

(∗ refinement for variable values ∗)
datatype number =

Var_SShort s_short
| Var_UShort u_short
| Var_SInt s_int
| Var_UInt u_int
(∗ redefinition of typ synonyme for register values ∗)
types register = 16 word

For the new types it is necessary to define operations to convert the dif-
ferent representations into each other as well as to carry out arithmetic and
logic operations. The operations for the variable values are based on opera-
tions on the infinite type int in which values outside of the range are mapped
onto the finite domain with a modulo operation. This corresponds to a two’s
complement representation [RW03]. In the following, as representative exam-
ple, we show the definition to carry out conversions between variable values
representing operands of different size. This conversion is implemented by the
function convert_num that uses further auxiliary functions. The auxiliary
function Int_to_s_int maps integer values onto the type of signed 16 bit in-
tegers. The partly shown definition specifies the conversion of 8 bit signed
integer values into the other types.
constdefs Int_to_s_int ::
int ⇒ s_int
Int_to_s_int (x :: int) ≡
Abs_s_int (

((x+ (−Min_s_int)) mod (2 ∗ (−Min_s_int))) +Min_s_int)
constdefs convert_num
number ⇒ type ⇒ number
convert_num n t ≡
(case n of (Var_SShort a)⇒

(case t of
U_Short ⇒ Var_UShort (Int_to_u_short (Rep_s_short a))

| S_Int ⇒ Var_SInt (Int_to_s_int (Rep_s_short a))
| U_Int ⇒ Var_UInt (Int_to_u_int (Rep_s_short a)))
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In addition to the functions that represent the conversion between different
values, we define two auxiliary functions zxt and sxt that represent sign and
zero extension of register values. Both functions extract the least 8 bits and
extend the result with zeros or respectively ones. Their definition is based on
the functions ucast and scast, which are provided by the library.

constdefs
zxt :: register ⇒ register
zxt reg ≡ (ucast ((ucast (reg :: register)) :: 8 word)) :: register
sxt :: register ⇒ register
sxtreg reg ≡ (scast ((ucast (reg :: register)) :: 8 word)) :: register

4.3.3 Extensions of the Syntax
The modifications of the syntax concern the intermediate language and the
assembly language. Both are extended with new elements representing the
integer conversions.

datatype asm_instruction =
· · ·
| Zxt greg_nr greg_nr (* zxt rdst rsrc *)
| Sxt greg_nr greg_nr (* sxt rdst rsrc *)

The datatype of assembly instructions is extended with two new elements
representing instructions for sign and zero extension of registers. The already
formalized instructions remain unchanged.

datatype ir_expr =
(* intermediate representation *)
· · ·

| ObjAddr position vname type
| Convert position ir_expr type
(* nonterminals *)
| NTComp position greg_nr greg_nr option vvalue option

comparetype type
| NTReg position greg_nr type

datatype type = S_Short | U_Short | S_Int| U_Int

The datatype of intermediate representations is extended with a new ele-
ment Convert representing explicit type conversions. In addition, we extend
the expression ObjAddr and the nonterminals NTComp and NTReg with an
attribute type. This attribute represents both the signedness and the size of an
expression and is based on the datatype definition shown below the modified
definitions. The other definitions are reused without any modifications.
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int a;
short b;
a = 4 + b;

(a) Implicit Type Conversion in C

Assign

ObjAddr a S_Int Plus

IrConst (Var_SInt 4) Convert S_Int

Content

ObjAddr b S_Short
(b) Explicit Type Conversion in Intermediate Representation

Figure 4.13: Statement a = 4 + b with Type Conversion

4.3.4 Extensions of the Semantics
The changes in our semantics relate only to the semantics of the intermediate
language and the assembly language and do not affect the semantics of com-
pound instructions. The semantics for the intermediate representation has
been refined following the rules for integer arithmetics and integer conversion
as defined by the C standard [ANS89]. The C standard defines a hierarchy on
its types. Based on this hierarchy, the operand that determines the overall type
of an operation is selected, with the additional restriction that all operands
have at least type integer. Figure 4.13 shows a simple example. Figure 4.13(a)
shows the high-level language assignment a = 4 + b and Figure 4.13(b) its
corresponding representation in the intermediate language. Following the type
rules the addition operation in the left-hand side expression of the assignment
must be carried out as an operation of type integer. Because the variable b has
type short, a conversion operation is necessary. In the source code this con-
version is implicit. In the intermediate language all implicit type conversions
are explicitly represented with the mirConvert expression.

Semantics for the IR Our semantics for the IR is redefined such that all
arithmetic and logic operations are carried out on the bigger types of unsigned
respectively signed 16 bit integers. We achieve this extending the definitions
with further case distinctions that validate the type rules. Furthermore, it
is necessary to substitute in our definitions the operations on the predefined
datatype int with corresponding operations on the new datatypes. Since these
definitions are straightforward extensions, we omit their presentation. The
semantics for the Convert expression is shown below and defined as follows.
First the subexpression is evaluated. If the returned value is an IntVal we verify
that its type attribute is different from the type attribute of the conversion
expression itself. In this case, the value of the subexpression is transformed as
required by the type attribute of the Convert expression. This transformation
is carried out by the auxilliary function convert_num, which we introduced
before.

The semantics for statements requires only a minor modification for as-
signments. The semantics for assignments implements an update of both the
program variable and the associated pseudo register. Because both are asso-
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consts eval_ir_expr ::
ir_expr ⇒ compconfiguration ⇒ val option
primrec
eval_ir_expr (Convert pos e nt) conf =
(case (eval_ir_expr e conf ) of (* defined?)

None ⇒ None
| (Some val1)⇒

(case val1 of (* numeric value? *)
(IntVal i)⇒
(case (type_equal_num_reg i nt) of (* corresponding types? *)

True ⇒ None
| False ⇒ Some(IntVal (convert_num i nt)))

| _⇒ None))

ciated with different datatypes, we must transform the variable value into a
value of the register type before the register is updated.

Semantics for the assembly language The semantics of the assembly lan-
guage is extended with definitions for the new instructions Sxt and Zxt. Both
instructions are defined in a similar manner. First the content of the source
register is evaluated. If the operand is defined, the corresponding auxiliary
function for sign or zero extension is called and the result is written to the
target register. In case of an undefined source operand, the target register is
also set to undefined. The already existing definitions for the other assembly
instructions are unmodified, merely the addition operation on the predefined
datatype int is modified as required by the new datatypes.

consts eval_asm_instr ::
asm_instruction⇒ compconfiguration⇒ compconfiguration
primrec
(* zero extension on register zr*)
eval_asm_instr (Zxt zr qr) conf =
(case (GReg conf qr) of (* defined? *)
None⇒ (setGR_Content conf zr None)

| (Some x)⇒ (setGR_Content conf zr (Some (zxt x))))

(* sign extension on register zr*)
eval_asm_instr (Sxt zr qr) conf =
(case (GReg conf qr) of (* defined? *)
None⇒ (setGR_Content conf zr None)

| (Some x)⇒ (setGR_Content conf zr (Some (sxt x))))
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4.3.5 Extensions of the Rule Formalization
The modifications of the rule formalization consider mainly the definitions of
the functions representing concrete rules. The rule application procedure, on
top of the functions representing concrete rules, requires only the integration
of the new rules. To integrate the new rules, we extend the datatype for rule
identifiers and add corresponding cases to the auxiliary functions get_regrule
and get_nonregrule. No further adaptations are required. The set of functions
representing the concrete rules is extended with further functions for the new
rules. Furthermore, the already formalized rules are refined and consequently
their correspondence with the represented rules increased. We first illustrate
the definition of the new rules using the rule cnv_reg_zxt as example. After-
wards we explain the refinement of existing rules.

Additional Rule Functions To define the functions for the additional rules,
we follow the definition principle for the class of register rules to which the
rules belong. Register rules are formalized as functions that check the rule
pattern and return in case of success the modified statement and the assembly
instructions as specified in the emit block of the rule. The functions for the
new rules are extended with a further case distinction that represents the rule
application condition. We use an auxiliary function that implements the rule
condition. In the given definition for the rule cnv_reg_zxt, the auxiliary
function type_match_zxt evaluates the type information of the considered
expressions. It verifies that indeed an unsigned type is converted from a smaller
into a bigger type. If this is the case, the pattern is replaced as specified by the
rule and the transformed expressions is returned together with the assembly
instruction for zero extension.

constdefs apply_cnv_reg_zxt ::
position ⇒ greg_nr ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ ir_expr ⇒
(asm_instruction list × ir_expr) option
apply_cnv_reg_zxt pos greg varpsrs expr ≡
(case (subexpr_at_pos_expr pos expr) of (* rule pattern? *)

(Some sexpr)⇒
(case sexpr of

(Convert pos cexpr zt)⇒
(case cexpr of

(NTReg p r qt)⇒
(case (type_match_zxt qt zt) of (* type condition fulfilled? *)

True ⇒ Some([(Zxt greg r)],
subst_at_pos_expr pos expr )

(NTReg pos greg zt))
| False ⇒ None)

| _⇒ None)
| _⇒ None)

| _⇒ None)
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Refinement of Rule Functions The refinement of the existing functions for
individual rules concerns the formalization of dynamic patterns. In our first
formalization we abstracted from the different register nonterminals. With the
abstract register nonterminal, dynamic patterns were not representable. To
refine our formalization with regard to this aspect, it is necessary to integrate
information on size and signedness of an expression into our model. We achieve
this with the previously shown additional type attribute for expressions.

constdefs apply_usepsr_expr ::
position ⇒ greg_nr ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ ir_expr ⇒
(asm_instruction list × ir_expr) option
apply_usepsr_expr pos greg varpsrs expr ≡
(case (subexpr_at_pos_expr pos expr) of (* rule pattern? *)

(Some sexpr)⇒
(case sexpr of

(Content pos cexpr)⇒
(case cexpr of

(ObjAddr p a t)⇒ Some([(Mov greg (varpsrs a))],
subst_at_pos_expr pos expr

(NTReg pos greg t))
| _⇒ None)

| _⇒ None)
| _⇒ None)

We illustrate the refinement for the rule usepsr, which we introduced in
Section 4.2.5; its initial formalization was shown on page 70. The nonter-
minal that is used in the right-hand side pattern depends on the signedness
and on the size of the expression. The compiler designer specifies the map-
ping from types to nonterminals using a specific interface provided by the
compiler framework or defining auxiliary functions inside the code generator
specification. We analyzed the corresponding specifications and extracted the
information relevant for the considered rule. In our formal model the informa-
tion on signedness and size is stored in the type attribute, which was added
to the expressions ObjAddr , Convert, NTReg and NTComp. Because of this
representation, the dynamic pattern calculation in the rule usepsr reduces
to a transfer of the information from the expression that is matched to the
expression that is substituted, as it is shown in the above presentation of the
modified rule.

4.3.6 Reasoning
Our correctness proof for the extended rule set relies on the same reason-
ing approach that we have developed for the initial rule set. We reuse the
decomposition of our main proof without any modifications of its structure.
Modifications of the reasoning are required for three reasons. First, the refined
representation of types for variables and register values require the adaptation
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of our correctness claim. Second, this adaptation and the added elements in
the intermediate representation require to revise and to reprove the existing
lemmas. Third, it is necessary to integrate additional lemmas for the correct-
ness of the new rules. We present the modifications in the given order.

The correctness claim of our first formalization is based on the relation
similar over program states that captures the idea of having the same effect
on the program state. This relation requires for a variable that its value in
one state is equal to the value of the associated pseudo register in the related
state. In our second formalization, we cannot directly compare variable values
and register contents because of the different representations for variable values
and register contents. To adapt our relation similar , we substitute the equality
relation with a predicate eq_num_reg. This predicate relates variable values
and register contents taking into account their size and signedness. It is shown
in the presentation below. We introduce the symbol ∼ as its short hand
notation with the notation infixr ∼. In this way, we avoid long, less readable
terms in assumptions and claims.

constdefs eq_num_reg ::
number option ⇒ register option ⇒ bool (infixr ∼)
eq_num_reg num reg ≡
(case num of

(Some n)⇒
(case reg of

(Some r)⇒
(case n of

(Var_SShort a)⇒ (a = (register2s_short r))
| (Var_UShort a)⇒ (a = (register2u_short r))
| (Var_SInt a)⇒ (a = (register2s_int r))
| (Var_UInt a)⇒ (a = (register2u_int r)))

| None ⇒ False)
| None ⇒

(case reg of
(Some r)⇒ False

| None ⇒ True))

As a consequence of the adapted correctness claim, the refined rule repre-
sentation functions and the extensions of the intermediate representation, we
must revise and reprove the existing lemmas for correctness of the individual
rules. The extension of the intermediate representation and the assembly lan-
guage lead to further cases in our correctness proofs because these are based
on induction of these datatypes. Besides these further proof steps, we need
assumptions on type correspondence in the lemmas on expression evaluation.
These assumptions reflect the type rules for expression evaluation that we ex-
plained in Section 4.3.4. We define additional lemmas that show the validity of
theses assumptions for successful rule applications. As an example we present
the lemma for the type condition of the rule add_imm. We have formalized the
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rule representation function such that it returns a result only for expressions
that fulfill the type conditions. Because of that, we can derive the theorem
that provides the required assumption for the lemma on the correctness of
expression evaluation. In the following presentation, the modified lemma on
expression evaluation is shown below the additional lemma.

lemma add_imm_type_match :
[ apply_add_imm_expr pos nreg varpsrs expr = Some (a, b);
subexpr_at_pos_expr pos expr =

Some (Plus pos (NTReg posl regl type) (NTImm posr v))
] =⇒ is_reg_num_int type v

lemma add_imm :
[ (∗ unique positions ∗)
validPositionsExpr expr;
(∗ valid pseudo registers ∗)
isNewGReg_expr reg expr
(∗ rule pattern ∗)
subexpr_at_pos_expr pos expr =

Some (Plus pos (NTReg posl regl type) (NTImm posr v));
(∗ type correspondence ∗)
is_reg_num_int type v;

] =⇒
eval_ir_expr expr conf =
eval_ir_expr (subst_at_pos_expr pos expr (NTReg idnew reg type))

((eval_asm_instr (AddImm reg regl v) conf ))

The integration of the new rules is straightforward and follows the proof
scheme for the associated rule class. We formulate and prove corresponding
lemmas for the correctness of the individual rules and on correctness of ex-
pression evaluation. These proofs have the same structure as the other proofs
for rules of this class. They are also semi-automatized. We achieve this by
extending the tacticals with convenient alternatives in the single proof steps.

4.3.7 Discussion
With our second formalization we reduce the degree of abstraction of our first
formalization by introducing more sophisticated representations for types. We
extend and adapt our first formalization such that we can extend the verified
rule set with further rules for integer conversions. Particularly, we formalize
rules with rule application conditions. Rule application conditions are neces-
sary to exploit the specific features of the target processor. Furthermore, we
investigate the formalization of dynamic patterns, which allow for compact
code generator specifications.

Developing our formalization we have discovered an inconsistency in the
addional rules. The rules cnv_reg_zxt and cnv_reg_sxt are intended for
the extension of register values with upper undefined bits. This is captured
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by the rule condition that requires that the size of the subexpression of the
mirConvert expression is smaller than the size of the expression itself. But
the rule cnv_reg_zxt is applicable also in case that both expressions have the
same size. This is not the behavior that was intended by the developer of
the specification. The case that both expressions have the same type should
be covered only with the cnv_reg_down rule. Furthermore, the code in the
emit block of the rule cnv_reg_sxt contains a redundant check. The outcome
of the assignment int sz=(szOp<szRt)?szOp:szRt; is always szOp and thus
can be removed. This fact confirms the observation that the careful analysis
that proceeds the formalization itself already allows to discover inconsistencies
and subtle failures.

4.4 Third Formalization
With our third formalization, we aim at investigating the influence of alterna-
tive formalization techniques. Moreover, we revise our formalization based on
the experiences that we gained developing our first and second formalization.
A further factor influencing our third formalization is the fact that we use
an upgraded version of the theorem prover. In particular, its new feature for
nested patterns has proven beneficial for our formal model.

The third formalization is compared to the first version shorter, although
we consider the same rule set. We achieve this improvement redefining the
semantics of the intermediate representation, the semantics of the compound
instructions and the representation of the program state. Another point of
improvement are enhanced definitions for the functions that represent concrete
rules. We considerably shorten these functions by substituting nested case
distinctions with nested patterns. In the following, we present the redefined
parts of our third formalization to illustrate the improvements.

4.4.1 Redefined Semantics
Program State and State Correspondence Developing our initial seman-
tics, we intended to develop our formalization such that its modules, in partic-
ular the IR semantics, were reusable independently of each other. To achieve
this goal, we defined the semantics of both languages by using disjoint parts
of the program state, i.e., we distinguish between variable and register assign-
ment. Moreover, we modeled the distinction between defined and undefined
values. As we explained in Section 4.2.4 in order to provide our correctness
result, it was necessary to formalize the semantics of the IR such that assign-
ments modified both, the variable value and the associated pseudo register.
This requirement reduces the reusability of the semantics. Furthermore, we
gained the inside that a distinction with respect to undefinedness is not neces-
sary to show that a statement has the same effect on the program state. Our
observations lead us to the decision to tailor our formalization to our verifica-
tion goal. In particular, we eliminate the distinction in variable and register
assignment and simplify the program state such that it contains only the two
register assignments for general purpose and predicate registers. Consequently,
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the semantics of the IR is simplified due to the elimination of the duplicated
update of variable and register assignment. Furthermore, we omit the rep-
resentation of undefined values and define the register assignments as total
functions. The resulting redefined type synonyms for the register assignments
and the simplified program state representation are shown below.

types
greg_assign = ”greg_nr ⇒ vvalue”
preg_assign = ”preg_nr ⇒ bool”
record compconfiguration =
IP_BB :: ip_bb —"instruction pointer"
IP_Instr :: ip_instr
PReg :: preg_assign —"predicate register assignemt"
GReg :: greg_assign —"general purpose register assignment"

As a consequence of the simplification of the program state, it is necessary
to revise the definition of the predicate similar . We modify the predicate
such that it considers only the register assignments. Our relation requires
now equality of the pseudo register associated with a variable in both program
states.

definition similar ::
compconfiguration ⇒ compconfiguration ⇒ varpsr_assign ⇒ bool
where
similar conf mconf varpsrs ≡
(IP_BB conf = IP_BB mconf ∧ IP_Instr conf = IP_Instr mconf ∧
(∀v.GReg conf (varpsrs v) = GReg mconf (varpsrs v)))

Semantics as Inductive Sets In our first formalization, the semantics for
all languages are based on the same definition principle, i.e., we define the
semantics for the IR, the assembly language and the compound instructions
as recursive functions. We avoided different definition principles because dif-
ferent definition principles can render proofs unnecessary difficult [BGLM05].
Formalizing the semantics for the three languages as recursive functions, we
noticed that the definition of the semantics for the intermediate representation
became less readable due to deeply nested case distinctions. Conducting our
proofs, we gained the insight that the structure in the proofs on rule correct-
ness is mainly determined by the definition principle of the rule application
and of the semantics of the IR. We noticed that the definition principle of the
assembly language has very little influence on the main proofs. Due to these
observations the question was raised whether we can use different definition
principles for the semantics, without complicating our correctness proofs. We
intend to increase the readability of the formal semantics for the IR and the
compound instructions by defining them with inductively defined sets. As-
sembly instructions are self-contained such that inductive sets seemed to be
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inadequate to define their semantics. For this reason we do not modify the se-
mantics for assembly instructions in our third formalization. In the following,
we present the redefined operational semantics for the intermediate represen-
tation and the compound instructions.

Semantics for compound instructions In our first and second formaliza-
tion, the recursive function that defines the operational semantics for com-
pound instructions modifies the incoming program state depending on the
transformation result that it represents (untransformed, partly transformed
and completely transformed statement). These different compound instruc-
tions are handled with nested case distinctions. With our redefined semantics,
which is shown below, the different cases are defined with separate, labeled
introduction rules with corresponding preconditions. This leads to a definition
that is easier to understand.

inductive_set eval ::
(comp_instruction × varpsr_assign×
compconfiguration × compconfiguration) set
where

untransformed_intro:
(stmt, varpsrs, conf0, conf1) ∈ eval_ir_stmt
=⇒ ((Instr [ ] stmt), varpsrs, conf0, conf1) ∈ eval
| transformed_assign_intro:
[
¬ (isBranchInstr x);
incIP_Instr (eval_asm_instr_seq (x#xs) conf0) = conf1

]
=⇒ ((Instr (x#xs)Epsilon), varpsrs, conf0, conf1) ∈ eval
| transformed_branch_intro:
[

isBranchInstr x;
eval_asm_instr_seq (x#xs) conf0 = conf1

]
=⇒ ((Instr (x#xs)Epsilon), varpsrs, conf0, conf1) ∈ eval
| intermediate_intro:
[

stmt 6= Epsilon; asmlist = (x#xs);
eval_asm_instr_seq asmlist conf0 = asmconf ;
(stmt, varpsrs, asmconf , conf1) ∈ eval_ir_stmt

]
=⇒ ((Instr asmlist stmt), varpsrs, conf0, conf1) ∈ eval

Semantics for statements The inductive set for the semantics of statements
is defined with five introduction rules. Each of the statements except the
conditional branch is associated with one rule. The definition for conditional
branches is split into two rules to capture the two possible effects on the control
flow. We present as example the introduction rule for the assignment. The
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nested case distinctions of the recursive function from the initial formalization
are represented with the first two preconditions of the introduction rule. The
third precondition of the rule describes the effect on the program state.

inductive_set eval_ir_stmt ::
(ir_stmt × varpsr_assign×
compconfiguration × compconfiguration) set
where

assign_intro:
[

(lhs, varpsrs, conf , (VarVal n)) ∈ eval_ir_expr ;
(rhs, varpsrs, conf , (IntVal i)) ∈ eval_ir_expr ;
conf ′ = incIP_Instr (setGR_Content conf (varpsrs n) i)

]
=⇒ ((AssignStmt lhs rhs), varpsrs, conf , conf ′) ∈ eval_ir_stmt

Semantics for expressions The inductive set for the semantics of expressions
relates the expression with the outcome of its evaluation in a program state.
Each expression is defined with one introduction rule, except for the nontermi-
nal NTComp. The two introduction rules for the addressing mode nonterminal
are shown in the following presentation. They capture the two situations refer-
ring to the second operand of the comparison operation. In these definitions,
we benefit from the feature for nested patterns, which enables us to represent
the condition for the optional register or immediate operand with only a single
precondition.

. . .
| ntcomp_reg_reg_intro:
val = BoolVal (eval_compare ct (GReg conf greg) (GReg conf r))
=⇒ ((NTComp pos greg (Some r) imm ct), varpsrs, conf , val)

∈ eval_ir_expr
| ntcomp_reg_imm_intro:
val = BoolVal(eval_compare ct (GReg conf greg) imm)
=⇒ ((NTComp pos greg None (Some imm) ct), varpsrs, conf , val)

∈ eval_ir_expr

The omitted introduction rules of our redefined semantics of the IR follow
the principle that we illustrated in the given descriptions. In an introduction
rule, we can substitute the deeply nested case distinctions with separate pre-
conditions that describe what must hold for a statement or an expression. This
renders our formalization easier to read and understand. As we pointed out
before, some of the definitions are considerably shortened with nested patterns
that also improve the readability. The benefit of nested patterns is even more
obvious for the definitions representing concrete rules, which we illustrate in
the following section.
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4.4.2 Revised Formalization of Code Generator Rules
The modifications of the rule formalization concern only the functions rep-
resenting the individual rules. In our first two formalizations, we needed in
the definitions up to six case distinctions to validate the implicit assumption
on the matching rule pattern. Most of these case distinctions are merged by
nested patterns. We illustrate this improvement with the definition for the
rule ifr.

constdefs apply_ifr_stmt ::
ir_stmt ⇒ preg_pair ⇒ (asm_instruction list × ir_stmt) option
apply_ifr_stmt stmt pregp ≡
(case stmt of —"rule pattern?"
(IfStmt (NTComp p reg rego imo ct) (ObjAddr pt bbT ) (ObjAddr pf bbF))⇒

(case rego of —"register operand?"
Some r ⇒ Some([(Branch (snd pregp) bbF),

(Branch (fst pregp) bbT ),
(Comp ct (fst pregp) (snd pregp) reg r)],
Epsilon)

| None ⇒ —"no register operand"
case imo of —"immediate operand?"

Some v ⇒ Some([(Branch (snd pair) bbF),
(Branch (fst pair) bbT ),
(CompImm ct (fst pair) (snd pair) reg v)],
Epsilon

| None ⇒ None)) —"no immediate operand"
| _⇒ None)

Compared to the initial formalization of this rule, which is presented in
Section 4.2.5 on page 71, the definition is considerably shortened with nested
patterns. As the presentation shows, we need only one case distinction for the
rule pattern and two further case distinctions on the location of the second
operand.

4.4.3 Reasoning
In the third formalization, we reuse the same structured reasoning approach.
This is possible because the structure is determined by our modelling of the
rule application. The revised program state representation and the modified
relation similar require an adaption of assumptions in our theorems. This is
shown in Figure 4.14 for the main correctness theorem for correctness of rule
sequences.

The simplified program state representation as well as the eliminated dis-
tinction between defined and undefined values lead to less subgoals in our
proofs and consequently the proofs get shorter. Furthermore, based on our
experience, we identified more suitable auxiliary lemmas. We use for example
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theorem rulesequence_correct :
[ (∗ corresponding states ∗)

similar conf mconf varpsrs;
∀r .r ∈ usedGRegs instr −→ GReg conf r = GReg mconf r ;
∀p.p ∈ usedPRegs instr −→ PReg conf p = PReg mconf p;
PReg mconf predRegZero = Some True; (∗ dedicated predicate register∗)
(∗ unique positions ∗)
validPositions instr ;
(∗ unique and valid pseudo registers ∗)
inj varpsrs
validGRegs_seq rseq varpsrs instr ;
validPRegs_seq rseq;
predRegZero /∈ definedPRegs instr ;
(∗ successor states ∗)
((instr , varpsrs, conf , conf ′) ∈ eval);
((applyrule_seq rseq varpsrs instr), varpsrs,mconf ,mconf ′) ∈ eval;

] =⇒ (similar conf ′ mconf ′ varpsrs)

Figure 4.14: Main Theorem for Correctness of Rule Sequences

auxiliary lemmas that enable us to deduce from our semantics for the interme-
diate representation properties on the evaluation of the different expressions.
These lemmas are used to avoid case distinctions on possible outcomes for ex-
pression evaluation. It is difficult to assess to what extend the identification of
these lemmas depend on our grown experience and on the different formaliza-
tion technique. To gain more insights into this problem, it would be necessary
to reprove the first formalization focusing on the identification of such useful
lemmas.

4.4.4 Discussion
The presented third formalization shows the correctness of the same rule set as
the first formalization. If one is interested into the correctness proof only, both
representations are equivalent. However, compared to the first formalization,
the third formalization clearly represents an improvement. It comprises less
lines of proof code with an increased number of lemmas. A comprehensive
overview on the size of all three formalizations is presented in Table 7.1 on
page 149. We are able to provide the same correctness claim with a more
compact formal model. We revised our formalization based on our insights
and our experiences with the first two formalizations. In particular, we tailor
the semantics to our verification problem. Moreover, we remove redundancy in
proofs with suitably defined lemmas. In addition to that, we could rely on an
enhanced support by the theorem prover. These measures lead to an increased
readability and a better understandability of our formal model.
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Testing techniques execute the software system under consideration for a set
of input values, the test cases, to investigate its quality. In general, it is incom-
plete because the number of all possible input value combinations cannot be
tested with reasonable effort for most realistic software systems. It is therefore
important to select a set of test cases with a good cost-benefit ratio. Further-
more, the different phases of the test process test design, test execution and
test evaluation should be automatized to reduce the costs and avoid failures
caused by tedious manual tasks.

In this chapter, we present our test approach for BURS-based compiler back
ends. The test approach automatizes all three phases of the test process. We
are able to automatically design the test cases, execute and evaluate them. We
select and generate the tests combining grammar-based testing with combina-
torial interaction testing. We employ differential testing for test evaluation.
Our test selection approach is not restricted to compiler back ends. It can
be applied to test grammar-driven functionality that can be specified with a
context-free grammar. Our test approach enables us to determine test sets
according to different coverage criteria. We can ensure minimal coverage of all
code generator rules or production rules of the grammar respectively, i.e., each
rule is tested with at least one test case. Furthermore, we can generate test sets
that fulfill t-wise interaction coverage, i.e., each possible t-wise combination of
rules is tested with at least one test case. We generate the individual test cases
as small as possible, to make the localization of a detected failure as simple as
possible. This helps to reduce the overall costs of the quality assurance.

In the following sections, we first give an overview on our approach. Then,
in Section 5.2, we explain the test selection phase. Subsequently, we focus on
the test generation and the test execution and evaluation phase. Parts of this
chapter have been accepted for publication [SG12].

5.1 Combining Testing Techniques
Our approach is based on a combination of different testing techniques. We
combine grammar-based testing and combinatorial interaction testing to select
and generate the test cases. Grammar-based testing allows for the generation
of test cases from a context-free grammar. A test case corresponds to a sentence
of the language of the grammar. Since the language of the grammar is infinite,
techniques are required to select the single tests. Combinatorial interaction
testing is a specification-based technique, which determines test sets that en-
sure interaction coverage for value combinations defined by the specification.
Although the manual definition of this specification can cause considerable
costs, the question whether this task can be solved automatically did not gain
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Figure 5.1: Test Design Phase

a lot of attention. Our combination of both techniques is based on our obser-
vation that the set of all terminal derivations of a context-free grammar can be
automatically mapped onto a test specification for combinatorial interaction
testing. Figure 5.1 illustrates our approach for the test design phase. To de-
termine our test set, we extract the implicitly defined grammar from the back
end specification (CGDSpec in the Figure) and generate the test specification
required for combinatorial interaction testing (CGD2CIT). We determine the
test set with a constraint capable CIT test set generation algorithm (CIT).
The test cases correspond to statements of the intermediate representation.
We generate the test case corresponding to a terminal derivation by extend-
ing the compiler with a test case generation module (TCGEN). This module
is also generated from the code generator specification (CGD2TCGEN). This
module solves two tasks. First, it generates the IR statement corresponding to
the terminal derivation. Second, it extends an empty program frame (PFrame)
with the generated statement. The resulting program is translated into two
output programs: an executable binary generated by the back end under test
(TProg.exe) and a source language program generated by a compiler module
provided by the compiler framework (TProg.c).

To evaluate a test case, we employ differential testing. This approach is
illustrated in Figure 5.2. We translate the high-level language program that
we generated by the extended compiler, with an alternative compiler. Sub-
sequently, we execute the two resulting binaries (TProg.exe, TProg’.exe) and
compare their results. If the results differ, we have detected a possible failure
in our back end specification. We generate small programs, which are trans-
lated with a limited set of rules from the code generator programs. This eases
the identification of the erroneous rule. However, the failure can be caused by
the alternative compiler. This problem is inherent to differential testing and
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Figure 5.2: Differential Testing Approach for Test Evaluation

not specific to our approach.
In the remainder of this chapter, we present our approach for test selection

and test generation. At the end of this chapter, we sketch the test execution
and evaluation phase.

5.2 Test Selection
Grammar-based testing allows for the automatic generation of test sets from
a context-free grammar. Test sets are derived by systematically enumerating
derivations of growing length. The generated test sets grow exponentially
and for realistic grammars already small length values lead to test sets that
are too large to be tested exhaustively. Consequently, techniques to select
test cases are required. We propose to use combinatorial interaction testing
to determine a set of test cases. This approach enables us to generate test
sets that ensure a required rule coverage criterion,i.e., we guarantee that all
possible t-wise rule combinations are covered with at least one test case in the
test set. In the following we provide the necessary background on grammars
first. Subsequently, we introduce our approach for test case selection.

5.2.1 Context Free Grammars for Back End Specifications
A back end specification implicitly defines a grammar for the intermediate
representation. In the following, we introduce the background on grammars.
Subsequently, we explain how the grammar corresponding to the back end
specification is extracted from this specification.

Context Free Grammar A context free grammar is defined as a tuple G =
(N,Σ, P, S). Its components are defined as follows:

• N is a finite set of nonterminal symbols.
• Σ is a finite set of terminal symbols that represent the elementary symbols

of the language defined by the grammar. Σ is disjoint from N .
• P is a finite set of production rules. Each element of P has the form
V → w with V ∈ N and w ∈ (Σ ∪ N)∗.1 V is the left-hand side, w the
right-hand side of the rule.
• S is a distinguished nonterminal symbol, the start symbol.

1∗ is the Kleene star operator.
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NONTERMINALS
uimm4 ADDRMODE ( Value : INT;);
memarg MEMORY;
sreg REGISTERS <int_regs>;
zreg REGISTERS <int_regs>;

OPERATORS
mirIntConst:mirEXPR (
Value: UnivInt;
)

mirPlus:mirEXPR (
Left: mirEXPR;
Right: mirEXPR;
) Data + Data −> Data;

Listing 5.1: Backend Subspecification for Nonterminal and Terminal Symbols

The language of a grammar L(G) contains all those strings that can be
generated by beginning with the start symbol and repeatedly applying the
production rules. The possible rule applications define a binary relation ⇒G
on (Σ∪N)∗ × (Σ∪N)∗ with x⇒G y iff ∃u, v, p, q ∈ (Σ∪N)∗ : x = upv ∧ y =
uqv ∧ p → q ∈ P . The relation ⇒∗G on (Σ ∪ N)∗ × (Σ ∪ N)∗ is defined as
the reflexive, transitive closure of ⇒G. We write ⇒∗ instead of ⇒∗G when
the grammar G is clear from the context. A derivation for V and s with
V ∈ N and s ∈ (Σ ∪ N)∗ is a sequence of rule applications, that transforms
the nonterminal symbol V into the string s, i.e., (V, s) ∈⇒∗G. Its length is the
number of rule application steps. It is determined by giving for each step the
rule applied in that step and the occurrence of its right-hand side to which it
is applied. In a leftmost derivation, it is always the leftmost nonterminal that
is replaced. A leftmost derivation is determined by the sequence of applied
rules only. Any derivation can be reordered to a leftmost derivation. In the
following, the term derivation always means leftmost derivation. A derivation
for V and s is terminal if s ∈ Σ∗, i.e, s contains no nonterminal symbol. The
language of the grammar is the set of terminal derivations for the start symbol
S. We call rules with the start symbol as left-hand side initial rules because
they represent the initial of a derivation. A rule with a left-hand side different
from the start symbol is called step rule. A rule with no nonterminals in its
right-hand side is called terminal rule.

Back end specification The back end specifications that we consider in this
thesis comprise rules that define the mapping from the IR onto the assembly
language, as we already explained. In addition to the rule specifications, there
are subspecifications that explicitly define the nonterminal symbols as well
as the terminal symbols. Figure 5.1 shows the definition of nonterminal and
also the definition of terminal symbols. Nonterminal symbols are defined in a
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Code Generator Specification
Rule ID Pattern and Result Cost Emit

1. c2r Const c → r 1 mov r c
2. c2i Const c → imm 0
3. i2r imm → r 1 mov r imm
4. usepsr Content (ObjectAddr a) → r 1 mov r ra
5. add Plus(rl, rr) → r 1 add r rl rr
6. addimm Plus(rl, imm) → r 1 add r rl imm
7. defpsr Assign((ObjectAddr a), r) → ε 1 mov ra r

Grammar
Nonterminals: Start, r, imm
Terminals: Const, ObjectAddr, Content, Plus, Assign
Rules:

defpsrg Start → Assign((ObjectAddr a), r)
addimmg r → Plus(r, imm)
addg r → Plus(r, r)
usepsrg r → Content(ObjectAddr a)
i2rg r → imm
c2ig imm → Const c
c2rg r → Const c

S: Start

Figure 5.3: Example Code Generator Specification and Corresponding Grammar

section introduced by the keyword NONTERMINALS. A section defining terminal
symbols starts with the keyword OPERATORS. We define the grammar G =
(N,Σ, P, S) corresponding to a back end specification as follows:

• N = (NCGD ∪ Start) with Start /∈ NCGD
The set N of nonterminals consists of all nonterminals defined in the
backend specification NCGD and an additional nonterminal symbol Start
different from all nonterminals in the specification.
• Σ = ΣCGD

The set of terminals Σ is equivalent to the set of terminals ΣCGD defined
in the specification.
• The set of production rules P contains

– the rule Start → lhs if there is a statement rule of the back end
specification with lhs as its left-hand side pattern

– the rule rhs → lhs if there is an expression rule of the back end
specification with lhs as its left-hand side and rhs as its right-hand
side pattern

• S = Start
The start symbol S is the additional nonterminal symbol Start.
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Derivation Step
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1 2 3 4 5 6
1 defpsrg addg addg c2rg c2rg c2rg
2 defpsrg addg usepsrg addg c2rg c2rg
3 defpsrg addg c2rg addg c2rg c2rg
. . .
6 defpsrg addg addimmg c2rg c2ig usepsrg
7 defpsrg addg addimmg usepsrg c2ig usepsrg
. . .
30 defpsrg addg usepsrg addg usepsrg usepsrg

Figure 5.4: Terminal Derivations with Length 6 for the Example Grammar intro-
duced in Figure 5.3

Basically, we invert the rules defined in the back end specification to get
generating instead of reducing rules. All statement rules get as left-hand side
the start symbol of the grammar. For expression rules we swap left-hand
and right-hand side. The terminal derivations of the resulting grammar corre-
spond to the statements of the intermediate representation. In Figure 5.3 the
grammar derived from the example code generator specification introduced in
Section 2.1.3 on page 23 is shown. To distinguish between the rules of the
code generator specification and the rules of its corresponding grammar, we
use the index g. For example, the rule defpsr belongs to the code generator
specification, its counterpart in the grammar has the name defpsrg.

5.2.2 CIT Specifications for Grammars
The set of terminal derivations for a grammar is infinite and can be partitioned
into finite sets by the length of the derivations. If we look closely at the set
of terminal derivations with length k, we see that many derivations share
common subderivations. These common subderivations yield equal substrings
in the derivation results. This observation is illustrated in Figure 5.4, which
shows some of the terminal derivations with length 6 for our example grammar
given in Figure 5.3. The rows correspond to the derivations, the columns to
the steps. The first and third derivation lead to the two statements shown
in Figure 5.5 which are symmetric with respect to their right subexpressions.
Their common subexpression is derived from the highlighted subsequence of
rules that appears in both derivations. Assuming that a failure is triggered
by the subexpression regardless of its embedding statement, it is reasonable to
consider only one of these statements as test case. To exclude such redundant
statements as test cases, we propose to use combinatorial interaction testing.
We generate a CIT specification for a set of terminal derivations with a fixed
length k. This enables us to employ CIT test set generation algorithms that
aim at generating test sets with small size. The generated test set ensures rule
combination coverage with only a small proportion of all test cases generated
with k derivation steps.
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Assign

ObjAddr a Plus

Plus

Const 2 Const 2

Const 4

(a) Derivation 1

Assign

ObjAddr a Plus

Const 4 Plus

Const 2 Const 2

(b) Derivation 3

Figure 5.5: Statements corresponding to Derivations 1 and 3 from Figure 5.4.

Our algorithm generates a CIT specification with k parameters. The values
of parameter i are those rules that are applied in step i of any derivation with
length k. To avoid invalid rule combinations in a sequence, i.e., those that
do not occur together in any terminal derivation, we generate constraints that
exclude these combinations. First, the algorithm constructs a compact rep-
resentation for the set of terminal derivations and subsequently it determines
value sets and constraints based on this representation. In the following, we
explain first our compact representation and its generation. After that, we
present the generation of the CIT specification.

Representation of Terminal Derivations

For realistic grammars it is very inefficient to enumerate all derivations with
a systematic generation process in order to determine the CIT specification
because the number of derivations grows exponentially. We avoid the explicit
enumeration with a compact representation of all derivations up to the consid-
ered length. The compact representation is build bottom-up, i.e., we calculate
short derivations first and use them to build longer derivations, until the length
under consideration is reached.

Our data structure for storing the terminal derivations is in principle a
table. The construction of this table is based on the following concepts. A
derivation d =<r1, r2, · · · , rn> with length n can be decomposed into a prefix
and a suffix. The prefix is the first rule r1 of d, the suffix the remainder of
the sequence <r2, · · · , rn>. The suffix can be decomposed into subsuffixes by
using the nonterminals nt1, · · · , ntk that appear in the right-hand side of the
first rule r1. The following presentation illustrates this decomposition.

< r2, · · · , rint1︸ ︷︷ ︸
nt1

, rint1 +1, · · · , rint2︸ ︷︷ ︸
nt2

, · · · , rintn−1 +1, · · · , rn︸ ︷︷ ︸
ntk

>

A subsuffix i corresponds to the derivation that transforms the i’th nonter-
minal into a substring of the overall derivation result. The described decom-
position can be applied to each subsuffix in turn.

Inverting this recursive decomposition process leads to a construction proce-
dure which calculates terminal derivations with increasing length from shorter
derivations. During the construction, we can avoid the recomputation of
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Length Nonterminal Rule Extended Nonterminal Pattern
1 r usepsrg ∅

c2rg ∅
imm c2ig ∅

2 r i2rg < (1, imm) >
start defpsrg < (1, r) >

3 r addimmg < (1, r), (1, imm) >
addg < (1, r), (1, r) >

start defpsrg < (2,r) >
4 r addimmg < (2, r), (1, imm) >

addg < (1, r), (2, r) >
< (2, r), (1, r) >

start defpsrg < (3,r) >

Figure 5.6: Compact Representation of Terminal Derivations

shorter derivations by storing them in a compact form. This compact form
is a table that stores for each calculated derivation its length l, its initial
nonterminal, its prefix rule and a set of extended nonterminal patterns that
represent different derivations initializing with rule r and having length l − 1.
The extended nonterminal pattern for a rule r = nt→ t∗ nt1 t

∗ · · · t∗ ntk t∗ and
a derivation d =<r1, r2, · · · , rn> has the form ((nt1, lnt1), · · · , (ntk, lntk)). Ba-
sically, it is the right-hand side of the rule with all terminal symbols deleted.
Additionally, it contains for each nonterminal the length of the correspond-
ing subsuffix. This length is the length of the subderivation that begins at
this nonterminal. A rule can be extended by different derivations of the same
length because for each of the nonterminals in its right-hand side, there might
be derivations of different length that can be combined. The different com-
binations of the derivations for the nonterminals are represented by different
extended nonterminal patterns.

In Figure 5.6, we illustrate our data structure for our example grammar
introduced in Figure 5.3. The first three rows of the compact representation
table correspond to the three terminal derivations of length 1. We can derive
a string of only terminal symbols from the nonterminal r by using the rules
usepsrg and c2rg. From the nonterminal imm we derive only one such string
by applying the terminal rule c2ig. Since the start symbol is not stored for
length 1, we know that it is not possible to derive an element of the language
with only one step. The following two lines represent three terminal deriva-
tions of length 2. The nonterminal r yields only one terminal derivation, but
the extended nonterminal pattern for the rule defpsrg can be combined with
both alternatives for the nonterminal r with length 1. These two combinations
represent the two possible elements of the language that can be generated with
two rule application steps. We see in our table that for length 4, nontermi-
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nal r and rule addg there are two different extended nonterminal patterns.
These different extended nonterminal patterns reflect the symmetry that we
exemplified with the two statements in Figure 5.5. We can apply the shorter
subderivation generating the constant expression either on the left-hand side
nonterminal or on the right-hand side nonterminal.

Calculation of Terminal Derivations

Our algorithm that calculates the compact representation for the terminal
derivations for a fixed length is given in Listing 5.2. Its top level proce-
dure calculateDerivationTable solves two tasks. First, it initializes the
first row of the table with all terminal rules, i.e., all rules that have no non-
terminal symbol in their right-hand side. Second, it generates the terminal
derivations in order of growing length by repeatedly calling the procedure
calculateTerminalDerivations. The parameter length grows from 2 up to
the required derivation length.

The procedure calculateTerminalDerivations is also shown in Listing 5.2
below the top-level function. This procedure extends the table with all non-
terminal/rule/set of extended nonterminal patterns combinations that cor-
respond to a terminal derivation with the required length. The procedure
considers successively all rules of the grammar. If a rule is terminal, it can
not be used as a prefix of a derivation and thus can be skipped. In the other
case, we calculate the set of extended nonterminal patterns with the procedure
calculateExtendedNTPatterns and store them in the table.

The procedure calculateExtendedNTPatterns , shown in Listing 5.2, cal-
culates for a rule and a length the set of extended nonterminal patterns rep-
resenting a derivation with the given length. The idea is to split up the given
length for all nonterminals. There can be several such splits. Each split is a
possible pattern candidate. A candidate (l1, · · · , lk) for a rule r with nonter-
minals nt1, · · · , ntk in its right-hand side corresponds to a terminal derivation
if there is for the i’th nonterminal a terminal derivation with length li. First,
our algorithm determines the nonterminal pattern of the considered rule and
its number of elements k. Subsequently, we calculate all possible splits of the
parameter length into k integers i1, · · · , ik. Each split must be validated. To
validate a split, it must be checked if there is a derivation for the nontermi-
nal nti with length i. In case that there is no such terminal derivation the
split is invalid. In case that for all nonterminals there is a terminal derivation
with the length given by the split, it is valid. The check of all splits is im-
plemented by the foreach-loop, the validation of an individual split by the
inner for-loop. The auxiliary procedure inTable validates that a nontermi-
nal/length combination exists in the table. In this case, there exists at least
one terminal derivation with the required length, which begins at the given
nonterminal.

To illustrate our algorithm, we explain the calculation of the fourth row of
the table shown in Figure 5.6. First, the algorithm has determined the rows one
to three with the for-loop in the top-level procedure. To calculate the fourth
row, we consider all rules of the grammar that are not terminal. This is done
with the foreach-loop in procedure calculateTDerivations. We consider the
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calculateDerivationTable(length, grammar)
foreach(rule in grammar){
if(isTerminalRule(rule)){
updateTable(table, 1, getLhs(r), getID(r), null)

}
}
for(i=2 to length){
calculateTerminalDerivations(i, table, grammar)

}

calculateTerminalDerivations(length, table, grammar)
foreach(rule in grammar){
if(!isTerminal(rule)){
decompositions = calculateExtendedNTPatterns(table, rule, length−1)
//consider only if al least one derivation with length exist
if(notEmpty(decompositions)){
updateTable(table, length, getLhs(r), getID(r), decompositions)

}
}

}

calculateExtendedNTPatterns(table, rule, length)
NTPattern = getNonterminalPattern(rule)
k = numberOfElements(NTPattern)
allSplits = calculateSplits(length, k)
init(result)
foreach(split in allSplits){
init(extendedNTPattern)
isValid = true
//verify all sublengths
for(i=0 to k−1){
nt = NTPattern[i]
lengthForNT = split[i]
if(!inTable(table, lengthForNT, nt){
isValid = false
break;

}else{
append(extendedNTPattern, nt, i)

}
}
if(isValid){
append(result, extendedNTPattern)

}
}
return result

Listing 5.2: Calculation of Compact Representation for Terminal Derivations
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calculateCITSpec(length, grammar){
cit = initCITSpec(length)
table = calculateDerivationTable(length, grammar)
calculateParams(cit, length, table, getStartsymbol(grammar))
calculateConstraints(cit, length, table, getStartsymbol(grammar))

}

Listing 5.3: CIT Specification Calculation

rules defpsrg, addg, addimmg and r2ig. Most interesting is the calculation
for the rule addimmg. Its right-hand side consists of two nonterminals (r, imm),
i.e., we must split the length 3 for the suffix into two values. Remember that
the derivation has length 4 and its first element is the rule addimmg itself.
There are two possible splits, i.e., (1,2) and (2,1). Only the first split is valid.
There is no row with length 2 and nonterminal imm in our table, i.e., there
is no terminal derivation of length 2 that initializes with this nonterminal.
Consequently, the second split is invalid for this rule. For the rule addg both
splits are valid.

CIT Specification Calculation

Our algorithm that generates the CIT specification corresponding to all termi-
nal derivations with length l is shown in Listing 5.3. It consists of three steps.
First, it calls the previously presented procedure calculateDerivationTable
that builds the compact representation. Subsequently, the value sets of the
specification are calculated by the procedure calculateParams. Finally, the
constraints are generated by the procedure calculateConstraints.

Basically, both procedures calculateParams and calculateConstraints
recursively traverse the table. The traversal begins with rows representing long
derivations and descends to rows that represent short derivations. The rule
identifiers of the visited rows are used to extend the value sets of the specifica-
tion (procedure calculateParams). The procedure calculateConstraints
combines these rule identifiers into a logical formula. The traversal process
is controlled by the length values and the nonterminals in the extended non-
terminal patterns that appear in the visited rows. We consider the nonter-
minal/length pairs of an extended nonterminal pattern successively. For each
nonterminal/length pair with length greater than 1 we descend further with a
recursive call. The rows to be visited next are those that contain the length
and the nonterminal. In case that the length is 1 we have reached the base
case and return after we have collected the rule identifiers of all rows with a
length value of 1 and the considered nonterminal. In the following, we explain
the calculation of the value sets for the parameters. Subsequently we present
the constraint calculation.

Calculation of Parameters and Values The procedure calculateCITValues
shown in Listing 5.4 extends the parameters of a CIT specification with the
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( r, < (nt1, l1), · · · , (ntk, lk) >)

Figure 5.7: Calculation of Value Sets for Extended Nonterminal Pattern

rule identifiers that are used in a set of derivations. The first parameter of
the procedure is the set of derivations in compact form, i.e., as a pair of rule
identifier rid and a set of extended nonterminal patterns. The second param-
eter is the specification to be extended. The third parameter idx indicates the
parameter to be extended next. The last parameter is the table that repre-
sents the compact representation of all derivations. Figure 5.7 illustrates the
functionality of the procedure. It is shown how the rule identifier and the
nonterminal/length pairs of an associated extended nonterminal pattern are
assigned to the parameters. The rule identifier is inserted into the parame-
ter that is indicated by i. How the following parameters must be extended
is determined by the nonterminal/length pairs in the extended nonterminal
pattern. In case that the length value is greater than one the algorithm is
recursively called. Otherwise, no further recursive descend is required.

In the first step, the procedure adds the rule identifier to the parameter
indicated by the parameter idx. The outer foreach-loop of the algorithm iter-
ates over all extended nonterminal patterns that are passed to the procedure
within the parameter derivationsForRule. Before we start the iteration for
an extended nonterminal pattern, we set the index for the nonterminal pattern
under consideration such that it indicates to the parameter idx+1. The in-
ner foreach-loop iterates over the nonterminal/length pairs within an extended
nonterminal pattern. In case that the nonterminal/length pair has length 1
no recursive call is necessary. We determine the corresponding rule identifiers
for the nonterminal from our table and add them to the parameter. In case
that the length is greater than 1, we request all rows with the length and
the considered nonterminal by using the auxiliary function getDerivations.
These rows represent the terminal derivations of this length that begin with
the considered nonterminal. For each delivered row, the function is called re-
cursively. This is implemented by the foreach-loop in the else-branch. After
consideration of a nonterminal/length pair, the index indicating the parameter
to be extended next is increased by the length l.

The procedure calculateParams that is given in Listing 5.4 below the
procedure calculateCITValues initializes the traversal process for all terminal
derivations that begin with the start symbol of the grammar and have the
required length. Our goal is to generate a CIT specification that corresponds
to a set of terminal derivations that generate elements of the language. For
this reason, we restrict the generation process to derivations beginning with
the start symbol.
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// getDerivations returns [(RID1, extendedNTPattern1, ..., extendedNTPatternm1),
// ... , (RIDn, extendedNTPattern1, ..., extendedNTPatternmn)]
// derivationsForRule = (RID, extendedNTPattern1, ..., extendedNTPatternm)
// extendedNTPattern = ( (l1, nt1), ..., (lk, ntk))
calculateCITValues(derivationsForRule, cit, idx, table)
updateParameter(cit, idx, getRuleID(derivationsForRule))
extendedNTPatterns = getExtendedNTPatterns(derivationsForRule)
foreach(extendedNTPattern in extendedNTPatterns){
insertIDX = idx + 1;
foreach(lengthNTPair in extendedNTPattern){
length = getLength(lengthNTPair)
nt = getNonterminal(lengthNTPair)
if(1 == length){
RIDS = getRuleIDs(table, length, nt)
updateParameter(cit, insertIDX, RIDS)

}
else{
allDerivations = getDerivations(table, length, nt)
foreach(derivationsForRule in allDerivations){
calculateCITValues(table, cit, insertIDX, derivationsForRule)

}
}
insertIDX = idx+length

}
}

calculateParams(cit, length, table, startsymbol)
allDerivations = getDerivations(table, length, startsymbol)
foreach(derivationsForRule in allDerivations){
calculateCITValues(table, cit, 1, derivationsForRule)

}

Listing 5.4: Value Calculation

Calculation of Constraints The previously presented procedure generates
a CIT specification that may allow for test cases that do not correspond to
terminal derivations. To exclude invalid combinations of rules, we generate an
individual constraint for each initial rule that yields at least one element of the
language with the considered number of derivation steps. The construction of
constraints is based on observations that we explain in the following. First,
we consider a row of our table that contains for the required length an initial
rule, i.e., a rule that has the start symbol as its left-hand side pattern.

(start, l, r) < (nt1, l11), · · · , (ntk, l1k1) >,
...

< (nt1, l1m), · · · , (ntk, l1km) >

We know that any derivation beginning with our rule continues with one of
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the derivations determined by the associated extended nonterminal patterns.
The formula representing the constraint for our initial rule r is an implication
constructed with subformulas fi that represent the individual extended non-
terminal patterns. These subformulas are combined into a disjunction as it is
shown below. In case that we select an initial rule different from the rule r the
constraint is trivially fulfilled, without taking into account the subformulas for
the extended nonterminal patterns. Otherwise, at least one subformula must
evaluate to true.

r −→ (f1 ∨ · · · ∨ fm)

Now we consider an extended nonterminal pattern. Its form is shown below:

< (nt1, l1), · · · , (ntk, lk) >

Given that f1, · · · , fk are the subformulas for the nonterminal/length pairs,
the formula for the nonterminal pattern is a conjunction of all subformulas fi
as shown below. We require that all subformulas that result from the sub-
derivations for the single nonterminals are fulfilled.

f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fk

The formula for a rule r′ that is applied in an intermediate step i is similar to
a formula for an initial rule. It is also constructed from subformulas f1, · · · , fm
for all its extended nonterminal patterns. It differs from the formula for an
initial rule by the implication. The implication is substituted with the ∧
operator as it is shown below.

r′ ∧ (f1 ∨ · · · ∨ fm)

We cannot construct the formula for such a rule with the implication oper-
ator. If we select another rule that can also be used in step i the constraint
would be trivially fulfilled, even if this is not really the case. This is best
illustrated with a small example. Given a very small grammar that yields the
following derivations of length 3 with the rules rs1 , rs2 , r21, r22, r23, r33, r34.

1 rs1 r21 r31
2 rs1 r21 r32
3 rs1 r22 r33
4 rs2 r23 r34

We know that in any derivation with length 3, there is only one element
of the following subsets selected {{rs1 , rs2}, {r21, r22, r23}, {r31, r32, r33, r34}}.
Our constraints are thus implicitly combined with a formula of the form

((rs1 ∧ ¬rs2) ∨ (¬rs1 ∧ rs2))
∨

((r21 ∧ ¬r22 ∧ ¬r23) ∨ (¬r21 ∧ r22 ∧ ¬r23) ∨ (¬r21 ∧ ¬r22 ∧ r23))
∨

· · ·
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Given that our constraints are defined as shown below, we cannot ensure
that r22 is combined with r32 only.

cs1 : rs1 −→ ((r21 −→ (r31 ∨ r32)) ∨ (r22 −→ r33))
cs2 : rs2 −→ (r23 −→ r34)

A conjunctive formula of the above shown implicit formula for the possible
combinations of rules and the constraints evaluates to true for the assignment
rs1 = true, r22 = true and r31 = true and for all other values false. The
corresponding test case (rs1 , r22, r31) is not valid. By substituting the inner
implication with a conjunction as explained before, we achieve the intended
behavior.

Our algorithm calculateCITConstraints that generates the constraints
is shown in Listing 5.5. It generates the described formulas by also using our
compact representation. The data structures and auxiliary functions used in
the presentation have been introduced in Listing 5.4. In order to calculate the
constraints, first we determine all rows of our table that represent terminal
derivations with an initial rule as first rule. For each such rule, we construct
the disjunction of formulas for the alternative extended nonterminal patterns
associated with it. These formulas are calculated by the two mutually recursive
procedures formulaForNTPattern and formulaForLengthNTPair shown in
the same listing.

The procedure formulaForNTPattern constructs the conjunctive formula
corresponding to a nonterminal pattern. It calls for each nonterminal/length
pair the procedure formulaForLengthNTPair. In case that the parameter
lengthNTPair passed to the procedure formulaForLengthNTPair contains a
length equal to 1 no further recursive descent is required. We extract from our
table all rule identifiers of terminal rules that have the nonterminal symbol
contained in the parameter as left-hand side. We combine them into a dis-
junctive formula. In case that the length is greater than 1 we determine the
set of derivations for the nonterminal/length pair. For each extended nontermi-
nal pattern in such combination we call the procedure formulaForNTPattern.
The resulting formulas are combined into a disjunction. Finally, we generate
the conjunction of the rule identifier appearing in the combination and the
generated disjunction.

Once we have generated our CIT specification, we can employ a constraint
capable CIT test set generation algorithm to generate a set of terminal deriva-
tions with length k. Depending on the strength t of the interaction, it is
ensured that each t-wise rule combination is covered at least once. Because
CIT test set generation aims at calculating small sets, the number of redun-
dant subderivations is reduced. In the following, we present our evaluation
results that demonstrate the remarkable potential of our approach.

5.2.3 Evaluation
In this section, we provide evaluation results for grammars from a compiler
back end specification for the Intel Itanium [GG08]. The Itanium compiler
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calculateCITConstraints(cit, length, table, startsymbol)
allDerivations = getDerivations(table, length, startsymbol)
foreach(derivationsForRule in allDerivations){
rid = getRuleID(derivationsForRule)
extendedNTPatterns = getExtendedNTPatterns(derivationsForRule)
foreach(extendedNTPattern in extendedNTPatterns){
f = f ∨ formulaForNTPattern(extendedNTPattern)

}
formula = rid −→ f
addConstraint(cit, formula)

}

formulaForNTPattern(extendedNTPattern, table)
foreach(lengthNTPair in extendedNTPattern){
f = formulaForLengthNTPair(lengthNTPair, table)
result = result ∧ f

}
return result

formulaForLengthNTPair(lengthNTPair, table)
length = getLength(lengthNTPair)
nt = getNonterminal(lengthNTPair)
if(1 == length){
RIDS = getRuleIDs(table, length, nt)
foreach(rid in RIDS){
result = result ∨ rid

}
}
else{
allDerivations = getDerivations(table, length, nt)
foreach(derivationsForRule in allDerivations){
rid = getRuleID(derivationsForRule)
extendedNTPatterns = getExtendedNTPatternes(derivationsForRule)
foreach(extendedNTPattern in extendedNTPatterns){
f = f ∨ formulaForNTPattern(extendedNTPattern, table)

}
result = rid ∧ f

}
}
return result

Listing 5.5: Constraint Calculation
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Grammar CIT-Spec P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

G1 Spec-DLength3 5 17 9
Spec-DLength4 10 38 26 13
Spec-DLength5 10 43 38 26 13
Spec-DLength6 12 55 47 38 26 13

G2 Spec-DLength3 5 21 13
Spec-DLength4 10 44 30 20
Spec-DLength5 10 53 47 32 20
Spec-DLength6 12 88 67 54 32 20

Table 5.1: Evaluation Results for CIT Specification Generation

is build with the CoSy compiler development system [ACE]. The grammar
defined in the specification generates the statements and expressions of the
intermediate representation. We conducted two series of experiments. Our
first experiments demonstrate that our test specification generation algorithm
is applicable for realistic grammars. The results of our second series of experi-
ments show that our approach provides a suitable way to restrict the test sets
that can be generated for a grammar.

We used in our first experiments two grammars G1 and G2. These gram-
mars are restricted versions of the original grammar. We do not need to con-
sider the complete specification because not all rules are relevant for testing.
The first grammar G1 has 86 rules with 12 initial rules, the second grammar
G2 has 122 rules with the same number of initial rules. For all specifications
the generation time never exceeds 5 seconds. In Table 5.1 the evaluation re-
sults with respect to the generated specifications are shown. The columns P1
to P6 show the number of values for the corresponding parameter. The rows
show the generated specifications for derivation lengths between three and six.
The number of initial rules is the upper bound for the number of values in the
first parameter. Most parameters have more than 10 values. This is in con-
trast to many benchmark instances for CIT generation algorithms. Frequently
used benchmarks are presented in [CDS08]. These benchmarks consider only
specifications with at most six values for a parameter. Specifications with
many-valued parameters have been used in [CG09] and [SG10], but both
approaches are not capable of handling constraints.

We conducted a second series of experiments with very restricted gram-
mars. There are two reasons for this: the number of available tools for CIT
test set generation with constraints is limited and very often the constraints
must be given as Boolean formulas in disjunctive normal form. In this thesis,
we developed a constraint capable algorithm that we present in Chapter 6.
The algorithm is capable of arbitrary constraints. However, we have at our
disposal only a reduced version of the implementation of this algorithm. The
reduced version supports only constraints given as Boolean formulas in dis-
junctive normal form. This restriction also relates to the constraint capable
CIT tool CASA [CDS08]. The PICT tool [Cze06] and the ACTS tool [KLK08]
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G1 G2 G3 G4
L 1S,4E 2S, 4E 1S, 5E 2S, 5E
4 Spec 1 23 24 1 3 22 23 3

Derivations 8 16 12 24
TCases(PICT) 4 6 5 6
TCases(ACTS) 4 6 6 6

6 Spec 1 23 42 24 42 1 22 3 52 23 3 52

Derivations 64 128 144 288
TCases(PICT) 13 13 20 19
TCases(ACTS) 16 25 13 22

8 Spec 1 23 44 24 44 1 22 3 54 23 3 54

Derivations 640 1280 2160 4320
TCases(ACTS) 22 32 17 28

10 Spec 1 23 46 24 46 1 22 3 56 23 3 56

Derivations 7168 14336 36288 -
TCases(ACTS) 32 38 24 30

Table 5.2: Evaluation Results for Test Set Calculation for Pairwise Rule Coverage.

support constraints in a less restricted form, but in our experiments they failed
to process the instances shown in Table 5.1. We reduced our grammar to the
subsets shown in Table 5.2. The smallest grammar G1 has only five rules, with
one initial rule, the biggest grammar has seven rules, with two initial rules.
Even though the grammars are quite small, the results are striking. The ta-
ble presents for the derivation length 4, 6, 8 and 10 the size of the generated
specification (Spec). We present the size of the specification in the common
notation for CIT specifications, i.e., nk means that the specification has k pa-
rameters with n values. Moreover, we show the number of terminal derivations
that can be derived with the given number of derivation steps (Derivations)
and the number of test cases required to achieve pairwise rule coverage (Test
Cases). We show the results calcuated by PICT and ACTS. PICT failed to
process the instances for derivation length bigger than 6. Our results show
that only a small proportion of all test cases that can be derived with a fixed
length is required to ensure that all possible pairs of grammar rules are cov-
ered. The considered pairs are those that appear in any derivation of the
considered length. It would be a huge advantage if the CIT test set generation
algorithms were improved such that they can handle the CIT specifications
that our approach generates. This would allow for a very efficient test set
selection technique for grammar-based testing.

5.3 Test Generation
Our test selection approach that we presented in the previous section enables
us to select derivations of the grammar of the intermediate representation.
These derivations specify statements of the IR. In order to apply differential
testing it is necessary to construct a complete executable program that contains
a considered statement within the compiler. To construct such an executable
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program several issues must be addressed. In the following, we introduce these
issues and provide our solutions in the subsequently following section.

5.3.1 Grammar-Based Testing for the Intermediate
Representation

Grammar-based testing for the IR requires that the test case is generated
within the compiler because a derivation specifies a statement of the IR. A
test case generation module that constructs the test case within the compiler
must take into account the following issues:

1. Incomplete Test Cases: The grammar corresponding to a back end
specification defines the statements of the intermediate representation.
A terminal derivation corresponds to an individual statement and does
not represent a complete executable program.

2. Invalid Test Cases: The implicitly given grammar allows for invalid
derivations. It is possible to derive statements that violate the type rules
of the intermediate representation. In general, the information on types
is not encoded in the nonterminal symbols. In case that this information
is required to validate the applicability of a rule during code selection, it
is taken from the IR representation.

3. Rule Conditions: Rule conditions put restrictions on the expressions
to which they can be applied, i.e., a rule with a rule condition is not
applicable to all expressions that correspond to the rule pattern.

4. Concurrent Rules: The grammar corresponding to a back end spec-
ification is ambiguous, i.e., it is possible to generate a statement or ex-
pression in more than one way. This behavior is intended to allow for
optimizing code generation.

5. Dynamic Patterns: In rules with dynamic patterns the actual non-
terminal symbols are hidden with statements in the implementation lan-
guage of the compiler.

To overcome these problems, we propose the following solutions.

Incomplete Test Cases We propose to extend the compiler with a test case
generation module TCG Module, as it is shown in Figure 5.8, to solve the first
problem of incomplete test cases. The task of this module is the generation
of the test case corresponding to a terminal derivation. It consists of a con-
troller function and a generation function for each of the rules of the back end
specification. To generate a test case, the extended compiler is called with an
empty executable program frame PFrame and a sequence of selected rules RSeq
representing a terminal derivation. The controller function initiates the gen-
eration of the IR statement specified by the terminal derivation. All functions
corresponding to statement rules, i.e., those that initialize the derivation, are
defined such that they embed the statement into the program frame. Finally,
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Figure 5.8: Compiler Extension for Test Case Generation

two results are produced. First, the extended program is translated into an
executable program by the back end to be tested. Second, the extended pro-
gram is translated into a source language program. This task is solved with
a compiler module provided by the compiler framework. The source language
program is compiled by the test oracle compiler to yield the second executable
program, required for differential testing.

Invalid Test Cases The second problem of invalid test cases cannot be solved
fully automatically. Our solution requires type annotations for the rules. For
each nonterminal in a rule a type annotation provides additional information
on the types the represented subexpressions may have. This information must
be provided by the compiler designer. The two rules given in the following
presentation illustrate this concept. The rule c2i is associated with two type
annotations. These annotations require that the nonterminal in the right-hand
side pattern has either the type short or the type int. The type annotation
for the rule cnv_up requires that the type of the left-hand side nonterminal
has the type short and the right-hand side nonterminal of the rule has the
type int. This rule needs further type annotations, which we omit to shorten
our presentation.

The rule sequence < cnv_up, cnv_up, · · · , cnv_up, c2i > is a terminal
derivation that does not correspond to an IR expression because convert ex-
pressions cannot be nested in an arbitrary manner. We exclude this invalid
terminal derivation by using type annotations. A rule r can be applied in a
derivation step only if the nonterminal to be extended has the same type as
the left-hand side nonterminal of r. The type annotation for the rule cnv_up
requires that the type of the left-hand side nonterminal has the type short.
Because the right-hand side nonterminal of this rule has the type int, the
rule cannot be applied to itself. Basically, the type annotations represent a
refinement of the nonterminals of the grammar that exclude rule combinations
that lead to invalid terminal derivations.

Rule Conditions The rule c2i shown in Listing 5.6 exemplifies the problem
of rule conditions. The rule is used to generate assembly instructions for
integer constants ranging between −128 and 127 regardless of their type. A
generation function must take this rule condition into account. For a rule
with a rule condition, we generate a function that uses an auxiliary function.
This auxiliary function depends on the rule condition and ensures that the
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RULE [c2i] i:mirIntConst −> imm;
TYPE [ ( −> short) ( −> int) ];
CONDITION {
−128 < i.value && i.value < 127

}
...

RULE [cnv_up] o:mirConvert(rs:reg) −> reg;
TYPE [ (short −> int) ];
CONDITION {
IS_INT(o.Type) && IS_INT(expr_getType(o.Value)) &&
expr_getSize(o) > expr_getSize(o.Value)

}
...

Listing 5.6: Expression Rules with Type Annotations

generated IR element not only corresponds to the rule pattern but also meets
the rule condition. In the presentation of the generation functions, we go into
detail on this point.

Although an automatic solution is not possible for arbitrary rule conditions,
the analysis of the back end specifications of our case studies has shown that
the generation function for the vast majority of rules with conditions can be
defined automatically. Table 5.3 provides the results of the analysis of two
back end specifications from our case study. The back end specification for the
Itanium processor has 290 rules, the specification for the Pentium processor
has 317 rules. 55 percent of the rules in the Itanium specification have a rule
condition, 68 percent of the rules in the Pentium specification. A condition is
specified with an arbitrary logical expression in the implementation language
of the compiler, i.e, it may represent a nested logical expression built with
the operators not, and and or. In our analysis, we split the rule conditions
into basic logical expressions. Although the total number of basic conditions
is high, they are very redundant. The 392 basic conditions of the Itanium
specification can be partitioned into two groups. The first group of standard
conditions is based on functionality provided by the compiler framework. This
group is partitioned further into 6 classes. The second group of user defined
functions consists of 10 different expressions for the Itanium specification, of
only 5 different expressions for the Pentium specification. Standard conditions
occur much more frequently as the data in Table 5.3 shows. Our analysis
revealed that only a small fraction of all basic conditions is based on user
defined functionality for which manual support is required.

Concurrent Rules The problem of concurrent rules is closely related to the
problem of rule conditions. Two rules are concurrent if their left-hand sides are
equal and their rule conditions overlap, i.e., there exists at least one element
of the IR that fulfills both conditions. The following presentation shows two
concurrent rules for integer constants.
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Itanium Pentium
Rules 290 317
Rule Conditions 159 217
Basic Conditions 392 676
Basic Condition Forms
Classes of Standard Conditions 6 6
User Defined Conditions 10 5
Frequency of Basic Conditions
Standard Conditions 342 664
User Defined Conditions 50 12

Table 5.3: Overview on Realistic Backend Specifications

RULE [c2i] i:mirIntConst −> imm;
CONDITION {
−128 < i.value && i.value < 127

}
...
RULE [c0] i:mirIntConst −> reg;
CONDITION {
UnivInt_IsZero(i.Value)

}
...

During code selection the costs associated with the two rules are used to
select one of both rules. We exclude the occurrence of concurrent rules in a
single derivation with additional constraints. Furthermore, for test generation,
we disable all rules concurrent to the rule r in our test case by using a predefined
compiler flag. This is required to ensure that indeed the intended rule r is
used and not substituted by the code selector with one of its concurrent rules.
The set of all rules can be partitioned into classes of concurrent rules for
the vast majority and consequently most constraints can also be generated
automatically. For rules with equal patterns and user defined rule conditions
an automatic decision is not possible and manual support is required.

Dynamic Patterns In Section 4.2.1 we introduced the rule usepsr as an ex-
ample for rules with dynamic patterns. We explained that dynamic patterns
are used to fold several similar rules into a single compact rule. In order to
include rules with dynamic patterns into the generation process, it is neces-
sary to unfold these rules. The unfolding process cannot be fully automatized,
because dynamic patterns are based on arbitrary statements in the implemen-
tation language of the compiler. Our solution requires a specification for each
expression occuring in a dynamic pattern. This specification must be provided
by the compiler designer and is used to unfold the rule. This specification con-
sists of a set of nonterminal-condition-pairs. For each nonterminal-condition
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pair an instance of the compact rule is created with the nonterminal instead
of the dynamic pattern. The rule condition is extended with the condition de-
fined in the specification. In the following we provide an example to illustrate
our approach.

RULE [add_imm] o:mirPlus(imm: imm, rs:reg)
−> rd:NONTERMINAL {

size_to_nt(UnivInt_to_int(mirTYPE_get_Size(o.Type)))};
EMIT {
...

}

gcgNonTerminal size_to_nt(int siz) {
if (siz==8) return ntreg8;
...
if (siz==64) return ntreg64;
return ntreg;

}

RULE [add_immI] o:mirPlus(imm: imm, rs:reg) −> rd:ntreg64;
CONDITION {
size_to_nt(UnivInt_to_int(mirTYPE_get_Size(o.Type))) == 64

}
EMIT {
...

}

The presented rule add_imm has a dynamic pattern in its right-hand side
expression that determines the nonterminal by using the auxiliary function
size_to_nt. The definition of this function is shown below the rule. The gen-
erated nonterminal depends on the type associated with the expression Plus.
The rule add_immI corresponds to an instance of the compact rule. This in-
stance has a fixed nonterminal instead of the dynamic pattern. Its condition
is extended to preserve the behavior of the compact rule. The rule can be un-
folded automatically for all instances by using a specification as shown below.
The specification describes the set of rule instances in a compact form. We
simplified the presentation hiding the type annotations in the specifications.
Their definition and integration into the unfold process is straightforward.

BEGIN
EXPR: size_to_nt(siz)
NT: reg8 C: (siz==8) ;
...
NT: reg64 C: (siz==64) ;
NT: reg C: ;
END

In the following section, we begin with an overview on the test case gener-
ation module. Subsequently, we focus on the individual generation functions
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Figure 5.9: Principle of Test Case Generation

that correspond to the code generator rules.

5.3.2 Generation Functions
With our approach presented in Section 5.2 we determine a set of terminal
derivations of the grammar that is implicitly given in the back end specifi-
cation. In the previous section we have explained that these derivations do
not represent executable test cases. We have outlined the issues that must
be taken into account for test case generation and have presented correspond-
ing solutions. In the following, we explain in detail the test case generation
module introduced in the previous section. Subsequently, we explain how the
generation functions for code generator rules are defined.

General Idea

The test case generation module constructs the test case that corresponds to a
terminal derivation by extending an empty program frame during a compila-
tion run. This is illustrated in Figure 5.9. In Figure 5.9(a) the IR representa-
tion of the program frame is shown. The smallest executable program consists
of two basic blocks with the shown three statements. The test case generation
module constructs the statement Stmt by using the generation functions asso-
ciated with the rules in the considered terminal derivation. The constructed
statement is inserted in the program frame, as it is shown in Figure 5.9(b).
Depending on the statement, it can be necessary to generate further IR ele-
ments. We provide detailed information on this issue with our presentation of
the generation functions corresponding to statement rules.

In Listing 5.7, the top-level function of the test case generation module is
shown. The parameter rseq is the sequence of rule identifiers that determines
the generation functions to be called. The first element in this sequence refers
to a statement function. The corresponding function initiates the generation of
the statement and extends the program frame. The test case generation mod-
ule is based on a comprehensive library provided by the compiler framework.
This library offers a rich set of functions for manipulating the IR representation
of a program.
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generateTestCase(rseq){
rid = head(rseq)
fstmt = getFunction(rid)
rseq = tail(rseq)
fstmt(rseq)

}

Listing 5.7: Top Level Algorithm of Test Case Generation Module

In the following, we first present the generation functions for expression
rules and subsequently those for statement rules. We select rules for all types
of statements except those for function calls and exception handling. Further-
more, we focus on local variables and exclude complex types (arrays, unions,
structs). We are convinced that our approach is applicable for all types of
statement and expression rules but the full coverage of the IR is beyond the
scope of this thesis.

Generation Functions for Expression Rules

A generation function that corresponds to an expression rule depends on the
rule pattern. In case that the rule pattern represents a leaf expression the
function only generates the expression. If the rule pattern is an expression
with subexpressions, it generates these subexpressions with calls to further
generation functions. Subsequently, the expression corresponding to the rule
pattern is built. To unify the generation functions and consequently facilitate
their generation, we assume that all rules are normalized. A rule is normalized
if it is of the form nt −→ t nt1 · · ·ntn, i.e., it contains only one terminal
symbol. Each rule can easily be normalized by introducing new nonterminal
symbols and additional rules. We use the normalized rules only for test case
generation. This requires to insert the rule identifiers of the additional rules
obtained by the rule normalization into the terminal derivation before test case
generation.

The generation functions for expression rules follow the schemata presented
in Listing 5.8. A function that corresponds to a rule without a nontermi-
nal symbol in its left-hand side follows the schema presented with the func-
tion generateLeafExpr. Such a function generates the IR expression that
occurs in its rule pattern. It requires no further calls to other generation func-
tions. A function corresponding to a rule with one, two or three nonterminals
in its left-hand side generates an unary, binary or ternary expression of the
IR. Its construction principle follows the schema presented with the function
generateBinaryExpr. First, the subexpressions are generated by calling fur-
ther generation functions. The rule identifier sequence, which is passed as
parameter, is used to identify which function must be called. Subsequently,
the expression that corresponds to the rule pattern is constructed.

We must take two aspects for the construction of expressions into account.
First, the IR is typed, i.e., each expression is associated with a type. These
types are derived from either the type annotations from the rule specifications
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generateLeafExpr(rseq)
//generate expression with library function
expression = generateexpr(type)
return expression

generateBinaryExpr(rseq)
//generate left−hand side subexpression
rid = head(rseq)
fexpr = getFunction(rid)
rseq = tail(rseq)
lhs = fexpr(rseq)
//generate right−hand side subexpression
rid = head(rseq)
fexpr = getFunction(rid)
rseq = tail(rseq)
rhs = fexpr(rseq)
//generate expression with library function
expression = generateexpr(type, lhs, rhs)
return expression

Listing 5.8: Schematic Structure of a Generation Functions for Expression Rules

or from the type rules of the IR representation. The second aspect concerns the
rule conditions. We must ensure that a generation function corresponding to
a rule with a rule condition returns an expression that satisfies this condition.
In the previous section we explained that for most rule conditions, this can be
done automatically. We classified the standard rule conditions with respect
to their integration into the generation functions. Table 5.4 shows this clas-
sification and provides representative examples as well as the exact frequency
count for each class. Our analysis of the two code generator specifications re-
vealed that most standard conditions relate to the representation of types. In
the following, we explain in detail how the generation functions for rules with
standard conditions are extended to ensure the rule condition. We omit the
classes Function Call Related and Visibility and Lifetime of Program
Objects because they are not in our focus, as we explained in the beginning
of this section.

Typing Basic conditions of the class Typing serve to restrict the applicability
of a rule to expressions with a certain type. The first example of this class
in Table 5.4 requires that the expression has the type integer. This type is
used for all source language integer types. It has further attributes describing
information about the concrete representation for the target architecture. The
second example refers to the size in bits. We ensure the satisfaction of any rule
condition of this class implicitly with our type annotations. We use the given
type annotation for the generation of expressions and thereby ensure that the
condition is fulfilled. The type annotations are based on the source language
types for which the compiler framework generates data structures containing
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Standard Condition Class I P
1. Typing 209 567

mirTYPE_op(e.Type) == op_mirTYPE_mirInteger
UnivInt_to_int(mirTYPE_get_Size(e.Type))==64

2. Register Candidacy 44 6
e.psr != 0

3. Value of Constants 45 29
UnivInt_IsZero(e.Value)
UnivInt_InRange(e.Value,int_to_UnivInt(-128),

int_to_UnivInt(127))

4. Individual Attributes 7 37
e.TargetIsNext
e.Relation == Equal

5. Function Call Related 23 20
mirPassInfo_get_InRegister(e.PassInfo)
!builtin_ckf(e.Proc)

6. Visibility and Lifetime of Program Objects 14 5
mirObject_op(e.Obj) == op_mirObject_mirLocal

Table 5.4: Classification of Basic Conditions with Representative Examples. The
number of basic conditions is 392 for the Itanium specification and 676 for the
Pentium specification.

all relevant information. We can access this information with library functions.
We illustrate our approach with the two rules that we presented in List-

ing 5.6. The rule c2i can be applied to the nonterminal of the rule cnv_up
because their type annotations fit. First, the function for the rule cnv_up
generates the required subexpression that calls the function for the rule c2i.
This function constructs an integer constant with the type short, which has
a smaller size than the type int. Otherwise the type annotation would not
correspond to the rule. Because we only combine rules with consistent type
annotations in a rule sequence, we ensure that any generation function called
from the function for the rule cnv_up returns an expression with the type
short.

Register Candidacy Basic conditions of the second class Register Candidacy
are implicitly solved too. These conditions ensure that rules are applied to
expressions representing local variables or parameters that may be stored in a
register. The possible register candidates are identified by a specific compiler
module. This compiler module is part of the back end and assigns pseudo
register numbers to all register candidates before the code selection module.
This module is applied onto the extended program frame and consequently
assigns the required information that ensures the rule condition.
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Value of Constants Basic conditions of the third class Value of Constants
occur in rules for integer or real constants. They restrict the value of the con-
stant to a certain value or they restrict it to a certain range. Both situations
are illustrated by the examples shown in Table 5.4. The generation function
corresponding to a rule with such a condition is extended with an auxiliary,
predefined function that calculates a value that fulfills the condition. This
value is used to generate the expression that represents the constant. For each
standard function fc used in a rule condition that ensures a property of a
constant, we provide a complementary generation function fg. This comple-
mentary generation function must be defined such that the condition fc(fg)
holds. In most cases an auxiliary function requires information that is given
in the rule condition, e.g., the lower and upper bound of a range. This infor-
mation must be passed with suitable parameters.

RULE [c2i] i:mirIntConst −> imm;
TYPE [ ( −> short) ( −> int) ];
CONDITION {
−128 < i.value && i.value < 127

}

generateC2I(rseq)
//generate value
value = generateRandomValueInRange(−128, 127)
//generate expression with library function
expression = generateIntConst(short, value)
return expression

Listing 5.9: Expression Rule and Generation Function

In Listing 5.9 we illustrate our approach for the rule c2i. The function
corresponding to the type annotation short is shown below the rule. First,
we determine a random value from the range determined by the rule condi-
tion. Subsequently, we generate an IR expression with this value and the type
specified by the type annotation.

Individual Attributes A great advantage of the CoSy compiler framework is
the extendability of the intermediate representation. The conditions that be-
long to the class Individual Attributes consider only attributes provided by the
compiler framework. The conditions that are based on user defined extensions
of the IR belong to the class of user defined conditions. We revealed in our
analysis that only a very limited set of attributes is used in rule conditions.
To generate valid expressions for rules with conditions of this type, we set the
corresponding attributes as required by the rule.

This is illustrated with the following example. The presented rule comp,
which is taken from the pentium specification, can be applied only to expres-
sions that represent comparisons for equality. Furthermore it is required that
both subexpressions have the type int. The generation function corresponding
to the rule follows the schema for binary expressions, which we introduced
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in Listing 5.8. First, we construct the two subexpressions with calls to fur-
ther generation functions. Subsequently, we generate the IR representation of
the compare expression. The library function gets the two subexpressions as
parameters. It concludes from these two subexpressions the type of the ex-
pression to be constructed. The third parameter sets the attribute Relation
as required by the rule condition.

RULE [comp] c:mirCompare( r1:reg, r2:reg) −> comp;
TYPE [ ( int, int −> int) ];
CONDITION {
c.Relation == Equal

}

generateCOMP(rseq)
rid = head(rseq)
fexpr = getFunction(rid)
rseq = tail(rseq)
lhs = fexpr(rseq)
rid = head(rseq)
fexpr = getFunction(rid)
rseq = tail(rseq)
rhs = fexpr(rseq)
//generate expression with library function
expression = generateCompare(lhs, rhs, Equal)
return expression

User Defined Conditions In contrast to rules with standard conditions, we
cannot automatically determine the generation function that corresponds to
a rule with a user defined condition. A possible, but unsatisfactory solution
is to exclude these rules from testing. A better solution is to integrate user
defined generation functions. We illustrate this with a rule from the Pentium
specification. The rule cmpbmemimm is applied for compare expressions with
an integer constant within a certain range. This condition is ensured with
the auxiliary function is_byteval. It is obvious that the generation function
corresponding to the rule can be defined following the definition schema for
binary expressions.

RULE [cmpbmemimm] c:mirCompare(m:bmemory, ic:mirIntConst) −> cc:cond;
CONDITION {
is_byteval(ic.Value, ic.Type)
};
EMIT {
...

};

However, it is difficult to decide whether a generation function can always
be provided. In case that a rule condition refers to a user defined attribute
that is determined with a complex analysis, it may be impossible to define
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a corresponding function and a different approach to test the affected rule is
required.

RULE [usepsr_fixedreg] c:mirContent (o:mirObjectAddr)
−> NONTERMINAL { c.Nt }

CONDITION {
(c.Nt!=ntreg) && (c.psr > 0 ) &&
((mirEXPR_mirObjectAddr_get_FixedReg(o)>0))

}
EMIT {
...

};

The above shown rule from the Itanium specification illustrates this prob-
lem. The attribute FixedReg is user defined and its value is determined with
another compiler module that analyzes the complete compilation unit. For
this rule, it is not obvious how a generation function should be defined such
that it is combinable with the generated functions.

Generation Functions for Statement Rules

Generation functions that correspond to statement rules are less generic than
generation functions for expression rules. This is because the extension of the
program frame is different for the individual statements. We always extend
the program frame to a program that returns a result value. This is necessary
to apply differential testing, which compares the outcome of the execution of
two executable programs corresponding to the test case.

The number of statements is considerably smaller than the number of ex-
pressions that are used in the code generator specifications. Both specifications
define rules for 10 statements, the Itanium specification considers 31 expres-
sions, the Pentium specification considers 34 expression. We consider the six
statements shown below, excluding the rules for function call and exception
handling statements.

Simple Statements Control Statements
BeginProcedure EndProcedure
Assign Return

GoTo
If

In the following, we explain for each of the considered statements the def-
inition of its generation function. We start with the statements required for
a minimal executable program (BeginProcedure, EndProcedure, GoTo) and
present the remaining statements subsequently.

Minimal Program In the beginning of this section, we have shown the IR rep-
resentation of the smallest executable program (see Figure 5.9(a)). This pro-
gram consists of the statements BeginProcedure, EndProcedure and GoTo.
We exclude these rules from the test selection process and propose to test
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Figure 5.10: Test Case Generation for Assignments

them with an initial test set. The rules for function entry and function exit
statements correspond to terminal rules in the resulting grammar because both
statements have no expressions. For this reason they are not considered for
terminal derivations with at least two derivation steps. The same holds for the
rules for unconditional branches. This statement has an expression indicating
the basic block to be executed next, but only in occasional cases a nonterminal
symbol is used for this expression.

Assignments The generation function for assignments first generates the
subexpressions representing the left-hand side and the right-hand side by call-
ing the expression generation functions determined by the rule sequence. Af-
terwards, we construct the assignment statement with the corresponding li-
brary function. The generated statement is inserted in the first basic block
of the program frame. Subsequently, a Return statement is generated. This
statement differs from the source-language return statement. It has the form
Return(Value, Next) and stores the value returned by the function in its
subexpression Value. The second subexpression Next indicates the function
exit basic block. We generate the return instruction with the left-hand side
of the assignment as the return value and the exit basic block of the program
frame as the branch target. We replace the GoTo instruction with the newly
defined return instruction. The program frame and the extended resulting pro-
gram are shown in Figure 5.10. Our analysis of the rule conditions revealed
that many conditions associated with statement rules belong to the classes
Typing or Register Candidacy These rule conditions are implicitly ensured by
the type annotations. In case of user defined functions, we cannot determine
the generation function automatically, for the reasons explained above.

Return The generation function for the Return statement, which we intro-
duced in the previous paragraph, is similar to the generation function for
assignments. In general, the rule patterns for this statement have the form
Return(nt, ObjectAddr), i.e., they consist only of one nonterminal for the
return value and a terminal symbol for the branch target. This leads to the
following function definition. First, we generate the expression corresponding
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Figure 5.11: Test Case Generation for Conditional Branches

to the return value as determined by the rule sequence. Subsequently, we con-
struct the statement itself. We use the generated expression as return value
and the exit block of the program frame as the branch target. Finally, we re-
place the GoTo statement of the program frame with the generated statement.
Rule conditions associated with these statements refer either to the type of the
return value or an attribute of the statement itself. Only in the latter case an
extension of the function is required. The attribute refers to the block ordering
and is set as required by the rule condition.

If The generation function for the conditional branch is the most complex
function. The statement has the form If(cond, ObjectAddr , ObjectAddr),
with cond representing the branch condition and ObjectAddr indicating the
two possible successor blocks. Rules that generate assembly instructions for
these statements use only a nonterminal for the branch condition just as the
rules for the return statement. We generate a program which returns a value
depending on the value of the condition. This is achieved with the following
steps. First, we initiate the construction of the expression. Subsequently, we
extend the program with two further basic blocks BBTrue, BBFalse that each
contain a single return instruction with an integer constant as subexpression
and the exit block of the program frame as target. Finally, we generate the
conditional branch with the generated expression as condition and the two ad-
ditional basic blocks as targets. The resulting program is shown in Figure 5.11
The rule conditions that occur in these rules are comparable to those of rules
for the unconditional branch statement. They refer either to the type of the
expression that represents the condition or they consider an attribute that
indicates a specific order of the basic blocks.

5.4 Test Execution and Evaluation
We use differential testing for test evaluation. Differential testing can be ap-
plied to arbitrary software systems. It requires that an alternative imple-
mentation providing the same functionality is available. In practice, for most
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programming languages alternative compilers are available. In our case, there
is a further requirement. The extended compiler must provide a module that
translates the generated test program from the intermediate representation
back to the high-level language. The CoSy development framework provides
this support such that we can generate corresponding source language pro-
grams.

We generate the test programs such that they always return a value. This
is necessary because otherwise the comparison of the program results would be
less meaningful. It would be possible to distinguish only for correct termination
or program crashes. Failures in computations would pass unnoticed. In our
setting, we detect these failures because the return value is determined directly
or indirectly by the statement corresponding to the terminal derivation. At
the same time, we keep our test programs as small as possible such that the
failure localization is restricted to a restricted set of code generator rules.

The failure localization can be supported further. First, it is useful to
employ the presented test approach iteratively by generating test sets cor-
responding to terminal derivations with increasing length. Furthermore, it is
useful to generate the test cases in an order that reflects two aspects. First, the
dependency given by the test approach itself should be considered. The test
cases for the return instruction should be tested first because they are based
only on the three statements tested with the initial test set. Only if these tests
pass successfully, it is useful to execute the tests for the assignment. A similar
dependency exists between the conditional branch and the return instruction.
This prioritization can be achieved with an algorithm for combinatorial inter-
action testing with constraints and priorities. In Section 6.2.2, we present an
algorithm, which is capable of constraints and priorities, that we developed for
this use case.

5.5 Discussion
A particular benefit of the test approach presented in this chapter is that it
can be integrated easily into the stepwise development process of BURS-based
compiler back ends. It can be employed as soon as the back end specifica-
tion consists of sufficient rules to translate programs and requires only a very
limited amount of manual support. The required type annotations and speci-
fications for dynamic patterns can be achieved with little effort because they
are the explicit representation of implicitly available information that the com-
piler designer keeps in mind anyway. We select reasonable test sets by ensuring
meaningful coverage criteria and by avoiding redundancy in the generated test
cases. We achieve this with a fully automatic generation of a test specifica-
tion for combinatorial interaction testing. The test selection approach is not
limited to back end specifications, but can be used for functionality that can
be described with context free grammars. Our test generation approach solves
the problems that arise with the applicability of the test selection approach
for back ends. We extend the compiler with an automatically generated mod-
ule that enables us to generate executable programs as test cases. These test
cases are automatically evaluated by employing an alternative compiler as test
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oracle. The input for the alternative compiler is also automatically generated.
We developed a full implementation for the test selection approach and a pro-
totypical implementation of generation functions. Our experiments based on
the implementation of the test selection approach have shown its capability.
The limited functionality of the test generation implementation provides a
proof-of-concept.



6 Combinatorial Interaction
Testing

The test approach presented in the previous chapter employs Combinatorial
Interaction Testing (CIT) to systematically select tests from the set of ter-
minal derivations with a fixed length. In this chapter, we present two new
test set generation algorithms for CIT problems. Both algorithms are based
on conceptually new ideas. They differ from previously published algorithms
because they are based on an explicit representation of the test set. First, we
present a test set generation algorithm that uses k-partite graphs as test set
representation. Afterwards we present our second approach that is based on
an alternative representation with Boolean formulas. The explicit representa-
tion of the test set with graphs allows to take advantage of graph theoretical
knowledge and to apply efficient graph algorithms. The explicit representation
of the test set with Boolean formulas enables us to handle CIT problems with
constraints in a very elegant way. Additionally, we can integrate priorities
and generate prioritized test sets in the presence of constraints. So far, this
problem has been solved only unsatisfactory. We present evaluation results
that prove the practical applicability of our algorithms and demonstrate the
strength of our new approaches. Parts of this chapter have previously been
published [SG10, SRG11].

6.1 Graph Based Test Set Generation
In this section, we present a test set generation approach which is based on
our observation that the pairwise testing problem can be formulated in graph-
theoretic terms. We describe the test set for a pairwise testing problem with a
k-partite graph. This enables us to determine a test set that ensures pairwise
coverage by applying efficient heuristic graph algorithms.

6.1.1 Pairwise Testing Problems as k-partite Graphs
We formulate the test set generation problem in graph-theoretic terms. We
define a graph such that the problem of finding the smallest set of tests to cover
all possible pairs of values with at least one test case is equal to the clique edge
cover problem. The clique edge cover problem is known to be NP-complete
but several heuristic algorithms addressing this problem have been developed.
Moreover, we exploit the fact that the defined graph is k-partite. A clique
enumeration algorithm developed especially for this class of graphs has turned
out to be very efficient for our purpose.

131
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d1

d2
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d4

Figure 6.1: 4-partite graph representing the complete test set of all test cases for a
CIT problem with four parameters. The highlighted clique represents the test case
tc = {a1, b1, c1, d1}.

Let CIT = {Pi , · · · ,Pn} be the set of parameters of a CIT problem with
corresponding input value sets P1 = {p11, · · · , p1l1}, · · · , Pn = {pn1, · · · , pnln}.
We define the vertex set of the undirected graph G = (V,E), representing the
pairwise testing problem, as the union of the input value sets of all parameters
V = ⋃n

i=1 Pi. The pair (pj, pk) ∈ V × V is an edge of the graph if both
values are from different parameters. The defined graph is n-partite since there
are no edges between any two vertices originating from the same parameter.
The partitions of the graph correspond directly to the parameters of the CIT
problem. Furthermore, the graph is complete because there is an edge between
every pair of vertices from different partitions. The vertices of a clique in a k-
partite graph are all from different partitions. A maximal clique in this graph
has n vertices, with one vertex from each partition. It can be interpreted
as a test case of the CIT problem. An edge of the clique corresponds to a
value pair that is covered with the test case. Figure 6.1 shows the graph
representing the pairwise test problem for a CIT instance with four parameters
P1 = {a1, a2}, P2 = {b1, b2}, P3 = {c1, c2, c3} and P4 = {d1, d2, d3, d4}. The
highlighted clique C with vertex set VC = {a1, b1, c1, d1} is equal to the test
case with the selected values.

A pairwise test set with m test cases can be interpreted as a set of maxi-
mal cliques C1, · · · , Cm with induced subgraphs GC1 = (VC1 , EC1), · · · , GCm =
(VCm , ECm). The union of all edge sets Ei equals E. The solution to the clique
edge cover of the graph representing the pairwise test problem is equivalent to
the optimal solution of the pairwise test set problem. We combine two differ-
ent clique detection algorithms into our solution for test set generation. Our
heuristic algorithm for the problem is a combination of two different clique
detection algorithms. It achieves convincing results for many pairwise test
problem benchmarks, as our evaluation results at the end of this section show.
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generateTestSet(CITSpec)
G = generateGraph(CITSpec)
M ={} //set of test cases
//phase 1
tc = getByMaxClique(G)
while(tc != NULL) {
add(M, tc)
tc = getByMaxClique(G)
reduce(G, tc)

}
//phase 2
tc = getByClique(G)
while(tc != NULL) {
add(M, tc)
tc = getByClique(G)
reduce(G, tc)

return M

Listing 6.1: Graph-Based Test Set Generation Algorithm

6.1.2 Test Set Generation
Our test set generation algorithm belongs to the class of greedy algorithms. It
is shown in Listing 6.1. In the initialization, the graph G = (V,E) representing
the test problem is build. After the initialization, the test cases are iteratively
selected until all value pairs are covered with at least one test case. The
algorithm has two phases that work exactly in the same way and differ only
with respect to the clique detection algorithm. In both phases, the following
steps are repeated.

1. We determine a clique C = (VC , EC), interpret it as a test case, and add
it to the result set.

2. We remove all edges of C from G.

In the beginning, we try to find maximal cliques since these correspond to
test cases with the maximal number of unseen pairs. Since we reduce the edge
set in each iteration, our algorithm comes to a point at which the graph has
no more maximal cliques. At this point, our algorithm switches to the second
phase where our strategy is to find cliques with as many vertices as possible.
The edge set contains at any time all those edges that correspond to pairs not
yet covered by a test case in the test set generated so far. We select in each
iteration of the second phase a clique with at least two vertices and remove at
least one edge. This guarantees termination of the algorithm and coverage of
all value pairs.

In the first phase of our algorithm, we use an adapted version of the algo-
rithm published in [GIZ+02] (Function getByMaxClique in Listing 6.1). The
original algorithm is a branch-and-bound algorithm that enumerates all k-
cliques of an k-partite graph. It detects a clique by successively selecting
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vertices from all partitions. In a branch step, the algorithm selects a vertex
from a partition. Subsequently all partitions that have so far not been taken
into account are considered. All vertices that are not adjacent to the currently
selected vertex are excluded from a partition under consideration. In the case
that a partition gets empty the algorithm backtracks and selects a different
vertex. The runtime of the algorithm is exponential in the worst case. How-
ever, it has turned out to be very efficient for the sequence of k-partite graphs
that we encounter during the test set generation. We modified the original
algorithm such that it stops after the first k-clique is found. Furthermore, we
keep track of the degree of all vertices. The degree of a vertex belonging to a
maximal clique must be at least k − 1 because it must be adjacent to at least
k−1 vertices from the other partitions. All vertices with smaller degrees, thus,
can be skipped.

In the second phase, we calculate for each vertex v in the greatest partition
a clique containing it (Function getByClique in Listing 6.1). The largest
clique is selected as the next test case. The algorithm that we use to find the
clique containing v is a standard greedy algorithm [Val02]. In its initialization
phase, a list L of candidates is calculated. Candidates are all vertices that
are adjacent to v. Then, in each iteration, we search in the list of candidates
the vertex w with the highest degree and extend the solution determined so
far with w. After selecting w we remove all those vertices from L that are
not adjacent to it. They must be removed because they cannot belong to a
clique containing w. The calculation terminates if the list of candidates gets
empty. The algorithm is heuristic, i.e., it does not guarantee to find the best
solution [Val02]. It can be implemented such that its runtime is O(|V |+ |E|).
The size of a clique returned by this algorithm is smaller than the number of
partitions and must be extended to a complete test case. We determine all
partitions for which no vertex has been selected. Then, we select vertices step-
by-step for all of them, considering the partitions in order of decreasing size.
We identify for a partition under consideration the vertex which is adjacent to
most of the vertices selected so far and add it to the solution. In the following
section, we present the evaluation results for the algorithm.

6.1.3 Evaluation
The evaluation of our graph based algorithm has shown that the approach is
very suited to calculate pairwise test sets for CIT problems with parameters
of great cardinality. Our evaluation results are presented in Table 6.1. We
use the common notation for benchmarks and write nk if the test problem has
k parameters with n values. The benchmarks number 1 to 12 are synthetic
data and taken from [CG09], the benchmark number 13 to 20 are realistic
test specifications published in [CDS08]. We compared our approach to three
well-known greedy approaches (IPOS [CG09], ACTS [KLK08], PICT [Cze06]).
These approaches are considered as the most powerful algorithms of this class
and performed best in our experiments with several CIT tools. Furthermore,
we use for evaluation a meta-heuristic approach (CASA [CDS08]), which in
general outperforms the greedy approaches trading time for result set size. The
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Related approaches
Meta-heuristic Greedy

CASA IPOS ACTS PICT GRAPH
Benchmarks Time Test Set Size
1 410 3s 26 28 31 31 30
2 430 174s 35 38 43 43 43
3 450 398s 40 43 47 50 49
4 470 1220s 43 47 50 53 54
5 490 1774s 46 49 52 55 55
6 1010 1309s 146 177 176 169 164
7 1510 498s 345 390 373 359 348
8 2010 20614s 569 686 647 616 601
9 2510 68941s 872 1079 984 941 914
10 3010 >12h - 1548 1393 1333 1289
11 2100 12s 11 10 16 16 15
12 1020 3008s 190 220 220 216 214
13 2233 <1s 9 10 11 10 11
14 21345 2s 17 20 20 25 20
15 2189310 47s 18 16 21 21 25
16 34 <1s 9 9 12 13 9
17 229317415 30 95s 32 33 36 41
18 23533941 22 74s 23 28 29 30
19 24232411 28s 27 29 32 36 35
20 273241102 1s 100 100 101 100 100

Table 6.1: Evaluation Results for Pairwise Testing

presented results are achieved with our experiments using the author’s tools
available on the internet. The IPOS tool was not available on the internet; the
presented results are taken from [CG09].

We conducted our experiments on a quadcore with 2,66 GHz and 64 GBytes
of RAM. We present only the test set size, except for CASA, where we also
give the generation time. The generation time for ACTS, PICT and our ap-
proach (GRAPH) is always less than a second. For instances with many-valued
parameters (Benchmark 6–10), our approach is clearly superior to all greedy
approaches that we used in our evaluation. It is even superior to the meta-
heuristic approach, which did not deliver a result for benchmark 10 after more
than 12 hours. Even for the other benchmarks our results are satisfactory as
they are comparable to or slightly better than the other greedy approaches.
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6.2 Logic Based Test Set Generation
In the following, we present our second algorithm for test set generation that
uses an alternative explicit representation of the set of test cases. We model
the set of all test cases as a propositional logic formula. This enables us to
integrate constraints in a very intuitive way by restricting the initial formula.
The algorithm that uses this representation is applicable for arbitrary coverage
criteria. To the best of our knowledge, it is the only algorithm that supports
unrestricted coverage criteria, constraints and prioritization.

6.2.1 t-wise Testing Problems as Boolean Formulas
We observed that the set of all test cases of a CIT problem can be described
with a Boolean formula. The set of satisfying interpretations of this formula is
equal to the set of valid test cases of the CIT problem. It exists a one-to-one
relation between a satisfying interpretation of the formula and a valid test case
of the CIT problem exists. Our greedy algorithm calculates the result set by
iteratively selecting satisfying interpretations and modifying the formula based
on the interpretations selected so far.

Let CIT = {Pi , · · · ,Pn} be the set of parameters of a CIT problem with
corresponding input value sets P1 = {p11, · · · , p1l1}, · · · , Pn = {pn1, · · · , pnln}.
We introduce for each value an atomic formula and define the set of all atomic
formulas A = ⋃ni=1 Pi. Now, we build for each parameter Pi with value set
{p1, · · · , pli} a formula that corresponds to all possible alternatives for selecting
a single value from P . This formula is a disjunction of conjunctions and is
created as follows:

FPi =
li∨
i=1
∧lij=1vij

with vij = ¬pj if i 6= j
with vij = pj if i = j

A satisfying interpretation of the formula FPi assigns exactly one atomic
proposition the value true and exactly li satisfying interpretations exist. The
formula representing the set of all test cases is the conjunction of the subfor-
mulas for all parameters:

FTS =
n∧
i=1

FPi

A satisfying interpretation of the formula FTS assigns the value true to exactly
n atomic propositions representing values from different parameters. Interpret-
ing the true-valued propositions as selected values results in a test case of the
CIT problem.

The constraints of a CIT problem can be described with arbitrary Boolean
formulas over the set of atomic formulas A. Let C = {c1, · · · , ck} be a set of
constraints for a CIT problem. The conjunction of the formula FTS with all
constraints restricts the set of satisfying interpretations of FTS such that it
contains exactly those interpretations that correspond to valid test cases.

FV S = FTS ∧
k∧
i=1

ci
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generateTestSet(CITSpec)
F = generateFormula(CITSpec)
T = generateValueCombinations(CITSpec)
M = {}
//phase 1
M = phase1(F,T)
//phase 2
N = phase2(F,T)
add(M, N)
return M

Listing 6.2: Logic Based Test Set Generation Algorithm

We use this explicit representation of the set of valid test cases to identify
candidates that differ as much as possible with respect to the covered value
combinations. This leads to a low degree of redundancy of the test cases. This
helps to reduce the number of test cases that are required to achieve a given
coverage criterion.

6.2.2 Test Set Generation
Our test set generation algorithm generates test sets for arbitrary coverage
criteria under consideration of constraints. It uses the formula FVS repre-
senting the set of valid test cases and a data structure T to record the value
combinations that must be covered according to the coverage criteria. In each
iteration, it selects a test case covering at least one unseen tuple of values. The
new tuples covered by the candidate are removed from T that consequently
gets smaller in each iteration. In the i’th iteration, T contains all those value
combinations that have not been covered by a previously selected test case.
The algorithm terminates when T is empty. If T is empty, it is guaranteed
that the coverage criterion is fulfilled. The algorithm has three phases: the
initialization and two phases that differ with respect to the strategy for selec-
tion of the next test case. It is shown in Listing 6.2. The top-level function
generateTestSet initializes the necessary data structures. Subsequently, the
functions that implement the two different test case selection strategies are
called.

In the initialization phase (Listing 6.3), the formula FVS and the above
mentioned data structure T are build. The formula FVS is build exactly as
explained in the previous section. We use Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD)
to represent the formula. We order the variables of the BDD such that vari-
ables representing values of the same parameter follow one another. This
variable order allows to construct a very efficient BDD representation for a
formula that is structured as explained in the previous section. Figure 6.2
illustrates for a small CIT problem the influence of the variable ordering on
the size of the BDD. Figure 6.2(a) shows the BDD for a variable order with
succeeding variables from different parameters, whereas the BDD with less
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(a) BDD for variable order x1, y1, x2, y2
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(b) BDD for variable order x1, x2, y1, y2

Figure 6.2: BDD representations of the formula FTS for a CIT problem with two
parameters P1 = {x1, x2} and P2 = {y1, y2} for different variable orderings.

nodes in Figure 6.2(b) uses the described variable order. The data structure
T stores for each parameter combination required by the coverage criterion
a separate list with the corresponding value combinations. It is best illus-
trated with an example. Let CIT = {P1, · · · , Pn} be a specification and
t = 2 the coverage criterion. The corresponding data structure T is the set
{{P1 × P2}, · · · , {P1 × Pn}, · · · , {Pn−1 × Pn}}. After constructing the data
structures for both, the formula and the coverage criterion, we switch to the
test set calculation phase.

In the first phase of the test set calculation, the algorithm selects test cases
that cover the maximal number of unseen value combinations. Each iteration
of the first phase consists of two steps:

1a) We select a satisfying interpretation s, translate it into a test case tc
and determine the set of covered value combinations Ttc. We remove all
tuples in Ttc from T .

1b) We further restrict the formula such that the remaining satisfying inter-
pretations correspond to test cases covering only tuples different from
those in Ttc.

To restrict the formula in the second step, we use the tuples in Ttc as addi-
tional constraints. We transform a tuple into an additional constraint building
a conjunction with all its values and negating this formula. We illustrate the
effect of an additional constraint for our example from Figure 6.2. The formula
FTS in disjunctive normal form for this example looks as follows:
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phase1(F, T)
si = oneSat(F) //get satisfying interpretation
while (si != null)
tc = createTestCase(si)
add(M, tc)
Ttc = extractTuples(tc)
remove(T, Ttc)
foreach (t in Ttc)
F = and(F, not(constraint(t))

si = oneSat(F)
return M

Listing 6.3: First Phase of the Logic Based Test Set Generation Algorithm

FTS = F0 = x1 ∧ ¬x2 ∧ y1 ∧ ¬y2 ∨ (6.1)
x1 ∧ ¬x2 ∧ ¬y1 ∧ y2 ∨ (6.2)
¬x1 ∧ x2 ∧ y1 ∧ ¬y2 ∨ (6.3)
¬x1 ∧ x2 ∧ ¬y1 ∧ y2 (6.4)

Selecting as first test case tc = {x1, y1} and combining the resulting tuple
(x1, y1) as additional constraint with FTS excludes the first clause in the above
shown formula(Line 6.1). This leads to the following formula.

F0 ∧ ¬(x1 ∧ y1) = F1 = x1 ∧ ¬x2 ∧ ¬y1 ∧ y2 ∨ (6.5)
¬x1 ∧ x2 ∧ y1 ∧ ¬y2 ∨ (6.6)
¬x1 ∧ x2 ∧ ¬y1 ∧ y2 (6.7)

We modify the formula in each iteration such that its set of satisfying in-
terpretations gets smaller. Eventually, we reach at a point where the formula
is unsatisfiable. In this case, we switch to the second phase.

In the second phase, the algorithm generates test cases until all value
combinations remaining in T are covered (Function phase2 in Listing 6.4).
In each iteration a restricted number of candidates is built and the candidate
that covers the largest number of unseen tuples is selected. These unseen
tuples are removed from T , which eventually gets empty. In T , there might
be implicit constraints, i.e., value combinations that are not coverable due
to explicit constraints. During the candidate construction, we detect these
implicit constraints and remove them immediately from T . We will clarify this
point further in the following description of the candidate generation.

The function createCandidates presented in Listing 6.4 generates at most
n test case candidates. In contrast to the first phase, we do not exclude tuples
but ensure that certain tuples are included. We restrict the set of satisfying
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phase2(F, T)
while (T != ∅)
K = createCandidates(F, T);
//select test case covering most unseen tuples
tc = best(K);
add(R, tc);
Ttc = extractTuples(tc)
remove(T, Ttc)

return R

createCandidates(F, T)
sortByLength(T) //order lists in T by length
PImax = first(T) //choose longest list in T
//generate at most n candidates
for (i = 1; i < min(n, |PImax|); i++)
F′ = F //copy formula for candidate generation
//uncoverable tuple?
if(!tryTuple(PImax(i), F′))
remove(T, PImax(i))

else
//complete test case with tuples from remaining lists
foreach ( PI in T && PI != PImax )
j = i
//try i’th tuple first
while(!tryTuple(PI(j mod |PI|), F′ ) && j ≤ i+|PI|)
j++

tc = createTestCase(oneSat(F′))
add(candidates, tc)

return candidates;

Listing 6.4: Second Phase of the Logic Based Test Set Generation Algorithm with
the Basic Version of the Candidate Generation Function

interpretations of the initial formula FVS such that a large number of the
previously unseen tuples is covered by a candidate. We achieve this by step-
wise restricting the formula using the value combinations remaining in T as
including constraints. We transform a value combination into an including
constraint by building a conjunction with all its values. The auxiliary function
tryTuple builds the including constraint corresponding to the tuple t. This
formula is used to restrict the passed formula F ′. Only if the resulting formula
is satisfiable, F ′ is modified. The return value indicates the corresponding
outcome.

To construct a candidate, we first select a tuple from the parameter com-
bination that has the most remaining value combinations PImax . In case that
the conjunction of the corresponding constraint with the initial formula leads
to an unsatisfiable formula, the tuple is uncoverable due to the constraints. In
this case the tuple is removed from T , no candidate is generated and the next
iteration is started. If the tuple can be used to restrict the formula, we step-
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wise try to select value combinations for all remaining lists in T . We combine
the i’th elements in the lists, respectively the i mod |PI|-th element in shorter
lists in order to generate candidates covering different value combinations. It
is possible for a list in T that there is no value combination that is combinable
with the tuples selected for the candidate under construction. In this case we
skip the corresponding list. Consequently, the generated candidates may differ
with respect to the number of covered unseen tuples. As explained before,
after the candidate generation, the candidate covering the largest number of
unseen combinations is selected and both the result set and the data structure
T are updated correspondingly.

The presented algorithm generates test sets for CIT problems with con-
straints. It is very convenient because the constraints can be given as arbi-
trary boolean formulas and must not adhere to restrictions on its form. We
enhanced this algorithm such that we are able to generate the test cases in
order of their importance. We describe the main differences between the basic
algorithm and the prioritization capable variant in the following section and
summarize evaluation results for both algorithms afterwards.

Prioritized Test Set Generation

Prioritization aims at calculating test cases that cover the most important
value combinations first. The main differences between our basic algorithm
and its variant for prioritization are:

1. We skip the first phase of the overall algorithm.

2. We use a candidate generation function that optimizes with respect to
the additional covered weight. We select the test case that covers the
greatest additional weight.

The optimization strategy consists of selecting value combinations with a
high weight first. We skip the first phase of the overall algorithm because it
does not provide the possibility to select specific value combinations.

The candidate generation function requires several modifications in order to
generate candidates for the weigth-based optimization criterion. It is shown in
Listing 6.5. In contrast to the basic variant, we sort the elements in the tuple
data structure T according to their weight. First the value combinations for
each parameter interaction are sorted in descending order by weight. Then T
itself is ordered. A parameter interaction PIk preceeds a parameter interaction
PIl, if the weight of its value combination with the greatest weight is bigger
than the weight of all value combinations of PIl. After sorting T , at most
n candidates are generated as in the basic variant. We try to create the
i-th test case combining the i-th element from each parameter interaction,
considering the parameter combinations in T in descending order. Unlike in
the basic variant, we consider a parameter combination for candidate i only
if the weight of its i’th, respectively i mod |PI|-th, tuple exceeds a threshold
value. Consequently, a candidate may be created without a tuple from that
parameter interaction. We postpone to cover a tuple with a low weight since it
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createCandidatesPrioritized(F, T, th)
sortByWeight(T)
PImax = first(T) //choose the 1st subset in T
//generate at most n candidates
for (i = 1; i < min(n, |PImax|); i++){
F′ = F
foreach(PI in T)
//select i’th tuple
t = PI(i mod |PI|)
if( exceedsWeight(t, threshold) )
//check if tuple can be combined
if( tryTuple(t, F′) )
update(threshold, t)

else
//t leads to unsatisfiable formula
if( F′ == F )
remove(T, t) //remove uncoverable tuple

else
//try tuples remaining in PI
for(j = i; j ≤ i + |PI|; j++)
if( tryTuple(PI(j mod |PI|)) )
update(threshold, PI(j mod |PI|))
break;

tc = createTestCase(oneSat(F ′))
add(candidates, tc)

}
return candidates;

Listing 6.5: Prioritized Candidate Generation

could conflict with a tuple from another parameter interaction that has a higher
weight. As in the basic version of the algorithm, we must pay attention to
invalid value combinations, in order to guarantee termination of the algorithm.
Since we may also skip the first parameter interactions, the detection of these
tuples is adapted. We check two conditions for each value combination to be
selected. First, we verify if the weight exceeds the threshold value. If this
is not the case, we defer the tuple. Otherwise, we check if the tuple may be
combined with the formula F ′. If the resulting formula is unsatisfiable, two
cases must be distinguished. If the tuple is the first selected one, we know,
that it is not coverable with any valid test case and we must remove it from
T . Otherwise, there are already selected tuples. In this case, we cannot know
if the tuple is valid and must postpone this decision.

The threshold value reflects the amount of weight that has been covered
already. It is the ratio of the accumulated weight of the tuples already covered
in the test set generated so far and the total weight of all tuples. Let ωv be
a function that determines the weight of a value and ωt the corresponding
function for the weight of value combinations. In the initialization of the data
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structure T , we calculate the total amount of the weight of all tuples ωCIT . In
each generation step, we add the additional weight of the selected test case, i.e,
the weight of the newly covered value combinations, to the cumulative weight
of all so far genereated test cases ωTS. The threshold th is calculated as shown
below:

th = 1− ωTS
ωCIT

Let S be the set of tuples already selected for the test case to be generated.
We select a tuple if the following condition holds:

ωt(t) >
∑
ti∈S ωt(ti)
card(S) ∗ th

The threshold value controls to what extend the mean weight of the selected
tuples can fall below the limit. The threshold value grows with each gener-
ated candidate and consequently the defined condition can be met by value
combinations with a lower weight.

We omit the presentation of the adapted versions of the top-level algo-
rithm and the control-function for the second phase since the modifications
are straightforward. As we explained in the beginning of this section, we omit
the first test selection phase in the overall algorithm. Furthermore, we choose
the test case on the basis of the additional covered weight and update T as
well as the threshold value accordingly. In the following section, we present
evaluation results for the basic algorithm as well as the presented prioritization
variant.

6.2.3 Evaluation
Our evaluation demonstrates that our basic algorithm as well as its variant are
applicable for realistic specifications. In the following, we present two series
of experiments. We conducted these two series of experiments because CIT
approaches are applicable to CIT problems with either constraint or priorities,
but not both. In our first series, we compare our basic algorithm to other
constraint capable approaches. In the second series, we compare it to the
DDA approach [BC06]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only known
priority capable approach.

Comparison for Test Set Generation with Constraints We conducted the
first series of experiments with standard benchmarks first presented in [CDS08].
The benchmarks and our results for execution time and test set size are shown
in Table 6.2, where we use for benchmarks and also for constraints the notation
as introduced in Section 6.1.3. The benchmarks are arranged in three groups
according to their total number of values. Our approach is implemented in
Java and uses the Java BDD library JDD1. We compared our basic algorithm
(BDD) to three other constraint capable approaches; two greedy approaches

1http://javaddlib.sourceforge.net/jdd/
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16 281334261 185 23034 17 < 1 >24h 9 24 29 ? 28
21 27633425163 192 24036 56 < 1 >24h 20 37 48 ? 43
2 28633435161 204 21933 33 < 1 >24h 18 30 40 ? 34
26 287314354 209 22834 122 < 1 >24h 17 32 42 ? 40
12 213634435163 319 22334 188 < 1 >24h 100 41 56 ? 46
10 213036455264 332 24037 736 < 1 >24h 199 44 58 ? 53
5 215537435564 392 2323641 814 < 1 >24h 247 50 65 ? 57
28 2167316425366 441 23136 1820 < 1 >24h 510 50 72 ? 61
19 217239495364 446 23835 1238 < 1 >24h 473 47 66 ? 56

Table 6.2: Evaluation Results for Constraint Capable Approaches

(PICT [Cze06], SpecExplorer [GQW+09]) and the meta-heuristic based ap-
proach CASA [CDS08]. All tools were available on the internet. We run
the experiments on a PC with an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E8400 running at
3.00GHz with 4GB of RAM. CASA and PICT were chosen for the reasons that
we already explained in Section 6.1.3. The meta-heuristic based tool CASA
generates the smallest result sets, at the expense of run time (up to 30 min-
utes); PICT turned out to be the most powerful greedy approach. We used
SpecExplorer because it is also based on an explicit representation of the test
set as logical formula. In spite of the similarity to our approach, it performed
worst in our experiments. The generation finished in less than 24 hours only
for the first six smaller benchmarks with nevertheless the highest numbers of
generated test cases. PICT is the fastest tool with execution time always less
than a second. The longest time required by our algorithm was 8 minutes for
the most complex benchmark 19. As the evaluation results show, our algo-
rithm outperforms PICT with respect to the test set size. For the presented
benchmarks, the result calculated by PICT is on average 31 percent bigger
compared to the solution calculated by CASA, the result calculated by our
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S1 34 S4 1019181716151413121 S7 350250

S2 1020 S5 82726224 S8 2021023100

S3 3100 S6 1511055141

Table 6.3: Benchmarks for Prioritization

tool only 18 percent.

Comparison for Test Set Generation with Prioritization The data for our
second series of experiments is taken from [BC06] and presented in Table 6.3.
We conducted experiments with the four different weight distributions that
were proposed in the mentioned publication. The evaluation results are shown
in Table 6.4. As we explained in the beginning of this section, the DDA
approach is the only known prioritization-capable approach. Since the DDA
approach may calculate invalid test cases in the presence of constraints, a com-
parison of the results of both approaches would be difficult for constrained CIT
problems. Therefore, all benchmarks in the second series are unconstrained
CIT problems. We reimplemented the DDA approach because it was not
provided by the authors upon our request. Our evaluation revealed minor dif-
ferences between the results published by the authors and those calculated by
our implementation. These differences may result from rounding errors and a
different implementation of the tie-breaking rule that was not described in de-
tail. Table 6.4 shows the number of test cases that are required to cover 50, 75
and 100 percent of the weight for both approaches. To cover 50 percent of the
weight the test set calculated by our prioritization capable algorithm PBDD
has compared to the DDA algorithm on average 17 percent more test cases; to
cover 75 percent of the weight the test set size increases by 11 percent. How-
ever, the results differ considerably in distribution as well as in benchmarks.
For randomly distributed weights (distribution 4), our approach calculates the
worst results compared to DDA. We achieve the best results for distribution
3 that assigns all values from a parameter the weight ( 1

|Pv |)
2. Our algorithm

calculates in 6 out of 10 cases equally sized or smaller test sets for covering 50
and 75 percent of the weights for benchmarks with few values (S1, S3, S4, S5,
S7). For distribution 2, the weight for half of the values is set to 0.9 respec-
tively 0.1, the test sets for covering 50 percent of the weight are on average
21 percent bigger. To cover 75 percent of the weight, the results are increased
by 19 percent, showing the same difference for the two identified groups of
benchmarks. In case of equal weights (distribution 1) the basic version of our
algorithm should be used since it optimizes with respect to the number of new
tuples.

6.3 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented two new approaches for CIT test set gen-
eration. The experimental results of the developed algorithms are promising.
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Number of Test Cases
Covering Proportion of Weight

50% 75% 100%
DDA PBDD DDA PBDD DDA PBDD

D
ist

rib
ut
io
n
1

s1 5 5 7 7 9 10
s2 57 62 97 112 220 251
s3 6 6 9 11 32 33

ωv(v) = 1 s4 22 26 40 47 95 94
for all values s5 16 19 33 37 72 74

s6 47 62 84 105 175 184
s7 4 4 7 8 29 28
s8 8 13 16 35 400 400

D
ist

rib
ut
io
n
2

s1 1 1 3 3 14 14
s2 19 21 39 49 256 278

ωv(v) = 0.9 s3 1 1 4 4 35 35
for half of the values s4 7 10 16 22 103 100
ωv(v) = 0.1 s5 5 7 12 15 83 83
for the other half s6 16 28 32 55 192 207

s7 1 1 2 2 31 29
s8 3 3 9 16 400 400

D
ist

rib
ut
io
n
3

s1 5 5 8 7 13 10
s2 60 62 112 112 325 249
s3 6 6 10 11 37 33

ωv(v) = ( 1
|Pv |)

2 s4 8 8 19 18 115 137
for all values s5 4 5 10 10 94 101

s6 26 27 51 53 208 222
s7 3 4 6 7 33 33
s8 6 6 10 11 417 463

D
ist

rib
ut
io
n
4

s1 3 4 5 6 13 13
s2 32 44 67 94 265 286
s3 3 5 7 11 34 47

ωv(v) = random s4 15 17 29 33 100 108
for all values s5 9 10 19 24 82 88

s6 27 35 56 70 192 208
s7 2 3 5 7 32 42
s8 5 8 15 26 406 406

Table 6.4: Evaluation Results for Prioritization Capable Tools

Execution time as well as test set size are very often better than or comparable
to those of other approaches. These results clearly demonstrate the potential
of the underlying, new idea of an explicit representation of the test set. Both
algorithms should be investigated further to discover optimization potential.
It appears reasonable to investigate the extendability of the graph-based ap-
proach to integrate constraints as well as prioritization adapting the clique
detection algorithms accordingly. Our logic-based algorithm should be evalu-
ated further to get a better understanding of the influence of constraints as well
as priorities on the generated test set and consequently indicate improvement
possibilities.



7 Comparative Evaluation
Many software companies no longer call into question the importance of quality
assurance. However, to find the right measures and to identify their costs
remains a problem[PAC08]. In research, the evaluation of quality assurance
methods for software developement has gained less attention than other aspects
of software development[KGB11]. In this thesis, we contribute to this area,
by assessing and comparing the two developed quality assurance approaches
for compiler back ends. We are particularly interested in evaluating their
adequacy for industrial compiler development projects. In order to evaluate
our approaches we identify appropriate assessment criteria. These criteria
are introduced in the beginning of this section. Subsequently, we assess and
compare both techniques and discuss their benefits and disadvantages.

7.1 Assessment Criteria
The selection of development and quality assurance methods for software
projects depends on many factors. In contrast to software development, where
development standards have been established, the situation for quality assur-
ance has not yet been solved satisfactory. In order to assess the presented
quality assurance approaches, several aspects must be taken into account.
We propose the following criteria for the purpose of assessing and compar-
ing the approaches with regard to their applicability for compiler development
projects:

1. Benefit: What is the benefit of using the approach? What kind of
properties can be ensured respectively checked with the approach? What
kind of failures can be detected?

2. Prerequisites: What is required to employ the technique? Is the tech-
nique applicable by the developers? Does the technique require specific
expert-knowledge for its application?

3. Integration: How can the approach be integrated in the development
process? What is the earliest possible time for its application? Can it
be integrated into the stepwise development process as it is used for the
considered class of compiler back ends?

4. Adaptation: How can the technique be adapted to the available re-
sources? Can the technique be employed to investigate only selected
parts as for example those known to be error-prone?

5. Automation: To what extend can the technique be automated?

147
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6. Reusability: To what extend is the technique reusable for further projects?

With our criteria we provide an approach for a cost-benefit estimation.
Each criterion is associated with questions that support the evaluation of the
criterion. The first criterion aims at assessing the benefit, the other five cri-
teria prerequisite, integration, adaptation, automation and reusability aim at
evaluating factors that influence the costs.

7.2 Assessment of the Verification Approach
In chapter 4, we introduced our verification approach for BURS-based com-
piler back ends. In this section, we assess our verification approach by answer-
ing the questions presented in the previous section one by one. Our analysis
reveals reasons that render the application of our verification approach time-
consuming and costly.

What is the benefit of using the approach? The main benefit of all formal
verification techniques is their completeness. With our correctness proof for
the formalized rules we investigate all possible behaviors of the code selection
module that derive from these rules. With respect to the formalized rules,
it is ensured, that no corner-case has been forgotten because our approach is
machine-assisted. This is in contrast to our testing approach, which investi-
gates only a subset of all possible behaviors but executes the complete back
end, i.e., it also considers the register allocation and instruction selection mod-
ules. The completeness result of our verification approach has its price. Our
formalizations, although considering the behavior of the code generator only
partially, have a considerable size. In Table 7.1 a comprehensive overview on
the size of our three formal models is presented. The first formalization con-
sists of approximately 12400 lines of proof code with 162 lemmas, the second
formalization of approximately 16000 lines with 253 lemmas and the third for-
malization has approximately 8800 lines with 234 lemmas. To investigate the
entire behavior of the code generator, it would be necessary to build a formal
model that captures not only all rules but also the components for register
allocation and instruction selection. We think that it is questionable whether
this can be obtained with economically justifiable effort. In the following pre-
sentation, we provide further reasons for these doubts.

Our approach has benefits that should not be overlooked in light of our
judgement. Formal verification techniques require a careful analysis of the
problem to be verified. This analysis is comparable to a thorough review and
detects errors even if the correctness proof is not fully completed. We detected
an inconsistency in a code generator rule while we developed our second for-
malization. This inconsistency resulted from copy-and-paste development of
the similar rules for type conversions and had passed several tests unnoticed.
Another advantage of our formalization is that components of alternative qual-
ity assurance techniques can be derived from it. The Isabelle theorem prover
offers the possibility to translate executable parts of the specification into an
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executable program in a functional programming language.1 Our recursive
operational semantics is basically an interpreter for the statements of the in-
termediate representation. The extracted implementation can be used as test
case evaluation method and therefore it can be employed as alternative test
oracle for our test approach. This approach would eliminate the need for an
alternative compiler as test oracle. Moreover, our formalization can be used
to extract a certified checker for program checking with certificates [Gle03].
Our rule formalization can be translated into an executable program without
any additional effort, i.e., no modifications in definitions are required and no
further theorems must be shown. The compiler to be developed is extended
with this verified checker. This approach allows to validate the implementa-
tion of the generated instruction selection module by checking programs and
their corresponding transformation results. The integration of the resulting
checker into a CoSy compiler can be achieved with reasonable effort because
these compilers are highly modularized and compiler modules for accessing the
internal data structures are provided by the CoSy framework.

What is required to employ the technique? The skills that are necessary
to employ the presented formal verification approach are on the one hand sig-
nificant experience with formal methods and in particular with the theorem
prover and on the other hand a deep understanding of the verification prob-
lem itself. In other words, to employ the presented approach, an experienced
compiler designer with excellent knowledge on formal techniques is required.
Experience is necessary first to identify the relevant items and facts that must
be captured by the formal model and second to select adequate definition
principles and to find suitable formalizations with respect to the overall verifi-
cation objectives. The situation is complicated by the fact that only a limited
amount of documentation is available and best-practices and experiences are
mainly communicated by personal contacts. A research project funded by the
German Science Foundation (DFG) addresses this issue in order to improve
the situationi [Isa].

Developing our first two formalizations, we gained a lot of experiences that
had a positive impact on our third formalization. In the following, we summa-
rize our main observations with respect to this point. We observed that our
inductively defined semantics is easier to read compared to the recursive seman-
tics. We cannot generalize our observation because we are not aware of complex
semantics that are defined as recursive functions. The formal semantics in Is-
abelle/HOL that are published in the literature are defined as inductive sets.
Very representative examples are presented in [KN06, BGLM05, WNST06]. In
case that it is intended to extract an interpreter from the semantics, we proba-
bly have to forgo the advantage of the increased readability because inductively
defined sets cannot directly be translated into executable programs. In general,
these definitions can only be translated into executable programs by providing
further theorems on their properties. In our experiments, we revealed that
even much simpler definitions than our semantics could be translated only by
providing a considerable number of additional theorems. In view of this fact,

1The current version of the theorem prover translates into SML, OCaml and Haskell.
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we refrained from the attempt to extract an interpreter from our inductively
defined semantics.

Experience is also required for decisions concerning the more detailed level,
i.e., the individual definitions and the lemmas on top of these. We noticed
that it is important to take into account the definition principles of underly-
ing definitions because ignoring them can cause additional proof effort. An
example is the inverse execution order that we used to define the semantics
for assembly instruction sequences (Section 4.2). The alternative execution
order would conflict with the definition provided by the library for lists and
it would cause proof overhead by requiring further theorems on list reversal.
Another example is the order of the assumptions in a theorem. We reordered
assumptions in theorems in order to avoid explicit instantiations of variables
and the additional proof step for variable renaming. This can be achieved by
takingthe behavior of the theorem prover into account that always unifies the
first assumption of the theorem to be applied with some assumption of the
theorem to be proven. Explicit instantiations must be preceded by a proof
step for renaming of variables in order to ensure independence on the theorem
prover’s strategy for creating fresh variable names.

Besides the experience, the verification approach requires a lot of tedious,
manual work. This problem is known [AWLF06] and has lead to research
projects that aim at developing support as it is provided by standard integrated
development environments for software projects, e.g., the project Proof Engi-
neering: Refactoring Proof [Pro]. We observed that the lack of tool support
for navigation and refactoring complicated the development of our formaliza-
tions by causing time consuming searches through several files and error-prone
copy-and-paste modifications. Developing our second formalization, we had
to modify many definitions and lemmas manually due to the refined syntax.
This is similar to the modification of the signature of a function in a software
program that requires to adapt all calls to that function. Automatic support
based on an impact analysis to detect all affected parts of the formalization
would bring potential benefit. Moreover, in a thorough review of our for-
malization we observed unused, i.e., dead lemmas and duplicated lemmas. In
software development similar problems exists, namely dead code and software
clones. These problems should be addressed by automatic techniques in order
to reduce verification costs.

How can the approach be integrated in the development process? In
general, a code generator specification is developed by stepwise extending the
specification with rules until all statements and expressions are covered by at
least one rule. The formal model can be developed as soon as the first rule is
developed. We have shown with our second formalization that it is possible to
develop the formal model incrementally. However, particular attention must
be payed to the relation between the definitions and the proof structures. In
our second formalization, we extended the number of formalized intermediate
representation elements, the number of formalized assembly language elements
and the number of rules. Because the structure of most proofs is given by the
formalization of the intermediate representation, i.e., we prove by induction on
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the type of statements or expressions, we had to reprove existing lemmas. To
avoid costs for reproving, it is necessary to tailor the semantics for the inter-
mediate representation and the assembly language. All elements that appear
in rules relevant for the verification should be considered already in the first
iteration of the verification process because they define the proof structures.
On the other hand, a semantics that covers the intermediate representation
completely can unnecessarily increase the proof effort because the number of
case distinctions in the proofs directly depends on the number of elements in
the definition.

How can the technique be adapted to the available resources? There is
only one way to adapt the approach to the available resources: the selection
of a rule subset to be verified. In case that it is not possible to formalize all
rules, the effort may be reduced by considering only the most relevant rules.
In case that these rules cover only a subset of the intermediate representation,
it is useful to formalize only these elements, for the reasons explained in the
previous paragraph.

To what extend can the technique be automated? The degree of automa-
tion that can be achieved for our verification approach is limited. In principle,
two aspects can be addressed by automatic techniques: the generation of the
formal model and the proof conduction. A complete automatic generation of
the formal model, i.e., the automatic generation of Isabelle theory files for the
languages and the rule formalization cannot be expected neither. The main
obstacle that cannot be overcome is the assembly language. First, the extrac-
tion of the used assembly language instructions is difficult because they are
specified with arbitrary C code in the emit block of a rule. In addition, it is
not possible to define the semantics for the assembly instructions automati-
cally. Even the generation of the formalization for rules is difficult because
the relevant rule parts, i.e., the rule pattern, the rule condition and the emit
block consist of or may contain C code. We explained in Section 2.1.4 that
these features are introduced to make the basic pattern matching approach
employable for code selection in realistic compilers. Consequently, it is only
possible to restrict but not to forbid the usage of C code. Our formalization is
based on higher order logic why a fully automatic proof conduction cannot be
expected. However, it is possible to exploit the high similarity in the proofs to
semi-automatize the proofs with tacticals. In Section 4.2.6 we have introduced
this concept and shown an example tactical. Although tacticals are a great
benefit since they shorten proofs considerably, it cannot be ignored that the
proof must be found by the user first.

To what extend is the technique reusable for further projects? Reusability
of a formalization considers two aspects: the reuse of the formalization ideas
and the reuse of subspecifications, i.e., Isabelle theory files. Our approach
can be reused in both ways. The ideas our formalization is based on may be
reused for further code generator specifications because they reflect properties
of the compiler itself, i.e., the design of the intermediate representation and the
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compiler back end, i.e., the separation into the different phases. The reuse of
Isabelle theory files is possible through the hierarchical structure of our formal
models. We developed separate modules for the different languages and split
these further into separate modules for definitions and proofs. The modules
that can be reused are the modules for the intermediate representation. It
should be noted that the reuse is restricted to the verification of further code
generator specifications. Because the semantics is tailored for this purpose it
seems unlikely that it can be used for other verification projects.

In summary, we come to the conclusion that the cost-benefit ratio of our
verification approach prevents it from applying as quality assurance method
for realistic compilers. Quality assurance by means of theorem provers requires
experienced personal that is confronted with a huge amount of tedious manual
work. Moreover, it must be noted that depending on the degree of abstraction
of the formal model, errors may remain uncovered. To ensure that there are
no errors in the specification, it would be necessary to develop a formal model
that covers all rules completely. We doubt that even if the aforementioned
issues are solved, the costs for developing such a complete formal model will
be lower than the costs that can be avoided by detecting subtle errors that
occur very rare. Hence, it is questionable whether the costs are economically
justifiable.

7.3 Assessment of the Test Approach
We introduced our test approach in Chapter 5. In this section we assess it in
the same way as the verification approach by giving answers to the questions
proposed in Chapter 1. The test approach is applicable for realistic code
generator specifications due to its high degree of automatization. It enables
to investigate the code generator specification systematically and represents a
cost-effective quality assurance method.

What is the benefit of using the approach? Our test approach enables us
to test the code generator automatically. All required steps, the test defini-
tion, the test execution and the test evaluation are supported with suitable
methods. The generated test set ensures a defined test goal, i.e., it is guar-
anteed that each possible t-wise rule combination is covered with at least one
test case. These tests are used to investigate the back end that is generated
from the specification. Consequently, not only failures in the instruction se-
lection module but also in the register allocation or the instruction selection
module can be discovered. To ease the identification of an erroneous rule, the
test programs are generated such that they require only a limited set of rules.
However, it must be noted that our test approach is like any other test ap-
proach incomplete, i.e., it checks the compiler back end only for some of the
possible behaviors.

What is required to employ the technique? In contrast to the verification
approach, the proposed test approach requires no specific experience for its
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usage. The necessary type annotations and specifications for dynamic patterns
can be defined by the compiler designer with little effort. These annotations
represent information that he keeps in mind developing the rules of the code
generator specification. The automatic test evaluation has two requirements:
the possibility to retranslate a generated intermediate program into a source
level language and the availability of an alternative compiler. It should be
noted that the first requirement may represent a drawback to the application of
the test approach. Both requirements must be fulfilled in order to evaluate the
test cases automatically. However, our proposed test oracle can be substituted
with an interpreter for the intermediate representation.

In case that a generated test fails, a failure analysis is required. A failure
is indicated by different return values of the two test programs, which are
translated by the compiler to be developed and the test oracle compiler. The
source of a failure does not need to be the compiler back end under test. It
can be caused by the retranslation module or the test oracle compiler.

How can the approach be integrated in the development process? The
integration of the proposed test approach is straightforward since it is fully
automatic, except the type annotations and the specifications for dynamic
patterns. It can be applied as soon as there are sufficient rules for terminal
derivations. This can be checked automatically since the emptiness problem is
decidable for context free grammars. The test approach allows to iteratively
generate test sets that investigate the increasing set of code generator rules.
A problem for the iteratively generated test sets is redundancy. Since all
rules that belong to the code generator specification are considered for test
set generation, a test case may belong to several successively generated test
sets. A possible solution would be to assign priorities to the rules depending
on the time they were defined. These priorities could be used by a CIT test set
generation algorithm to generate prioritized test cases. However, this problem
is not specific to our test selection approach. An extended rule set leads to
an extended CIT specification, i.e., the parameter sets of the specification
grow during the course of a development project. We are not aware of any
approaches that aim at avoiding redundancy in the test set generated for the
extended specification.

How can the technique be adapted to the available resources? The tech-
nique can be adapted to the available resources in two ways. First as for the
verification approach, it is possible to restrict the rule set that is considered.
The second possibility is a varying combination strength, since the number
of test cases required for a strength t increases with t. A third possibility is
the prioritized test generation. This approach allows to generate test cases
in an order based on explicit priorities assigned to the rules. These priori-
ties can be defined, for example, such that rules covering certain intermediate
representation elements are preferred during test case generation.

To what extend can the technique be automated? The technique is fully
automatic except the annotations for types and dynamic rules that must be
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manually defined by the compiler designer. In case that either the retranslation
of the generated test programs is not possible or the alternative compiler is
not available, the test evaluation can be carried out by an interpreter for the
intermediate representation as we explained before. A manual test evaluation
would be impractical since the number of tests that is required to validate a
realistic code generator specification is too large to be analysed manually with
acceptable effort.

To what extend is the technique reusable for further projects? The pre-
sented test approach is completely reusable for further code generator speci-
fications. In contrast to the verification approach, where the target processor
must be explicitly captured, the target processor is only implicitly taken into
account to execute the tests. Moreover, the test selection approach is more
general and can be applied as test reduction technique for grammar-based
testing.

In conclusion, the presented test approach provides a good cost-benefit ratio.
The technique can be easily employed by the compiler designer. The required
additional effort for the annotations is compensated by the reduced costs for
manual test set extension of predefined test sets. The technique allows to test
the generated back end systematically. The rule combination coverage criterion
ensures that the rule combinations are tested up to a required combination
strength.

7.4 Confrontation
In this section, we summarize our assessment results and contrast the verifica-
tion approach with the testing approach. As explained in Chapter 1, industrial
compilers are tested with predefined test suites, which are manually extended
in order to test specific behavior of the compiler back end. This is striking,
because several research projects aimed at formal verification of compilers and
many approaches for formal verification of compilers have been presented but
they did not found a way into industrial practice. Our assessment for the
formal verification approach, which we presented in Section 7.2, confirms the
opinion on the negative cost-benefit ratio of formal techniques. We revealed
several reasons that make the application of formal verification approaches
too expensive for industrial compilers. Our assessment for the test approach
also confirms the opinion on the positive cost-benefit ratio of testing tech-
niqes. From a practical perspective, the test approach is clearly preferable.
We provide evidence on this opinion in the following discussion.

To compare both approaches for each of our evaluation criteria, we awarded
marks on a five-step scale (5=very good, . . . , 1=unsatisfactory). This rating
is shown in Figure 7.1. The blue bars represent the rating results for the
verification approach and the grey bars the results for the test approach. In
the following, we explain the rating results for each of the criteria in turn.

Benefit With respect to the benefit, we rate the verification approach sig-
nificantly worse than the testing approach. This might seem counterintuitive
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Figure 7.1: Comparitive Evaluation for Both Approaches. The evaluation is pre-
sented on a five-step scale (5=very good, . . . , 1=unsatisfactory). The blue bars
represent the rating results for the verification approach and the grey bars represent
the rating results for the test approach.

since formal verification can guarantee correctness whereas testing techniques
are incomplete. The main reason for this rating is that from a practical per-
spective the benefit must be balanced against the costs. For our verification
approach, it is questionable that the benefit will be greater than the costs to
achieve it. Depending on the degree of abstraction, errors in the specification
may remain undetected. Lowering the degree of abstraction will increase the
probability to detect errors at the price of significantly increased costs. Provid-
ing a correctness proof for the complete code generator specification means to
build a formal model that captures all details of the implementation. The gen-
eration of such a formal model cannot be expected neither an automatic proof,
for the reasons that we explained in Section 7.2. Although formal verification
with theorem provers has shown to be suitable to prove general properties of
programming languages or algorithms, we come to the conclusion that this is
not the case for our verification task. In order to conduct proofs for general
properties, it is admissible to abstract from concrete details. In our case, it
is necessary to model a concrete instance as closely as possible in order to be
sure that indeed all failures are detected. This causes high costs because it
requires extensive manual work.

The benefit of our test approach arises from several facts. It is highly
automated and requires only minimal manual effort. It requires no specific
knowledge for its application and can be applied by the compiler designer. The
proposed rule coverage criterion allows to systematically examine the generated
compiler back end that runs within the compiler. Furthermore, the localization
of a failure is facilitated by generating the test cases as small as possible. This
reduces the set of rules that must be taken into account during the examination
of a failed test. With our test approach, the manual definition of test cases is
substituted with an automatic technique with reasonable costs.
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Prerequisites The rating with regard to the prerequisites of both approaches
is similar to the rating with regard to the benefit. The verification approach re-
quires specialized knowledge on compilers, on formal techniques and in partic-
ular on the theorem prover. This knowledge is not only required for developing
the approach but also in order to employ it. This is not the case for the test ap-
proach. Although it is based on theoretical concepts of formal languages, this
knowledge is not required for using it. It should be noted, however, that the
automatic test evaluation has technical prerequisites. It requires a compiler
that is able to retranslate from the intermediate representation into the source
language. Alternatively, an interpreter for the intermediate representation is
necessary in order to evaluate the test cases.

Integration Both approaches allow for their integration into the stepwise
development process of the code generator specification. The integration of
further rules into the formal model is facilitated by its modular structure.
However, it must be noted that already in the initial formal model it is nec-
essary to capture all those elements of the intermediate representation that
will be considered by some rule in the final model. This is necessary to avoid
costly rework of the correctness proofs. For the test approach, the extension
of the code generator specification with further rules leads to redundant test
cases, as we explained in Section 7.3. We propose to use CIT with priorities
to overcome this problem.

Adaptation Our test approach allows for the flexible adaptation to the avail-
able resources. It is possible to influence the number of generated test cases
by increasing or reducing the strength of the coverage criterion. This means
that the tester can decide to test only all t− 1 rule combinations in case that
the number of test cases for strength t cannot be executed with the avail-
able budget. Moreover, the rules can be assigned with weights for prioritizing
error-prone rules. The verification approach can be adapted to the available
resources by restricting the rule set that is captured by the formal model. In
general, the approach is less flexible due to the dependency between the proof
effort and the number of formalized elements of the intermediate representa-
tion.

Automation Our formal verification approach is much less automated than
our testing approach. This is mainly due to two reasons. Several parts of
the formal model, e.g., the semantics of the assembly language, cannot be
extracted from the code generator specification and must be defined manually.
Moreover, the proofs cannot be expected to be found automatically due to the
employed logics. However, there is a lot of similarity between the proofs that
enabled us to reduce the proof effort with suitably defined tactics. The testing
approach is almost completely automated. It only requires to annotate the
rules and to provide information on the dynamic patterns. As we explained in
Section 7.3, these annotations can be provided by the compiler designer with
reasonable additional effort.
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Reusability With regard to reusability, the approaches differ considerably.
The reuse of the formal verification approach is possible in limited form only.
Only a small proportion of the formalization does not directly depend on the
actual code generator specification. For this reason a direct reuse of subspec-
ifications of the formalization is difficult. Although, the proof concepts and
structures can be used to verify further specifications. The test approach can
easily be reused for further development projects.

7.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented an assessment of the two quality assurance
approaches for compiler back ends. Our assessment is based on criteria that
we defined in order to evaluate the approaches regarding their applicability to
compiler back end specifications for industrial compilers. Our results confirm
the prevailing opinion on the cost-benefit ratio of both approaches. We provide
detailed explanations that discover shortcomings and optimization potential
of formal techniques. With our criteria, we provide assistance for selecting
the appropriate approach based on the quality requirements of a development
project.



8 Conclusion
In this thesis we have investigated the problem of quality assurance for compiler
back ends. We have developed two quality assurance approaches for compiler
back ends and carried out an assessment concerning their applicability for
industrial compiler development projects. In the following, we summarize our
results and present directions for future research.

8.1 Results
In this thesis, we presented two novel quality assurance approaches for BURS-
based compiler back ends. We introduced a formal verification approach and
a test approach that allow for the examination of the compiler back end with
regard to its quality.

Our formal verification approach provides a machine-assisted correctness
proof for a subset of rules of a code generator specification for the Itanium pro-
cessor. The developed formalization captures the relevant features that extend
the basic BURS approach in industrial compiler frameworks. In our formal
model, we explicitly represent with specific compound instructions transfor-
mation results that are only implicitly present in the compiler during the code
selection phase. This idea allows to provide a modular correctness proof. The
modular correctness proof enables us to compose the main correctness proof for
the considered rule set from proofs for the individual rules. We exploit the high
similarity that shows up in the proofs of the individual rules and conduct the
proofs semi-automatically with suitable tacticals. Tacticals allow to combine
several proof steps into a single step and shorten our proofs considerably. This
enables us to shorten the proofs considerably, to increase the readability of the
formalization and to reduce the proof effort. We have developed two extensions
of our initial formalization. With our second formalization, we have refined our
initial formalization with regard to the representation of data types in order
to consider additional rules for integer conversions. The modular structure of
our formalization facilitated the integration of the additional rules. Developing
the second formalization, we detected an inconsistency in one of the additional
rules. In our third formalization, the initial formalization was revised in order
to investigate the influence of alternative definition principles. In particular,
we partly redefined the formal semantics. During the development of the two
alternative formalizations we gained useful experiences and insights that allow
for the cost-benefit assessment that we presented in this thesis.

Our test approach for compiler back ends allows to check the compiler back
end systematically. It requires only a limited amount of manual effort from
the compiler designer and automates the test selection, the test generation
and the test evaluation. The test approach is a combination of different test-
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ing techniques. For test selection we combine grammar-based testing and
combinatorial interaction testing. The idea is to extract the grammar that is
implicitly defined in the back end specification. From this grammar, we au-
tomatically generate a CIT test specification that describes all derivations of
this grammar with a fixed derivation length. The automatic generation of the
CIT specification enables us to employ a CIT test set generation algorithm
for selecting a set of derivations that ensures rule combination coverage for a
given combination strength. Our experimental results demonstrate that only
a small proportion of the complete set of all derivations is required to ensure
the rule combination coverage. The test selection approach is general, i.e., it
can be applied to test software for which the test data can be described with
a context free grammar. In order to generate the test cases for the selected
derivations, we extend the compiler with a test generation module. The task
of this module is to construct a test program that contains the statement that
is yielded with a derivation. We construct the test programs such that only
a limited number of rules is necessary to translate the program into an exe-
cutable program. This helps to identify the erroneous rule if the test detects a
failure. The test case generation module can be automatically generated from
the back end specification. As test oracle, we apply an alternative compiler
that gets as input the test case that has been retranslated into the source lan-
guage. This adaptation of differential testing enables us to evaluate the tests
automatically.

In this thesis, we have also presented an assessment of the two quality as-
surance approaches. In order to evaluate the practical applicability and the
cost-benefit relation, we defined suitable assessment criteria. Our analysis not
only confirms the prevailing opinion on the classes of formal verification and
testing approaches but also provides a detailed justification. By using our cri-
teria, we clearly indicate the benefits and the cost factors of both approaches.
Furthermore, we identified weaknesses and limits that render formal verifica-
tion with theorem provers difficult and costly. The presented analysis provides
guidance for selecting the appropriate quality assurance approach with regard
to the quality requirements of a software development project.

In addition to the two quality assurance approaches and their assessment,
we presented a conceptually new idea for CIT test set generation. We explicitly
represent the set of all test cases that is defined with a CIT test specification
with k-partite graphs and BDDs respectively. Based on this concept, we devel-
oped two new CIT test set generation algorithms. The algorithm that is based
on the representation with k-partite graphs outperforms existing algorithms
for CIT test problems with many-valued parameters. The other algorithm
performs better than comparable greedy algorithms. Furthermore, it supports
constraints and priorities. To the best of our knowledge, such an approach has
never been introduced before.

8.2 Discussion
The first aim of this thesis was the development of two quality assurance
approaches for BURS-based compiler back ends. In the introductory chapter,
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we established two criteria for evaluating our solutions. In the following, we
discuss to what extend the developed approaches meet these criteria.

With our first criterion, we required that the approaches were applicable
for realistic BURS-based compiler back ends. Realistic compiler back end
specifications use several features that extend the basic pattern matching ap-
proach in order to allow for the efficient development of the back end. The
most relevant features are different kinds of nonterminals, rule conditions, dy-
namic patterns and support for interaction with the register allocator and the
scheduling algorithm. Both approaches can handle these features. With our
formalization, we have shown how these features must be formalized in or-
der to correctly capture the meaning of rules that use them. In particular,
we extend the formal semantics of the intermediate representation with ele-
ments for the different nonterminals. The other features are integrated into
the formalization of the rules. The verified rule set comprises rules with these
features. Our test approach requires no explicit solution in order to handle
different kind of nonterminals and the support for the register allocator and
the scheduler. These features are implicitly solved by our test selection tech-
nique that determines test cases from terminal derivations of the grammar,
which is automatically extracted from the back end specification. In order
to handle dynamic patterns, the compiler developer must provide information
for the dynamic patterns. We use this information in order to automatically
unfold a rule with a dynamic pattern into a set of rules that is specified by the
dynamic pattern. The required information is inexpensive to provide because
it is an alternative, compact representation of parts of the source code that
is used in the dynamic pattern. The solution for rule conditions is based on
their classification. Only a small proportion of rules cannot be handled by our
test approach because these rules have rule conditions that depend on specific,
user defined extensions of the intermediate representation. For the remaining
cases, we provide an automatic solution that is based on functionality provided
by the compiler frame work.

Our second criterion concerns the integration of the approach into the step-
wise development process of a back end specification. A code generator speci-
fication is developed by gradually extending the specification with rules until
it is possible to select machine code for all elements of the intermediate rep-
resentation. In order to detect erroneous rules as early as possible, we require
that our approaches allows to consider a subset of rules. Moreover, it must be
possible to consider a sequence of increasing rule sets, i.e., it must be possi-
ble to efficiently check an extended rule set. These two requirements are met
by both approaches. Due to the modular structure of our correctness proof
the integration of further rules has only a local impact on our formalization.
The modifications concern clearly separated parts of the formalization. A new
rule can be integrated into the formalization by first providing the additional
definition for the new rule, second providing evidence on its correctness and
third integrating it into the definition and proof hierarchy. The integration of
a new rule follows the definition and proof strategy that is defined according
to our rule classification. The test approach can be applied as soon as the set
of specified rules yields terminal derivations. This condition can be checked
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automatically. However, the extension of the specification with further rules
may lead to redundant test cases. This problem results from the fact that the
generated CIT test specification is an extension of the CIT test specification
that has been generated prior to it, i.e., the number of values within the pa-
rameters has grown. This problem can be addressed by using prioritized test
set generation. If we assign higher priorities to the additional rules the test
cases that cover combinations with new rules are generated before the test
cases that cover combinations with already tested rules.

8.3 Outlook
We presented in this thesis contribution for different areas of quality assurance
research. We introduced two quality assurance approaches for BURS-based
compiler back ends and also an assessment of their applicability for realistic
compiler development projects. Moreover, we developed novel approaches for
grammar-based testing and combinatorial interaction testing. In this section,
we discuss promising directions for extending the approaches that we intro-
duced in this thesis.

The assessment of both approaches, which we presented in this thesis, re-
vealed that the verification approach is too costly for an employment in indus-
trial development projects. As one reason for these costs, we identified the high
proportion of manual work that is required to build the formal model. The au-
tomatic extraction of the relevant information from the back end specification
is difficult because in the rule specifications arbitrary code of the implemen-
tation language of the compiler can be used. How and to what extend this
possibility could be limited and standardized should be investigated for two
reasons. First, the limitation and standardization would facilitate the auto-
matic extraction of the information required for the generation of the formal
model. Second, appropriate restrictions help to avoid failures and increase the
readability and maintainability of a specification.

The main limitation of the presented formal verification approach is that it
requires a large amount of manual effort. A direction for long-term research
is the application of automatic proof techniques based on design by contract.
This approach has been successfully implemented in different automatic ver-
ification tools, which are based on the Boogie verifier [BLS05]. VCC checks
properties of annotated concurrent C programs [CDH+09, LS09]. HAVOC
analyses annotated programs in standard C [BHL+10]. This direction for fur-
ther investigation involves several challenges. First, it would be necessary to
identify properties that allow to detect erroneous rules. Second, it would be
necessary to provide the possibility to annotate the rules in a code generator
specification with invariants as well as pre- or postconditions that allow for
the verification of the identified properties. Third, the annotated code gener-
ator specification must be translated into an annotated BoogiePL [BCD+05]
program. Solving these problems would allow to prove the properties auto-
matically by using the Boogie verifier.

A promising short-term goal for further development of the presented ap-
proach for test selection is its combination with the approach presented by
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Lämmel and Schulte [LS06]. The authors introduced the concept of rule com-
bination coverage but did not provide a solution. The combination of both
approaches would result into a test selection approach that allows for an even
more flexible adaptation of the test case selection to the overall testing re-
quirements. Another opportunity for enhancement is the extension of the rule
coverage criterion with regard to the rule conditions. We noticed that very
often rule conditions define alternatives, i.e., they describe disjoint sets of el-
ements of the intermediate representation. A rule condition coverage would
extend the presented rule coverage in order to cover additionally the possible
combinations of alternative rule conditions with at least one test case.

In our experiments with different CIT constraint capable test set generation
algorithms, we observed that there is an implicit assumption on the form of
the constraints. In standard CIT benchmarks with constraints, the constraints
are defined as combinations of values that must not appear in the generated
test cases. In contrast to this, our algorithm generates arbitrary boolean for-
mulas. The enhancement of our specification algorithm such that it generates
constraints in a form that is more suitable for CIT algorithms would further
improve the efficiency of our approach.

Another direction for future research is suggested by the novel concepts for
combinatorial interaction testing. We are convinced that there is optimization
potential in the presented algorithms. For the algorithm that is based on the
test set representation with k-partite graphs, the investigation of the structure
of the graphs that are calculated during the test set generation seems to be
promising. Moreover, the enhancement with regard to constraints and priori-
tization would be interesting. This could be achieved by adapting the clique
detection algorithms. Additionally, the impact of priorities on the generated
test set should be investigated. It would be interesting to conduct further case
studies with our BDD based algorithm in order to get a deeper understanding
of CIT specifications with constraints and priorities.

An empirical investigation of the presented test approach would also be
very interesting. Kuhn et al. [KWG04] conducted an empirical study of soft-
ware failures with systems from a variety of domains. They observed that
a combination strength of at most six was sufficient to detect all failures in
the considered systems. They have raised the question if in other domains also
only a few combinations are sufficient to detect the majority of failures. An ex-
tensive empirical study with compiler back end specifications would contribute
to answer this question.
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